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Abstract

Motivation: Artificial intelligence, most prominently in the form of machine learning,
is shaping up to be one of the most transformational technologies of the 21st century.
Auditors are among the professions forecasted to be the most affected by artificial
intelligence, as the profession encompasses many highly structured and repetitive tasks.
Automating such tasks would naturally increase the efficiency of financial statement audits.
By allowing auditors to focus on higher value-added tasks, and the capability to analyze
large volumes of data at a fracture of the time a human would need, artificial intelligence
would also benefit the effectiveness of auditing. Despite these benefits, to this day, the
actual adoption of artificial intelligence in the audit domain remains rather limited. The
audit profession is highly regulated and has to consider requirements regarding, e.g. the
application of professional standards, codes of conduct, and data protection obligations.
Hence, the question arises of how audit firms can be supported in their efforts to adopt
artificial intelligence and how machine learning systems can be designed to comply with
the specific demands of the audit domain.
Research Approach: The goal of this dissertation is to better understand the adoption
of artificial intelligence in the audit domain and to actively support the adoption of
artificial intelligence in auditing based on this understanding. To this end, we employ
a mixture of research methods. On the one hand, the research presented here adopts a
qualitative approach, examining the adoption of artificial intelligence and other advanced
analytical technologies of the audit domain through taxonomy development and grounded
theory. The findings of these studies inspire the second stream of work within this
dissertation, which adopts a quantitative and design-oriented approach: It focuses on
using machine learning to extract information from invoices for tests of details. Tests
of details are essential substantive audit procedures used in nearly every audit. This
dissertation proposes a new machine learning model architecture for information extraction
from invoices, compares different machine learning models, and proposes design principles
for machine learning pipelines for an audit application addressing the test of details
through action design research.
Contribution: This dissertation presents several contributions to the research on the
adoption of artificial intelligence in auditing. To form an initial understanding of the
problem environment around the application of artificial intelligence to auditing, we
developed a taxonomy. The taxonomy integrates the audit and technology perspective
in a structured manner and supports the description of use cases in the audit domain.
The dissertation further presents a process theory that illustrates how audit firms adopt
artificial intelligence and other advanced data analytics technologies. The study uses
a previously unused theoretical perspective, which allows for contextualizing known
technology adoption factors in the audit domain. Based on the understanding of the
problem environment obtained through the taxonomy and process theory, we engaged
in developing artifacts and methods for applying information extraction from invoices.
Here, we offer the first contribution by developing a novel graph-based neural network
architecture and showing its ability to extract information accurately from invoice data
sets with a significant layout variance. The second contribution deepens the understanding
of the effects of layout distributions on the generalization ability of neural networks: We
compared different model types and disaggregated the evaluation into in-sample and out-of-
sample layouts. We show that the gap in accuracy between in- and out-of-sample layouts
varies across models. To arrive at these results, we developed an end-to-end machine



learning pipeline. As part of the last contribution of this dissertation, we automatically
orchestrated this pipeline which serves as a structured approach to evaluate and deploy
machine learning models for information extraction from invoices. We designed it such
that new models from the continuously flowing stream of research are easily integrated. By
reflecting on the genesis of the pipeline and the design choices that guided its emergence,
we also propose a set of design principles for information extraction pipelines in audit
tools.
Limitations: The results presented in this dissertation must be seen in the light of some
limitations. First, we obtained the taxonomy’s dimensions and characteristics to describe
use cases from the scientific literature. Use cases only identified in practice might not be
characterized in their entirety by the taxonomy. The presented process theory is grounded
in data obtained from expert interviews. Hence, the sampling of interview partners can
affect its generalizability. For instance, most of our interview partners are located in
Germany and take on roles in the upper management of their respective organizations.
The results presented in the design-oriented studies are limited by the characteristics of
the available data sets. These characteristics include the languages of the documents,
which is primarily English, their quantity, and the recurring vendor layouts. Finally, we
conducted the action design-oriented research within a large multinational audit firm.
Hence, the requirements for the developed artifact and the proposed design principles
might not be transferable to smaller firms.
Future Research: Several threads are laid out in the presented body of work that may
be picked up in future research endeavors. The taxonomy could be updated to the most
recent developments in artificial intelligence, such as generative and conversational systems.
In the process theory, the nature of the relationship between the contextual factors and
the adoption process could be explored in more detail. Concerning information extraction
for the test of details, future research could explore how the extraction results could
be parsed into standardized formats or how they could be internally validated. Larger
audit firms have clients from a variety of countries, which begs the question of whether
language-specific models or multilingual models are better. In this context, the need
for labeled training data poses a challenge for adapting models to different languages.
Therefore, future inquiries could explore how the utilization of training paradigms such as
active learning to reduce the need for labeled training data.
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”We are stuck with technology when what we really want
is just stuff that works.”

- Douglas Adams
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The ability to process and analyze large quantities of heterogeneous data has become a
differentiating factor in the marketplace. It has shown the potential to transform entire
industries, such as marketing, translation services, or manufacturing. This transforma-
tional effect spills over into the audit industry: By analyzing the data captured by their
clients and external data, auditors could better understand their clients’ businesses and
the associated risks. The analysis of data could also be used to increase the efficiency
of audits: Repeating patterns in data can be utilized to automate routine tasks within
an audit engagement. In digitalizing their business, auditors are also experiencing a pull
effect: To be further perceived as a trustworthy and knowledgeable business partner by
their clients, auditors need to stay on top of technological developments which affect the
financial domain. Analyzing their client’s data may also help auditors generate helpful
insights for their clients, leading to advantages in the highly competitive market for
external audit services. One cluster of technologies is considered to enable such analyses:
Data analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), and big data (Alles and Gray, 2016; Cao et al.,
2015; Chan et al., 2018; Kokina and Davenport, 2017). As they represent an evolutionary
step beyond the well-established data visualization and interrogation techniques currently
used in auditing, they are referred to as advanced data analytics (ADA). Especially AI,
most prominently in the form of its subfields machine learning (ML) and deep learning
(DL), is attributed to be potentially disruptive to the profession: As auditing encompasses
many highly repetitive and structured tasks (Abdolmohammadi, 1999), auditors have
been forecasted to be amongst the professions most affected by computerization through
ML (Frey and Osborne, 2017). Apt examples for such tasks are tests of details (TOD);
audit procedures that substantiate the transactions recorded in the client’s accounting
system with their source documents (ISA 330, 2009). TODs are central audit procedures
and, as such, are performed on nearly every audit engagement. By making them more
efficient, automating TODs also drastically increases the number of transactions that may
be substantiated, ultimately leading to higher audit effectiveness.

Audit firms are known to lag in adopting new technologies (Alles and Gray, 2016). Despite
the strong arguments for using ADA in auditing, scientific evidence points towards a
rather slow adoption in practice (Eilifsen et al., 2019; Salijeni et al., 2019). The potential
reasons for this are manifold: Audit firms operate within a complex institutional envi-
ronment governed by both international and national professional standards and codes
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of conduct, government regulations and data protection obligations. The institutional
environment may limit the extent to which technologies can be applied. As they provide
a professional service, the relationship between audit firms and their clients must also
be considered. The clients exhibit varying organizational characteristics that technology
applications must account for (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019). Furthermore, audit clients
have expressed concerns regarding the security and governance around the data provided
to auditors (Salijeni et al., 2019). Nevertheless, there are also differences in the audit
firms’ characteristics which may influence their use of technology, such as their respective
size and structure (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019).

The complexity induced by the institutional environment and the characteristics of both
audit firms and their clients is met by the complexity of ADA: The range of methods to
draw from is ample; a plethora of techniques can be utilized toward a multitude of analysis
goals, such as regression, classification, clustering, graph analytics, or process mining.
This complexity is amplified by the versatile nature of the underlying data. Sources of
structured data relevant to auditors are (inter alia) the general and subsidiary ledgers,
trial balances, and charts of accounts. However, only a small percentage of data found in
companies are structured (Cukier, 2010). A significant proportion of data accumulated by
companies is in textual format (Chen et al., 2012), such as business documents. And even
within the domain of textual data, structural differences can be found; Many types of
business documents which are commonly used for TODs, such as invoices, delivery notes,
or receipts, are characterized by sparsity and a two-dimensional layout, as opposed to the
sequential text commonly found in contracts (Katti et al., 2018). This applies another layer
of complexity to the methods in data analytics and ML, as these structural characteristics
required specialized approaches. Consequently, they have drawn the attention of the
research community, leading to a continuously growing stream of research on specialized
ML models and document representations (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Xu, Li, et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,
2020; Zhao et al., 2019).

The goal of this dissertation is to understand and actively advance the adoption of ADA
in the audit domain, to which it attempts to master this complexity.

1.2 Research Questions

As pointed out above, two matters of rich complexity need to be aligned for the application
of ADA to auditing. At the beginning of this research, therefore, stood the challenge of
understanding how this alignment could be achieved to create a benefit. Different examples
of the application of ADA had been proposed in the scientific literature, including the
first literature reviews. However, the reviews were primarily concerned with the ADA
techniques’ nature and integration into the audit process, mainly ignoring the nature of
the underlying data. Hence, we aimed for a way to structure the literature holistically.
Additionally, this structure should support us in identifying use cases for the design-oriented
phase of the dissertation through expert interviews. We concluded that a taxonomy would
enable us to achieve both goals simultaneously. This led us to pose the first research
question (RQ):
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Which dimensions and characteristics should a taxonomy of ADA use cases
comprise?

Research Question 1

Audit firms are rather slow in adopting ADA, especially AI. The factors affecting
technology adoption in audit firms are manifold, such as the institutional environment,
the client-auditor relationship, and the characteristics of audit firms. They have been
explored in previous research and are generally understood. However, previous research
has treated the process by which audit firms adopt ADA as a black box. Uncovering this
process allows for contextualizing known adoption factors, deepening the understanding of
ADA adoption. It can further inspire and guide research aiming at constructing artifacts
by allowing their design to be optimized for successful adoption. To shed light into the
black box of ADA adoption in auditing, the following RQ is addressed:

Which process do audit firms utilize to adopt ADA technologies and how is
this process affected by contextual factors?

Research Question 2

As the overarching goal of this dissertation is to advance the adoption of ADA in the
audit domain actively, it also aims to construct practice-relevant artifacts and design
knowledge. From the empirical study conducted toward answering RQ2, we were aware
that the considerable heterogeneity of audit clients and their data posed a challenge to the
application of ADA. This also concerns unstructured data: Audit clients receive invoices
from a usually large number of different vendors. Similar to other business documents,
such as receipts or delivery notes, invoices are characterized by a vendor-specific layout.
A cooperating audit firm had identified the need to automatically extract structured
representations of the documents’ contents, as they could be used to automate TODs.
In this context, an ADA application should be able to generate these representations
from a significant heterogeneity of document layouts. Based on our examination of the
literature, we proposed DL-based information extraction (IE) to meet this requirement.
The peculiar characteristics of invoices inspired researchers to propose different layout-
preserving structural representations of invoices that DL models could consume. A
promising approach was representing documents as graphs and applying graph neural
networks for IE. However, the previous empirical evaluation of the proposed graph models
had left doubt as to whether they would be capable of effective IE when trained and
evaluated on invoices exhibiting a large variety of layouts. Hence, this dissertation further
seeks to answer the following research question:

How can graph-based neural networks be applied to extract key items from
invoices with a high variety of layouts?

Research Question 3

When our research toward RQ3 had concluded, the list of publications proposing DL
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models for IE from invoices and similar documents had grown. Different classes of
approaches to representing documents and correspondent models had started to emerge:
Graph-based models, grid-based models, and transformer models. As most of these works
relied on proprietary data sets and used different evaluation metrics, a direct comparison
from the literature was not feasible. We, therefore, chose to evaluate several different
approaches on an experimental data set provided by the corresponding audit firm. The
distribution of layouts in the data set was characterized by a minority of highly recurring
vendors and a long tail of rarely occurring vendors. In the context of the bias-variance
trade-off (James et al., 2021, pp. 33-36), we were especially interested in the models’
accuracy over invoices exhibiting layouts not present in the training data. Since this
vendor distribution is representative of many companies (Koch, 2019), and the effects of
layout distributions in the training and evaluation data for ML-based IE are generally not
well understood, or respectively underreported, in the literature, we posed the following
RQ:

How do ML-based approaches to IE from invoices respond to skewed vendor
distributions?

Research Question 4

The body of work around IE models from invoices and similar visually rich documents
is continuously growing, giving rise to a plethora of models. The accuracy of the IE
step is crucial for automated TODs, as it reduces the human effort to inspect the results.
Therefore, audit firms have a strong incentive to evaluate new models continuously. In
addition, especially large audit firms face a considerable heterogeneity of clients from a
multitude of countries. This heterogeneity poses the challenge of evaluating IE models for
different contextual settings: The ”no-free-lunch” theorem for supervised learning states
that no model can be assumed to be better than all other models across a multitude of
different settings. Therefore, the model evaluation should be designed to be performed
continuously. Upon evaluation, the trained models need to be deployed into an audit tool
to be used in practice. Both challenges can be addressed using automated ML pipelines.
To accommodate the requirements of the audit domain in the design of such pipelines, we
formulate the last RQ in this dissertation:

How can an information extraction pipeline for the TOD be designed and
which design principles could guide the development of ML benchmarking
pipelines?

Research Question 5

The individual RQs outlined in this section are interrelated in the sense that the associated
research inspires and draws from one another. However, addressing them requires different
approaches to research, we outlined in the following subsection.
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1.3 Research Approach

The individual RQs are addressed in chapters I through V. Each chapter represents
one self-contained piece of research, which addresses one of the RQs put forward in the
previous chapter. They employ different research methodologies and offer self-contained
research contributions. Table 1.1 lists individual chapters, along with the respective RQ
they address, the utilized research methods, and their contributions.

When the work on this dissertation started, the research on the application of ADA to
auditing was still in its infancy. It lacked the coherence and structure to systematically
identify interesting areas of application, that would allow us to contribute to both research
and practice. This led us to formulate RQ1 and develop the use case taxonomy presented
in chapter I. Taxonomies are theories for analysis and useful for understanding emerging
phenomena (Gregor, 2006). For developing the taxonomy, we drew upon the method
proposed by Nickerson et al. (2013). The method involves ’build/test’ cycles, in which
the dimensions and characteristics of the taxonomy can be either deducted (’conceptual-
to-empirical’) or inducted (’empirical-to-conceptual’). In the first cycle, we developed
dimensions and characteristics from the conceptual literature on ADA in auditing and
ADA in general. To evaluate the results of the first cycle, we applied the taxonomy to the
ADA use cases which had been published in scientific outlets. We initiated a second cycle
from this evaluation, where we inductively added additional characteristics.

Based on our understanding of the field gained through the taxonomy, we began an
empirical qualitative study to identify use cases that were still under-addressed in practice.

Table 1.1: Methodology and contribution of the papers presented in this dissertation.

Chapter Title RQ Methodology Classification
according to

Gregor (2006)

Contribution

I “Leveraging Big Data and
Analytics for Auditing:
Towards a Taxonomy”

RQ1 Taxonomy
development

(Nickerson et al.,
2013)

Theory for
analysis

Integrated perspective on auditing, data analysis, and
data management; taxonomy to support the analysis

and ideation of use cases for ADA in auditing.

II “Explaining the (non-)
adoption of advanced data

analytics in auditing”

RQ2 Grounded theory
(Corbin and

Strauss, 1990)

Theory for
explanation

Process theory depicting the adoption process of
ADA in audit firms; contextualization of known

factors of technology adoption in the audit domain.

III “Information Extraction
from Invoices: A Graph

Neural Network Approach
for Datasets with High

Layout Variety”

RQ3 Machine learning
model

development

Theory for design
and action

Empirical evaluation of the applicability of
graph-based ML for IE from invoice data sets with a
large layout variability; development of new model

architecture.

IV ”Automated Invoice
Processing: Machine

Learning-Based
Information Extraction for

Long Tail Suppliers”

RQ4 Machine learning
model

benchmarking

Theory for design
and action

Empirical evaluation of different ML-based
approaches for IE from invoices sourced from

long-tail suppliers; presentation and implementation
of model evaluation methodology which accounts for

the distribution of layouts in a data set.

V ”Benchmarking Machine
Learning Models in

Auditing: Toward an
Information Extraction
Pipeline for the Test of

Details”

RQ5 Action design
research (Sein
et al., 2011)

Theory for design
and action

Design and implementation of machine learning
pipelines for a TOD application; development of

design principles for IE in audit applications.

From the first results of the empirical study, we concluded that the adoption of ADA in
practice was progressing slowly, and only a few ADA applications had found an initial
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adoption. Consequently, the focus of the study shifted toward RQ2. In chapter II, we
investigated by which process audit firms adopt ADA techniques and which contextual
factors affect it. We proposed a process theory that was derived from expert interviews
using the grounded theory methodology (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). According to Gregor
(2006), this type of theory corresponds to theories of explanation that form an under-
standing of how and why phenomena occur. They can be further used to inform theories
for design and action, which propose ”[...] how to do something” (ibid.).

Kogan et al. (2019) call for more design-oriented research on adopting ADA in the audit
domain. Following this call and the results of our empirical study, we aimed to generate
relevant design knowledge in the second part of the dissertation. Design knowledge is
inherently prescriptive and developed through building and evaluating artifacts (Hevner
et al., 2004; Sein et al., 2011). To achieve this goal, we adopted the action design research
methodology (Sein et al., 2011), in which the researcher is placed within an organization
to solve ”[...] immediate organizational problems” (ibid.). To this end, we cooperated
with a large international audit firm.

Based on examining the scientific literature and the results of the empirical study, we
discussed promising areas of research for the design-oriented part of the dissertation with
the cooperating audit firm. They had identified the need to analyze unstructured data
systematically, most importantly, business documents. Business documents obtained from
clients are essential sources of audit evidence. They are used in audit procedures designed
to assess the client’s business risk and to respond to the assessed risks. For the scope
of the joint research between us and the audit firm, we decided to focus on automated
information extraction (IE) for tests of details (TOD). TODs encompass reconciling
business documents to accounting records, such as general or subsidiary ledgers. IE
requires cognitive capabilities, and as such, is best addressed through AI resp. DL. A
solution for the IE from contracts was already under active development at the audit firm.
Consequently, it was decided to focus on invoices, which are structurally different from
contracts, as they are characterized by sparse use of text and vendor-dependent layouts.

The work described in chapters III through IV was conducted within the cooperating
audit firm. I took on the role of a data scientist within an interdisciplinary team com-
posed of a statistician, two computer scientists, and a frontend designer. This specific
team operated within the audit firm’s digital innovation unit and was concerned with
developing a software tool to automate the abovementioned reconciliation step for in-
voices. My specific role within the team was developing and deploying ML models for
IE from invoices. While my role within the team was very specific, the size of the team
allowed me to obtain extensive insights into all technical and business-related dependencies.

Initially, I wanted to prove that the problem of IE from invoices was solvable through DL.
To better understand the development, training, and evaluation of DL models, I started
experimenting with DL for text classification. Starting with recurrent neural networks, I
worked my way up to graph neural networks. The first graph-based models for IE from
invoices had already been proposed in the literature. However, the experimental setups
described in the respective contributions had left doubt whether they were suitable in
application contexts where the invoices exhibit many different layouts. This led to the
formulation of RQ3. To shed some light on this issue, chapter III evaluates how well
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graph-based ML models are capable of dealing with a large variety of different invoice
layouts, and introduces a novel model architecture. Following up on the insights of chapter
III, we wanted to explore how different types of DL models (grid-based, graph-based,
transformer) compared to each other. We were specifically interested in the effects of
layout distributions on the training and evaluation of the models, leading us to pose RQ4.
Consequently, in chapter IV, multiple ML models are benchmarked against each other
on a common set of invoices. We present an evaluation strategy that explicitly considers
the distribution of different invoice layouts within the data set. To this end, I reimple-
mented most of the models considered in our study from scratch, as openly available
implementations were unavailable. I developed a research pipeline for end-to-end data
preparation, hyperparameter tuning, model training and model evaluation to automate the
required experiment runs using Microsoft’s Azure Machine Learning platform. Through
the platform, the execution of processing steps in a pipeline can be orchestrated across
GPU-enabled nodes in a cluster. Chapter V reflects on the genesis of the research pipeline
and its continued development into the IE backend for the TOD tool. It contextualizes
the work presented in the chapters III and IV within the Building, Intervention and
Evaluation cycles of ADR, and reflects the design choices against the theory proposed
in chapter II in the Reflection and Learning step. Based on this reflection, we propose
design principles for IE pipelines for audit applications.
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Chapter 2

Background

Most of the research presented in this dissertation is trans- and interdisciplinary. It
draws from areas such as technology adoption and machine learning-based information
extraction and applies it to the audit domain, contributing to technology adoption in
auditing and information extraction from invoices. This chapter provides the necessary
background to contextualize the research and its contributions. The remainder of this
chapter is structured as follows: In section 2.1, I give an overview of auditing and audit
procedures and the previous research on applying ADA to audit procedures. Section 2.2
introduces using deep neural networks for IE in the context of TODs. Toward the end of
both sections, I delineate the research gaps addressed by the abovementioned RQs.

2.1 Applying Emerging Technologies to

Audit Procedures

Financial statements fulfill a purpose that is central to the orderly functioning of financial
markets: They reduce the information asymmetry between a company’s management
and external parties, such as stake- and shareholders (Healy and Palepu, 2001; Jensen
and Meckling, 1976; Knechel and Salterio, 2016, p. 8). Information asymmetries arise
in the case of uneven distribution of information between two parties of an economic
transaction, i.e., one party is better informed about the quality of the transaction’s subject
than the other (Knechel and Salterio, 2016, p. 8). In the case of financial statements,
this asymmetry relates to information about the company’s financial situation. To its
addressees, it is therefore vital that the information in these financial statements is reliable
to avoid unfavorable or even harmful decisions. The purpose of an external audit in this
context is to augment the information’s reliability (ISA 200, para. 3), and thus reduce
the risks associated with their utilization for decision making (Knechel and Salterio, 2016,
pp. 8-9). To this end, the external auditor1 expresses an opinion on the accuracy of
the company’s accounts, in all material aspects, with respect to an applicable financial
reporting framework (ISA 200, para. 3).

Financial reporting frameworks govern the preparation and presentation of financial
statements. Their applicability depends on a company’s country of incorporation and its

1Different types of information exchanged between two parties can be subject to an external audit. For
the remainder of this dissertation, the term ’auditor’ strictly refers to a certified accounting professional
performing independent external audits of financial statements.
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legal form. For instance, publically listed companies in member states of the European
Union (EU) are obligated to prepare and publish their financial statements in accordance
with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) (EU, European Parliament,
2002). Corresponding to the statutory application of financial reporting frameworks,
companies are also obligated to submit their financial statements to an external audit:
In the EU, external audits are required for all listed companies, banks, and insurances
(EU, European Parliament, 2014). The U.S. regulations foresee statutory audits for all
public companies (IFAC, 2016). Companies that do not fall under these categories may
also opt for a voluntary audit, as the augmented reliability of their financial statements
can facilitate raising equity or debt capital (Knechel and Salterio, 2016, p. 7). In
analogy to the financial reporting frameworks, auditors adhere to statutory professional
standards and professional codes of conduct in the provision of external audits. Efforts to
harmonize different international standards have led to the creation of the international
standards on auditing (ISA), which are established by the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) (ibid., p. 30). The ISA are mandatory in the EU;
however, individual member states may adopt them into their respective local standards
(Accountancy Europe, 2015).

2.1.1 The Audit Risk Model

As per the ISA 200, auditors are required to base their expressed audit opinion on a
reasonable level of assurance whether the client’s financial statements are free from any
material misstatements MM (ISA 200, para. 5). In formal terms, a misstatement is a
deviation of a financial statement item from its correct amount, classification, presentation,
or disclosure with respect to the applicable reporting framework. A deviation is considered
material if it would affect the decision of the financial statement’s user. Conceptually, it
is essential to highlight that reasonable assurance is a high -but not absolute- level of
assurance. The standards acknowledge the limitations of an audit, through which the
collected evidence is of a rather persuasive than conclusive nature (ISA 200). Reasonable
assurance is achieved by reducing the audit risk (AR) to an acceptable low level through
the collection of sufficient appropriate audit evidence (ISA 200). The AR refers to the
auditor’s risk of expressing a wrong audit opinion in the presence of MM (ISA 200, para.
5). In the ISA, the AR is understood as a function of the risk of material misstatement
(RMM) and the detection risk (DR):

AR “ RMM ˆDR “ pIR ˆ CRq ˆDR (2.1)

Equation 2.1 reveals the so-called audit risk model (ARM) - the methodological core of
auditing. In the ARM, the RMM is the risk that the financial statements are materially
misstated prior to the audit. The RMM can be further decomposed into the inherent risk
(IR) and the control risk (CR) (ISA 200, para. 13). IR is the risk that a MM may occur
without considering the existence of an internal control system (ISA 200, para. 13). The
CR describes the risk of the audit client’s internal control system being unable to detect
or prevent MMs (ISA 200, para. 13). To determine the RMM, the auditor performs a
combined assessment of IR and CR, applying his or her professional judgement2 (ISA 200;
ISA 315). The RMM is generally considered to be exogenous and can only be assessed,

2Professional judgment is the application of the auditor’s relevant knowledge and experience to make
informed decisions (ISA 200, 2009).
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not influenced. Consequently, the auditor must reduce the DR to reduce the AR to an
acceptably low level. The DR is defined as the risk that the audit procedures performed in
response to the assessed RMM fail to detect (potentially material) misstatements (ISA 200,
2009, paras. 13, A42-A44).

According to ISA 200, the auditor is neither expected nor able to reduce the AR to zero
(ibid., para. A45). This is due to the abovementioned inherent limitations to an audit,
which arise from the nature of financial reporting (ISA 200, para. A46), the nature of
audit procedures (ISA 200, para. A47), and the requirement to perform the audit within
a reasonable time and cost budget (ISA 200, para. A48). As pointed out by Knechel
and Salterio (2016, p. 66), the usage of language like ”reasonable” in the ISA shows that
subjectivity is an inherent element in auditing, as a consequence of the many forms of
uncertainty faced by auditors. This also applies to the nature of the abovementioned
professional judgment conducted by an auditor, which in consequence, means that the risk
terms in the ARM are usually not expressed as precise measurements (ISA 200, para. A32).

2.1.2 Audit Procedures and Audit Evidence

The previous section introduced the methodological basis for auditing, the ARM. This
risk-based approach to auditing entails a process that is encoded in the standards, depicted
in Figure 2.1: Auditors must assess the RMM (ISA 315) and design appropriate responses
(ISA 330). For the assessment of the RMM, ISA 315 requires the auditor to first develop
an understanding of the client’s business and its environment, along with its internal
control system (ISA 315, paras. A48-A183). Based on this understanding, the auditor
identifies significant risks and determines the nature, timing, and extent of further audit
procedures (ISA 315, paras. A184-A236). This process is to be understood as an iterative
one; the understanding of the risks and appropriate consequent responses may evolve
during the audit (ISA 315, para. 7).

Audit procedures are activities performed by the auditor to gather audit evidence (ISA
500), on which the audit opinion is based (ISA 700). Depending on the context of their
application, they may be used for risk assessment, as tests of controls or as substantive
audit procedures (ISA 500, para. A10). Tests of controls are employed to assess the
effectiveness of the controls embedded in the internal control system in preventing or
detecting MM (ISA 500, para. A29). They support the auditor’s assessment of the CR
but do not provide evidence that the financial statements are in accordance with the
respective financial reporting framework. To reduce the DR, the auditor must employ
substantive procedures. Substantive procedures detect MM by testing individual transac-
tions, balances, and disclosures (ibid., pp. 317-318). Figure 2.1 contextualizes the use of
audit procedures within the ARM.

The ISA mention two types of substantive procedures: Analytical procedures and tests
of details. Analytical procedures are concerned with the analysis of both financial and
non-financial data to identify inconsistencies between different sources of information or
deviations from expected values (ISA 500, paras. A21). Tests of details entail activities
such as the inspection of documents, the observation of activities as others are performing
them, obtaining confirmation (e.g. over outstanding liabilities) from a third party, and
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Figure 2.1: Contexualization of the application of substantive audit procedures within the
ARM.

evaluating the mathematical correctness of documents or accounting records (recalculation)
(ISA 500, paras. A2, A14-A25, A30). The client’s accounting records are a central source
of audit evidence to be collected via substantive procedures. Accounting records comprise
both the accounting entries (e.g., general and subsidiary ledgers, journal entries) and
any supporting documents (e.g., invoices, contracts, records of electronic fund transac-
tions) (ISA 500, paras. 5, A1). Through their reconciliation, the auditor may gather
evidence that the accounting records are internally consistent (ISA 500, para. A7), e.g.,
by reconciling recorded transactions with their supporting documents (Werner et al., 2021).

Audit evidence comprises information collected by the auditor that corroborates and
supports, or contradicts, the client management’s assertions regarding the accordance of
the financial statements with the applicable framework (ISA 500, para. A1). The ISA 500
introduces two criteria for the evaluation of audit evidence: Appropiateness and sufficiency.
Appropiateness is a measure of the evidence’s quality in terms of relevance and reliability.
According to the ISA, the nature, source, and circumstances under which information
was obtained affect its reliability (ISA 500, para. A31): Information obtained from
independent, external sources is assumed to be generally more reliable. The sufficiency is
a measure of quantity. The quantity of evidence required to reduce the audit risk to an
acceptable low level depends on the assessed RMM and the quality of the information.
Appropriateness and sufficiency are interconnected (ISA 500, para. A5): The quantity of
evidence required to be qualified as sufficient decreases as its quality increases. However,
the quantity cannot compensate for poor quality; irrelevant evidence in large quantities
remains irrelevant.

As mentioned above, the auditor decides on the timing and extent of substantive proce-
dures based on the previously assessed RMM. The timing of the procedure relates to the
point in time in which the procedure is performed, e.g., interim, at the end or after the
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financial reporting period (ISA 330, paras. A11-14). The extent refers to the quantity of
substantive testing and increases with the RMM (ISA 330, paras. A15): If the assessed
RMM is low, and tests of controls reveal effective controls, the auditor may choose to
perform only limited substantive procedures. Vice versa, if the RMM is high and controls
ineffective, more extensive testing is required to reduce the AR to an acceptably low level
(Knechel and Salterio, p. 318). However, some extent of substantive procedures is to be
conducted irrespectively of the assessed RMM (ISA 330, para. 18). Naturally, the extent
of substantive testing also relates to the sampling of data being used for testing: More
extensive testing requires bigger sample sizes.

The ISA allow for different types of sampling, based on either quantitative or qualitative
criteria (ISA 500, paras. A52-A55; ISA 530). The alternative to sampling is to perform
full population testing (ISA 500, paras. A52-53). However, full population sampling is
generally not considered to be cost- and time-efficient (Marten et al., 2020, p. 448).

2.1.3 Emerging Technologies in Auditing

The previous section has introduced some elemental methodological concepts of financial
statement audits. Among them, it has introduced the requirement of audits to be time-
and cost-efficient, reflected in the ARM, the concept of materiality, and sampling practices.
Those efficiency considerations have to be harmonized with the effectiveness of an audit
- the expression of an audit opinion based on a reasonable assurance (ibid., p. 309).
Balancing these two objectives two is a challenging endeavor. The economics of the
market for audit services incentivize efficiency: The market is generally characterized as
highly saturated with only limited room for growth (ibid., p. 82) and an intense price
competition (ibid., p. 86). On the other side, issuing a wrong audit opinion bears the risk
of reputational damage, litigation, or - in rare cases - even criminal prosecution for the
auditor (Francis, 2011).

Audit firms utilizing technology to increase both the efficiency and effectiveness of audits
is not a new phenomenon: The ubiquity of enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
on the client side accelerated the development of computer-assisted audit techniques and
tools (CAATT), which assists auditors with accessing and analyzing their client’s data
(Alles, 2015; Braun and Davis, 2003). Larger audit firms have invested in developing their
own CAATTs, such as PWC’s Halo (PWC, 2023) or EY’s Helix (EY, 2023). Beyond that,
generealised audit software (GAS) (Braun and Davis, 2003) like IDEA (IDEA, 2023) or
Audicon (Audicon, 2023) is commercially available to all firms.

Currently, a new set of technologies is perceived as means to further increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of auditing - big data, data analytics, AI, and robotic process automation
(RPA) (Alles and Gray, 2016; Cao et al., 2015; IAASB, 2020; Kokina and Davenport, 2017;
Moffitt et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019). The term ’big data’ relates to the dimensions
that can be used to describe the nature of data: Volume, variety, and velocity. The volume
describes the quantity of the data, variety its format, and velocity its rate of generation
(Gandomi and Haider, 2015). ’Big’ data assets are therefore characterized as being large
in volume, exhibiting heterogeneous formats, or being generated at a high rate. ’Data
analytics’ refers to analyzing data assets to derive valuable insights from them (ibid.).
Big data and AI are complementary: AI, most prominently deep learning, enables the
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processing of unstructured data in the form of text-, image-, video-, and audio files through
natural language processing (NLP), computer vision (CV) and audio signal processing.
Especially deep learning profits from large amounts of such data to train effective models:
Modern language models (LM) such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or GPT3 (Brown et al.,
2020) have been trained on text corpora encompassing billions (Wikipedia) up to trillions
of words (CommonCrawl). In contrast, RPA does not rely on data: It leverages business
rules and activity choreographies to mimic the human interaction with user interfaces
(Moffitt et al., 2018).

The application of these technologies to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of auditing
has drawn substantial attention from the research community and, of course, from the
profession itself. In the revised version of the ISA 315 of 2019, the IAASB introduced
the possibility of employing ”automated tools and techniques” to perform audit proce-
dures. The standard provides a high-level definition of the term and focuses on how such
automated tools and techniques may be used in the context of risk assessment. The
supporting documentation states that the definition is intentionally broad to accommodate
future emerging technologies (IAASB, 2020). The IAASB list data analytics, artificial
intelligence, and robotic process automation as examples of current emerging technologies.

While the standard focuses on using these technologies for risk assessment procedures,
research has shown their applicability beyond risk assessment. Appelbaum et al. (2018)
have conducted an extensive literature review on using data analytics for analytical audit
procedures. The authors found that data analytics could be applied through all stages
of an audit engagement, including substantive procedures. One of the methods they
found applicable throughout the audit process is process mining. This technique allows
for discovering processes from the total populations of transactions stored in an ERP
system. This is supported by the findings of Werner et al. (2021), who present a framework
to embed process mining into the audit process, showing that it can also be used as
a substantive analytical procedure. A similar conclusion for RPA is drawn by Moffitt
et al. (2018). The authors present a framework for the application of RPA, showing
that it can be used to automate analytical procedures, tests of controls, and tests of details.

Generally, substantive audit procedures offer a vast potential for automation. As shown
by Abdolmohammadi (1999), substantive testing encompasses many structured and semi-
structured tasks. The authors characterize structured tasks as well-defined, with few
alternatives. This plays to the strength of RPA, which requires well-defined tasks of
low complexity (Moffitt et al., 2018). However, RPA, being based on business rules and
choreographies, is not well suited to handle inputs from unstructured data sources. This
constitutes a severe limitation, considering that documents such as contracts, invoices,
delivery notes, bank statements, or receipts form part of the client’s accounting records
and, therefore are a central source of evidence for tests of details. Fortunately, AI in
the form of DL can be used to process textual data, allowing for an automated inspec-
tion of document contents (Issa et al., 2016; Kokina and Davenport, 2017; Sun, 2019).
Automating the inspection of documents increases the efficiency of TODs by cutting
expensive person hours - a DL-enabled system can inspect documents within a fraction
of the time an auditor would need. This ability also enables the processing of more
significant amounts of documents, thus increasing the test’s effectiveness by collecting
more audit evidence. Automating document inspection further increases the effectiveness
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of the audit as a whole, as it frees personnel capacities to focus on higher value-added tasks.

The vast potential for applying the above emerging technologies in the audit domain bears
the question of why their adoption is progressing at such a slow pace. The adoption of
technologies such as CAATT and GAS has been studied extensively, both on the individual
and audit firm level (Ahmi and Kent, 2012; Curtis and Payne, 2014; Janvrin, Bierstaker,
et al., 2009; Janvrin, Lowe, et al., 2008; Li et al., 2018; Pedrosa, Costa, and Aparicio,
2020; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015; Rosli et al., 2012; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri
et al., 2016). However, these technologies are to be seen as a ”new breed” of technology, as
their adoption is considered potentially disruptive to the audit profession (Alles and Gray,
2016; Alles, 2015; Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019).
Hence, several empirical studies have explored the factors affecting ADA adoption by audit
firms. The factors are mostly related to the organizational characteristics of audit firms,
the characteristics of their clients and the auditor-client relationship, and the institutional
framework around auditing (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019; Eilifsen et al., 2019; Haddara
et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019). While the factors of adoption for emerging technologies
have been explored by previous research, the process by which audit firms adopt them
has been largely neglected. The research on technology adoption in auditing is primarily
concerned with variance studies, which model the outcome (adoption or non-adoption) as
a binary variable (Markus and Robey, 1988). Hence, they treat the process underlying
the adoption as a black box (Langley, 1999; Markus and Robey, 1988). Exploring the
process of ADA adoption would help to deepen the understanding of technology adoption
at the audit firm level, and could also be leveraged to inform design-oriented research that
actively advances the adoption in practice.

Moving beyond theories for understanding, Kogan et al. (2019) call for more design-oriented
research on the adoption of ADA. Several research contributions introduce conceptual
frameworks on how ADA can be used in auditing (Appelbaum et al., 2018; Moffitt et al.,
2018; Sun, 2019; Zhaokai and Moffitt, 2019). Conceptually, the individual contributions
focus on either single technologies (Moffitt et al., 2018; Sun, 2019) or individual audit
procedures (Appelbaum et al., 2018; Zhaokai and Moffitt, 2019). A more holistic view
could enable researchers and practitioners to identify interesting use cases for applying
ADA. Furthermore, scientific accounts of ADA-based tools or applications in the audit
domain are rare. Werner et al. (2021) demonstrates a process mining tool developed within
an audit firm, Tecuci et al. (2020) introduce an ML-based platform for the inspection of
contracts. However, neither reflect the design of the resulting tool with respect to the
requirements of the audit domain nor propose any design principles that can help guide
the development of future solutions.

2.2 Information Extraction from Documents for Tests

of Details

As mentioned in section 2.1.2, tests of details are quintessential audit procedures used to
lower the detection risk and, consequently, the overall audit risk. The primary source of
audit evidence for tests of details are the client’s accounting records, which encompass
structured (e.g., general and subsidiary ledger) and unstructured data (e.g., invoices,
contracts, receipts). By reconciling accounting records, the auditor collects evidence
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regarding their internal consistency. Especially by reconciling accounting transactions
to external documents, which are considered highly reliable in the context of ISA 500,
audit evidence of high appropriateness is generated. As explained in the previous section
2.1.3, automating this reconciliation would benefit the efficiency of TODs by cutting
person-hours, as well as their effectiveness by collecting more evidence.

Optical 
Character 

Recognition

Information
Extraction

Recon-
ciliation

Invoice
(PDF)

ERP Data, e.g., trade payables
subsidiary ledger

Reconciled Data

1 2

3

Figure 2.2: Processing steps required to reconcile structured and unstructured sources of
accounting records.

The automated substantiation of transactions to their supporting documents requires
multiple steps, depicted in Figure 2.2 (Zhaokai and Moffitt, 2019). The supporting
documents must be imported from their respective source system as a preliminary step.
These could be the client’s ERP system, local or remote file systems, or physical copies.
A standard file format for documents is the portable document file PDF, which represents
the documents in their formatted form. PDFs can hold multiple media formats such
as text, images, or even video and audio (Hardy et al., 2017). Therefore, a document
formatted as PDF may contain only images (e.g., scanned physical copies of documents)
or images containing text (e.g., specifically designed letterheads). Consequently, any
further electronic text processing requires optical character recognition (OCR), which
recognizes text in images. As pictured in Figure 2.2, applying OCR is the first step (1) in
the reconciliation process. OCR is a well-studied technique and is available through many
open-source and commercial software offerings. It parses documents into a set of bounding
boxes described by their coordinates on the two-dimensional plane along with their text
content. Figure 2.6 provides an example of a document along with recognized text boxes.
Using the machine-readable text, the document’s contents can be extracted in the second
step (2). The contents of interest depend of course, on the structured data source to be
reconciled against. For instance, an accounts payable subsidiary ledger typically contains
detailed information about the client’s procurement transactions. Relevant details include

• the monetary amount to be paid,

• the payment due date,

• the supplier’s name and (value added) tax identification number,

• the identification number of the document,

• the date of the recording,
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• and the date (range) on which the related services have been performed or the
products have been delivered.

As a last step (3), the contents extracted from the document are reconciled against the
structured data utilizing, e.g., string-distance comparison or more sophisticated entity
matching methods (Cohen et al., 2003; Köpcke and Rahm, 2010). The IE step is hereby
crucial: Wrongly extracted information can lead to missed reconciliations or, worse, to
false reconciliations, which is the reason for focusing our research on the IE step. Some
pieces of information may be captured via regular expressions to a high degree of accuracy.
For instance, the value-added tax identification numbers in the EU follow a standardized
pattern. However, other pieces of information depend heavily on their context. E.g.,
dates can appear in various contexts on a business document, such as delivery date,
payment date, or document date. The challenge hereby is that the semantics of the
language used in business documents is complex in the sense that different terms relate to
the same fact or vice versa. For instance, the necessary context to identify a document
date on an invoice can be given through the terms ”document date,” ”invoice date,”
and ”issue date,” among many others. This can be addressed through NN-based LM,
which are able to model the semantic (dis-) similarity between terms based on their context.

This section will cover the utilization of NN for IE and highlight the specific challenges of
applying IE to visually-rich business documents on the example of invoices.

2.2.1 Deep Neural Networks for Information Extraction

In the scientific discourse around the adoption of AI in auditing, the term of AI is used
almost synonymously for ML resp. DL. DL is a subfield of ML, and concerns itself with
deep NN, i.e., NNs exhibiting several hidden layers. As the name suggests, the research
on NN has been inspired by the search for computational models of neurons in the human
brain (Han et al., 2011, p. 398).

Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction of a NN with two hidden layer predicting a categorical
variable with n “ 10 distinct values (James et al., 2021, p. 409).
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NNs take a vector of p variables X “ pX1, X2, . . . , Xpq as input, and learn a non-linear
function fpXq to predict a output variable Y (James et al., 2021, p. 404). They are
composed of multiple connected input- and output units, in which each connection has
a weight associated with it (Han et al., 2011, p. 398). In the terminology of NNs,
the units are organized in so-called ”hidden layers.” Figure 2.3 schematically depicts
a simple feed-forward NN with two hidden layers L1 and L2. The network performs a
classification task: It predicts a categorical variable that can take on n distinct values
Y “ pY1, Y2, . . . , Ynq. The variables X1, . . . , Xp form the ”input layer” of the NN. In the
forward pass, the inputs are fed into the K1 units of the first hidden layer L1, as indicated
by the edges denoted with W1 in Figure 2.3. Each of the K1 hidden units computes an
activation from its weighted inputs (which may include a bias that is omitted in this
example), using an activation function g. In this example, the weights wp1q applied to the

p inputs for a hidden unit k shall be denoted as w
p1q
kp . The activation of unit k is therefore

computed as A
p1q
k “ gp

řp
j“1w

p1q
kj Xjq. The activation function g, which is specified in

advance, introduces the non-linearity into the model. Without it, the NN would collapse
into a linear model. Most modern NN use the rectified linear unit (ReLu) as an activation
function, as it is efficiently computed and stored (James et al., 2021, p. 406):

gpxq “ ReLupxq “

#

0 if x ă 0

x, otherwise
(2.2)

The activations Ap1q become the inputs for the K2 units of L2, from which the activations
Ap2q are computed. The ”output layer” of the model in Figure 2.3 computes the responses
Zm for each class m, treating the activations Ap2q as input features: Zm “ fmpXq “
řK2

l“1 βmlA
p2q
l , where βm are the coefficients of each unit in the output layer. The responses

can be converted into class probabilities PrpY “ m|Xq by applying the softmax function.
The model’s final prediction Ŷ for the class associated with an input vector is obtained
by selecting the class with the highest probability score (ibid., p. 410):

Ŷ “ arg maxpPrpY “ m|Xqq “ arg max

ˆ

eZm

řm
l“0 e

Zl

˙

(2.3)

In Figure 2.3, W1, W2, and B denote the entirety of model parameters that are learned
from the data. In NNs, this is achieved through the backpropagation algorithm. Back-
propagation fits the parameters by iteratively minimizing the error between the network’s
prediction Ŷ and the ground truth Y for the data tuples in the training data set. It
modifies the parameters in a backward direction throughout the network, starting with
the output layer (Han et al., 2011, pp. 400-406). The backpropagation algorithm can be
applied to train virtually any combination of input, hidden, and output layers, provided
the structure of the model can be represented as a computational graph (Lecun et al., 1998).

A particular strength of NNs often mentioned in the literature is their ability to learn
features from ”raw” unstructured data (Sun, 2019): Discrete representations of objects,
such as images or text, are translated into a continuous, real-valued vector space. The
vector representations of the objects are learned such that they yield good results for
the task to be solved by the model (Grohe, 2020). This usually requires the model to
capture semantic relationships between objects. To deal with the structural heterogeneity
of ”raw” data representations, the research community has proposed several types of NN
model layers. Sequences, such as text, can be modeled using recurrent layers like gated
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recurrent units (Cho et al., 2014) or long-term short memory (LSTM) units (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997). The transformer layers are a newer addition to this family,
which are based on the self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017). In computer
vision, convolutional layers enable the extraction of feature maps through learnable filters
(Lecun et al., 1998). Convolutional layers may also be used to model sequences (Gehring
et al., 2017). Graph convolutional layers apply the idea of convolution to graph-structured
data: They aggregate the activations of objects which are connected in a graph via edges
(Kipf and Welling, 2017).

Especially NNs utilizing sequential layers have been used for IE from contracts (Chalkidis
and Androutsopoulos, 2017; Elwany et al., 2019; Hu and Su, 2021; Tecuci et al., 2020).
However, contracts are characterized by rich, sequential text. Many other types of business
documents, such as invoices, receipts, and delivery notes, are sparse in their use of text
and exhibit a two-dimensional layout. These characteristics render sequential approaches
ineffective.

2.2.2 Information Extraction from Invoices

IE is usually formulated as a classification task. The model classifies the individual text
boxes on a document into n predefined classes, which reflect the extracted information
entities. The n classes include a background class, into which all text is classified that is
not considered relevant information. As already pointed out, many business documents
exhibit a layout and are rather sparse in their use of text. They are, therefore, often
referred to as visually rich documents (VRD). To distinguish between the background
class and the different information entities, machine learning models may leverage different
types of signals from VRDs. For example, Figure 2.4 shows an invoice cut-out containing
multiple monetary amounts. While most are equal, only the total amount, highlighted in
red, shall be extracted.

Figure 2.4: Different monetary amounts on an invoice. The text box around the total
amount to be extracted is highlighted in red.

The following signals can be leveraged to identify the total amount in the example:
Character string: A strong signal is given through the string of characters pertaining to
a text box. For instance, monetary amounts can be expected to be a sequence of numbers
with two decimals separated by a point or a comma.
Semantics: Monetary amounts, or dates, can appear in different forms on a VRD,
such as gross- and net amounts or issue-and due dates. Here, the context can help to
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differentiate them from one another. In the example of 2.4, the monetary amounts may
be disambiguated through their context (”Total”, ”Unit Price”, etc.).
Spatial information: The position of a text box on the two-dimensional plane of the
document can inform its class membership. E.g., the total amount is expected to be in
the lower right area of an invoice (as shown in Figure 2.5).
Visual features: VRD may exhibit visual features that can help to identify information
entities. For instance, invoice line items are usually in table-like formats. In the example
of Figure 2.4, the horizontal bar may inform the classification of a line item as such, thus
allowing for further disambiguation between the line item’s total amount and the overall
total amount.

Figure 2.5: The spatial distribution of total amounts across a set of invoices (Katti et al.,
2018).

The example in Figure 2.4 further highlights the challenge of capturing contextual de-
pendencies in VRD. The context for the shipping costs, the subtotal and total amounts
are found directly left to the amount. In contrast, for the unit price, the discriminating
context is situated above the amount. The arrangement of visual and textual components
on VRDs, the layout, is usually freely decided by the issuing entity. The resulting variety
in layouts makes IE from VRD a particularly interesting and challenging endeavor, which
continues to draw a lot of attention from the research community.

Different approaches have been proposed to tackle the challenge of representing VRDs
such that the different signals can be effectively leveraged for IE. They can be broadly
classified into graph- and grid-based approaches. In analogy to the representation of
images in CV, grid-based approaches (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2019) represent the document D as a matrix M characterized by its dimensions
pH,W,Cq: D P MHˆWˆC . H,W are the height resp. width of the document grid. The
dimension C denotes the channels of the input matrix, which is used to attach the
semantic or string-related input variables pertaining to a grid cell. The corresponding
models use convolutional layers to embed this information jointly. Graph-based approaches
(Krieger, Drews, Funk, et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020) model the document as a graph D P G “ pV,Eq, where the nodes V
represent the text elements of the VRD, and the edges E represent the relative spatial
relationships between them. Both the nodes and the edges may hold input variables. These
representations are leveraged through graph convolutional layers to jointly embed the
input variables of nodes and edges connected to each other. Figure 2.6 gives an example
of a document being represented as a graph and a grid: The graph in the middle panel is
obtained via the algorithm presented by Krieger, Drews, Funk, et al. (2021). The right
panel depicts a Chargrid (Katti et al., 2018); the colors on the document grid represent
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the one-hot-encoded characters. Transformer models can also be broadly classified as
graph-based models: Through the self-attention mechanism, they connect all the text
elements on D to one another. The transformer models proposed specifically for VRD
(Garncarek et al., 2021; Huang, Lv, et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Xu,
Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020) extend the one dimensionals positional embeddings
of the original transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) to four dimensions that
represent the coordinates of the text box. They are pretrained on massive corpora of
unlabeled VRDs and can be finetuned for IE. The LayoutLM model family (Huang, Lv,
et al., 2022; Xu, Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020) further employs a convolutional
neural network to embed the visual features of VRDs in addition to the textual and spatial
information.

Figure 2.6: Graph and document representations obtained from an OCR-ed invoice.

2.2.3 Evaluation of Models for Information Extraction
from Invoices

The body of research on IE from VRD has grown substantially in the last years. This
poses the challenge of selecting the most suitable model given the demands of the audit
domain. It is further foreseeable that new approaches will continue to be proposed. Hence,
it is reasonable to continuously evaluate newly proposed models to keep up with the most
recent developments to attain the highest achievable accuracy for IE.

It is generally safe to assume that documents sent out by one company to its clients or
other third parties follow a single document type-wise layout or a minimal variation thereof.
Testing the client’s outgoing documents could be very well addressed using IE systems that
employ rules- or template-based processing (Dengel and Bertin, 2002; Esser et al., 2012;
Schuster et al., 2013). The advantage of ML-based over rule- or template-based IE for the
TOD is the ability to generalize to previously unseen document layouts. This advantage
makes ML especially feasible to test the client’s incoming documents, i.e., documents
the client receives from suppliers or other third parties. However, this requires a large
enough variety of layouts in the training data to avoid overfitting. Overfitting occurs
when the model too closely resembles the data it was used to train on, hence hurting its
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generalization ability to unseen data (Han et al., 2011, p. 330; James et al., 2021, p.22).
Therefore, evaluating the models appropriately before using them in an audit is paramount.

Table 2.1: Exemplary confusion matrix for a class m.

Y ‰ m Y “ m

Ŷ ‰ m TNm FNm

Ŷ “ m FPm TPm

An appropriate evaluation of ML models requires a methodology and metrics. In super-
vised learning settings, such as classification, it is well established to randomly split the
data available for model training into two disjoint sets of data: The majority of the data
is used for training the model (training set), and a smaller set of data is set aside to test
the model (test set) (Han et al., 2011, p. 370). The model is applied to the test set,
and the model’s predictions Ŷ are compared against the ground truth Y . The stochastic
influences in the data splitting step can be accounted for through k-fold cross-validation:
The data is divided into k approximately equally sized sets, and the training/validation
procedure is repeated k times. In each iteration, the k-th set is used as a test set, and the
other sets are used to train the model. By stratifying the sampling process to divide the
data, it can be ensured that each set exhibits the same statistical properties (ibid., pp.
370-371).

The comparison of the predictions to the ground truth is usually represented in a confusion
matrix (see Table 2.1). Given a positive class m, all instances where the prediction Ŷ
matches the ground-truth Y are considered true positives for the respective class, TPm.
Conversely, any instaces wrongly predicted to pertain class m are counted as false positives
FPm. If the model correctly predicts the data instance to be of another class Ŷ ‰ m, they
are true negatives TNm. In analogy, any misclassifications of Y ‰ m are considered false
negatives FNm. Higher-level metrics can be derived from the confusion matrix to evaluate
a model. Standard metrics in IE are precision, recall, and the F1 score (Christopher D
Manning et al., 2008). Precision is a measure of exactness, i.e., it determines whether
all the predictions pertain to the target class. Recall is a measure of completeness and
is used to evaluate whether all instances of the target class are classified as such. The
class-wise precision and recall are given through

Precisionm “
TPm

TPm ` FPm

(2.4)

Recallm “
TPm

TPm ` FNm

(2.5)

The (class-wise) F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and call:

F1m “
2ˆ Precisionm ˆRecallm
Precisionm `Recallm

(2.6)

The F1 score is especially well suited for classification tasks with a high class imbalance
(Han et al., 2011, pp. 367-368). As documents contain a large amount of background
text that is not extracted, the F1 score is frequently used to evaluate IE models for VRD
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(Garncarek et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020; Xu,
Li, et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). As IE models typically extract multiple information
entities, the class-wise measures are commonly aggregated into a global F1 score. The most
common methods for averaging found in the literature are micro-averaging (e.g., Lohani
et al. (2019)) and macro-averaging (e.g., Majumder et al. (2020)). For micro-averaging, the
class-wise TPm . . . FNm are first summed into global TP, . . . , FN, e.g., TP “

řn
m“1 TPm,

from which the aggregated F1 is computed. The macro-averaged F1 score is the mean
of the class-wise measures: F1 “ p

řn
m“1 F1mq{n. Other than the F1 score, some studies

have employed metrics such as the word-error rate (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al.,
2018), mean entity precision (Yu et al., 2020) or the average precision (Zhao et al., 2019).

The research on IE from VRDs is contingent on the data available for the training and
evaluation of models. For some document types, such as receipts, non-disclosure agree-
ments, and financial statements, open data sets are available (Huang, Chen, et al., 2019;
Park et al., 2019; Stanis lawek et al., 2021). Other document types lack such data sets, for
instance, invoices. This can be attributed to the fact that companies and individuals often
perceive the contained information as highly sensitive. Therefore, researchers resort to
using proprietary invoice data sets, which exhibit varying characteristics in terms of size
and distribution of vendors, resp. layouts (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020). The use of proprietary data
severely impedes the ability to compare different models with each other from studying
the literature, particularly if crucial details on the data set characteristics are underre-
ported. Especially early works on graph-based models for IE (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani
et al., 2019) left to wonder whether they would generalize well to data sets exhibiting
a considerable variety of layouts. The already limited comparability between models
is further exacerbated by the use of different evaluation metrics or varying methods of
averaging them across classes.

The effects of the distribution of layouts on the generalization ability of IE models are
generally not well understood. Existing studies either resort to data sets containing only
very few instances of repeating layouts (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018;
Majumder et al., 2020), or do not examine the effects of frequently occurring layouts. In
practice, recurring layouts pose a challenge as in most companies, the majority of invoices
are received from only a few suppliers (Koch, 2019; Tanner and Richter, 2018).

To audit firms, the effects of layout distributions on IE models are relevant for opera-
tionalizing IE. A trustful relationship between auditors and their clients is fundamental
to their business, rendering client data highly sensitive. In addition, audit firms are
subject to data protection obligations, such as the EU General Data Protection Reg-
ulation, or the Gramm Leach Bliley Act and the California Consumer Privacy Act in
the United States (Schreyer et al., 2022). Further restrictions are given through the
audit-specific professional codes of conduct: ”[...] a member in public practice shall not
disclose any confidential client information without the specific consent of the client”
(AICPA, 2014, para. 1.700.001.01). From this perspective, the feasibility of pooling data
from different audit engagements to create an extensive and comprehensive set of data to
train on is questionable. An obvious solution is leveraging the audit firm’s own received
invoices for training models. However, the large variety of clients faced by audit firms
requires the IE models to generalize well to unseen layouts to automate the TOD effectively.
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The heterogeneity of audit clients further especially requires large audit firms to adapt
their IE models for a multitude of countries. The resulting diversity of languages and
the availability of labeled training data for the respective language should therefore be
taken into account when selecting the most appropriate IE models: As formulated in
the ”no-free-lunch” theorem for supervised learning (Wolpert, 2002), no single model
is universally better than all models across a multitude of settings. Model selection is,
therefore, a non-trivial endeavor in the audit domain. The continuous stream of newly
proposed models for IE from VRD further exacerbates the complexity of model selection.
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Chapter 3

Contributions

The first chapter of the dissertation motivates using ADA to increase the efficiency
and effectiveness of financial statement audits. Chapter 2 provides the background to
contextualize the research contributions made in the chapters I through V. In this chapter,
I outline the contributions of the respective chapters vis-a-vis the previous research
and contextualize them within the design knowledge contribution framework (DKCF)
proposed by Hevner et al. (2004). A summary of the individual chapter’s contributions,
the addressed RQ, and the utilized research methods is given in Table 1.1.

3.1 Understanding the Adoption of ADA

in Auditing

In the DKCF, the application of ADA to auditing fits best into the improvement category.
Improvements are characterized by a high maturity of the application domain but a low
maturity of the application. In other terms, the application context is known, but useful
solution artifacts do not yet exist. The researcher’s goal is consequently to create ”[...]
better solutions in the form of more efficient or effective products, processes, technologies,
or ideas.” (ibid.). To this end, the research must draw from a thorough understanding of
the problem environment. Forming this understanding was the objective of the disserta-
tion’s first part, i.e., the chapters I and II.

Chapter I addresses RQ1. As stated, the research on ADA in auditing was still in its
beginnings. Some studies had explored the potential benefits of analyzing (big) data
on a conceptual level, such as increasing the efficiency and effectiveness (Byrnes et al.,
2015; Stewart, 2015), or even completely changing the audit process (Bumgarner and
Vasarhelyi, 2018; Issa et al., 2016). The first literature reviews on the application of
ADA to accounting and auditing had already been published (Amani and Fadlalla, 2017;
Appelbaum et al., 2018). Other publications had discussed the nature of the data that
could be analyzed and how such data was to be evaluated from an audit perspective
(Vasarhelyi et al., 2015; Yoon et al., 2015). Yet, an integration of these vital aspects was
missing in the literature. To support discussions around the direction for future research,
we aimed for a structuring of the literature that allowed for a comprehensive description
of ADA use cases. Therefore, we devised a taxonomy that maps the solution space for
ADA use cases in auditing. It integrates dimensions pertaining to three broader aspects;
the auditing dimensions, the data management dimensions, and the analytics dimensions.
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The research presented in chapter II answers the second research question. It proposes
a theory that suggests that the activities performed within audit firms to adopt ADA
can be broadly arranged into a process. The activities within the process are affected by
several contextual factors, which relate to the characteristics of the underlying technology,
the characteristics of the audit firm, and the characteristics of the audit domain. Through
the activities, the audit firm develops an ADA-based solution, starting with the ideation
of a use case and ending with the solution’s diffusion into practice. By focusing on
single solutions, the theory adopts a different perspective than previous research on ADA
adoption, which has seen the underlying technologies as single entities (Dagilienė and
Klovienė, 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019). It further stresses the active
role of the audit firm in achieving adoption: For instance, variance studies have used
the task-technology fit (Rosli et al., 2012; Widuri et al., 2016) and the closely related
performance expectancy (Curtis and Payne, 2014; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015;
Rosli et al., 2012) as exogenous variables to explain technology adoption. In our theory,
this task-technology fit is achieved in the ideation activity, in which the technology charac-
teristics have to be aligned with the requirements of the audit domain. The complexity of
the underlying technology can be absorbed throughout the development of the solution,
such that the usability of the solution for the auditor is maximized, affecting the auditor
technology acceptance. The auditor technology acceptance from our theory can be related
to the research on technology adoption in auditing at the individual level (Curtis and
Payne, 2014; Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2009; Janvrin, Lowe, et al., 2008; Li et al., 2018;
Payne and Curtis, 2006; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015). One interesting finding in
our study, which has not been addressed in previous research, is that the organizational
context through which ADA solutions are made available to audit teams is of relevance
for the adoption. Further, several studies have referred to the technological competence
and resources within the adopting audit firm as factors for technology adoption (Haddara
et al., 2018; Hampton and Stratopoulos, 2016; Li et al., 2018; Rosli et al., 2012; Salijeni
et al., 2019; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri et al., 2016). This is supported by our results, which
indicate that the Big Four take the lead in ADA adoption. The ’deep pockets’ of the Big
Four enable them to build technological capabilities and develop their own solutions based
on ADA. According to our results, the size of the firm also correlates with its ability to
attract talent, which is crucial to building technological capabilities. Hence, our results
contradict the suggestion of Lowe et al., 2018, which state that mid-sized audit firms
have caught up to the Big Four in their use of technology. Apart from the audit firm
characteristics, the characteristics of their clients also affect the adoption process. Any
solution developed must account for the complexity of clients, which is characterized by
the variance of different industries they pertain to, the varying organizational complexity,
and their respective IT systems.

3.2 Assessing the Generalization Ability of Neural

Networks for Information Extraction

The declared goal of the chapters III through V was to create design knowledge and
implement artifacts. The work presented in these chapters is guided by the comprehensive
understanding of the problem environment around applying ADA to auditing achieved
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through the taxonomy and the process theory. As stated in chapter 1.2, a challenge for
the application of IE from VRD in auditing is the large variety of vendor-dependent
document layouts due to the significant heterogeneity of audit clients. We, therefore,
wanted to better understand and assess the ability of DL-based IE models to generalize
when presented with data sets exhibiting many different layouts. To this end, chapter III
develops and evaluates a graph-based model for IE from invoices. Chapter IV continues
this endeavor by comparing different model types and presents a method for model evalu-
ation that allows narrowing the evaluation results down into in-sample and out-of-sample
layouts. The nature of the generated contributions in these chapters can be best clas-
sified as methods (including algorithms), and in the case of chapter IV, also as instantiation.

Chapter III is the first chapter to employ a design-based research approach and addresses
the RQ3. It builds upon previous research on IE from invoices, which employed graph-
based NNs (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019), but left doubt as to whether they could
appropriately generalize to data sets with a wide variety of different invoice layouts. At the
chapter’s core lies the development and evaluation of a novel ML model architecture for
information extraction (IE) from invoices based on the graph attention (GAT) mechanism
(Veličković et al., 2018). As the chapter proposes an algorithm, its contribution lies in
proposing a method, according to the DKCF. We used a comprehensive data set of 1,129
English invoices from 277 different vendors for its evaluation. The results show that the
developed model is able to extract the information entities invoice number, total amount,
and invoice date with satisfying accuracy1. Given that the model’s designated area of
application are TODs, the results need to be discussed in the context of generating audit
evidence. FP and FN incur different costs to auditors. FP need to be corrected by an
auditor, whereas FN can be offset by further testing until sufficient audit evidence is
collected. In that regard, the achieved macro-averaged F1 score of 0.8753 still leaves room
for improvement. It would not enable full automation of the TODs but can undoubtedly
lead to efficiency gains, as long as the effort of correcting FP is smaller than the effort
to extract the information by hand. With respect to the works that inspired our study
(Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019), our results did not match their respective results.
While our model achieves F1 scores of 0.8963, 0.8200, and 0.9095 for the abovementioned
entities, Liu et al. (2019) and (Lohani et al., 2019) report 0.961, 0.910 and 0.963 and 0.90,
0.99 and 0.95 respectively. We attribute this gap to be rooted mainly in the difference
in the size of the data sets used and, of course, the distribution of layouts. This partly
inspired the research presented in chapter IV.

The study presented in chapter IV is concerned with RQ4. It benchmarks different types
of models for IE from invoices; the computer vision-based models Chargrid (Katti et al.,
2018) and BERTgrid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019), the graph-based models proposed by
(Lohani et al., 2019) and (Liu et al., 2019), the transformer model LayoutLM (Xu, Li,
et al., 2020), and a random forest model. The study addresses a vital characteristic of
invoice data sets, which has been largely ignored in previous studies: The distribution of
layouts. A large amount of invoices typically received by a company stems from only a few
vendors, whereas most vendors only send a few invoices (Koch, 2019; Tanner and Richter,
2018). Hence, the distribution of vendors - and therefore invoice layouts - is characterized
by a long tail of infrequent layouts.

1Accuracy here refers to the predictive quality of the model, measured using the macro-averaged F1

score
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Our results show that ML models for IE are less accurate on invoice layouts not represented
in the training set (out-of-sample layouts). While this can generally be expected, our
study shows that this gap in accuracy varies between the models tested; models employing
semantic text embeddings from pretrained language models such as word2vec or BERT are
more accurate over out-of-sample layouts than models which do not utilize such features.
This, however, comes with a cost - the models not employing semantic input features
are more accurate over in-sample layouts. Interestingly, in this case, the random forest
achieves the second-best macro averaged F1 score - directly after the transformer model
LayoutLM. LayoutLM yields the best results out of all models in our study. It achieves
macro-averaged F1 scores of 0.8761 and 0.7019 for in-sample resp. out-of-sample invoice
layouts. For out-of-sample layouts, it also achieves the best results for each extracted
information entity. Consequently, it is the most appropriate model choice for the TOD.
However, it only achieves a mere F1 score of 0.2826 for line item-level tax amounts
on out-of-sample layouts. It should therefore be evaluated if this entity can be ommit-
ted, as the low accuracy of the model will most likely lead to high amounts of FPs and FNs.

The study’s results further show that, depending on the distribution of vendors in the
population of invoices available for training, the abovementioned gap in accuracy between
in-sample and out-of-sample can go undetected, leading to suboptimal model choices. By
disaggregating the evaluation into in-sample and out-of-sample layouts, our results are
more transparent than other benchmarking studies or ladders for IE models from VRD
(Huang, Chen, et al., 2019; Stanis lawek et al., 2021).

To arrive at the presented results, we implemented an end-to-end ML pipeline (Google,
2022; Hapke and Nelson, 2020), which we describe in the chapter. In the DKCF, this
corresponds to an artifact’s instantiation. The pipeline follows a specifically designed
evaluation methodology that factors in the distribution of vendors during data splitting
and evaluation. The methodology further accounts for differences in the granularity of
model predictions by aggregating the predictions. Hence, the study also offers a method-
ological contribution, according to the DKCF. As the topic of layout distribution has been
under-addressed in the research on IE from layout-rich documents, the paper calls both
researchers and practitioners to attention when training and evaluating their models.

3.3 Designing Information Extraction Pipelines for

Audit Tools

By addressing RQ5, chapter V ties together the chapters II, III and IV. Chapter V
offers two types of contributions. The first type is the instantiation of an artifact, its
thorough description, and its embedding in the audit context. The chapter recounts the
genesis of the research pipeline from chapter IV, which started with developing the model
presented in chapter III. Embedded within its application context - both in terms of the
TODs as well as the tool under development in the audit firm - the pipeline is further
developed into fully automated model training and document scoring pipelines, which
serve as the IE backend for the audit tool developed to automate TODs. In the logic
of the process theory, this audit tool is an AI-based solution. While scientific accounts
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of ADA-based audit tools are generally rare (Tecuci et al., 2020; Werner et al., 2021),
the combination of the level of detail provided on the pipelines’ implementation and
the contextualization within the audit domain is unprecedented in the research on ADA
adoption in auditing. It also addresses a timely issue with the research on applied ML
beyond auditing: As researchers strive for better results on the ever-same benchmarking
data sets, more and more models are being proposed. At the same time, the context of
their real-world application is dismissed. Through the artifact’s design, newly proposed
models from the growing stream of research on IE from layout-rich documents can be
quickly integrated and evaluated. Following the idea of ”no free lunch”-theorem for
supervised learning (Wolpert, 2002), the automated training and evaluation accounts
for the multitude of application contexts of the TOD in auditing in terms of language
and extracted key items, as models can be easily evaluated in the case of changing contexts.

The second type of contribution are design principles. The study adopts the ADR
methodology (Sein et al., 2011), which is a previously unused methodology to study ADA
adoption in auditing. In the reflection and learning step within the ADR, we reflected
the design choices that led to the artifact’s emergence against the process theory from
chapter II. The design choices which are most relevant to the artifact’s compliance with
the demands of the auditing domain are elevated to design principles for IE pipelines
in audit tools. Through the artifact’s construction within the firm, the firm’s adoption
of ADA is actively supported. At the same time, design knowledge is generated that is
applicable beyond the case of the individual firm.
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Chapter 4

Limitations

The previous chapter summarized each study’s core results and highlighted their respective
contribution to the research fields. However, it has to be acknowledged that each study
exhibits aspects that limit the generalization of its results.

The taxonomy in chapter I was developed based on ADA use cases published in the
scientific literature. Consequently, it may be blind to use cases that have only been
identified in practice and have not been published in academic outlets. Taxonomies are
theories for analysis, useful for understanding emerging phenomena. As such, they face the
challenge of mapping a moving target, due to which optimal solutions are not realistically
achievable (Hevner et al., 2004; Nickerson et al., 2013). This also applies here: Since the
taxonomy’s creation, AI has seen tremendous development in the form of, e.g. generative
and conversational AI. These could enable a range of novel use cases that the taxonomy
does not account for in its current state.

The limitations of the theory depicted in chapter II are primarily rooted in the sampling
of interview partners. Many interviewees hold positions in the upper management of their
respective firms and are involved with digitalizing the audit. Consequently, they may hold
overly optimistic views toward the benefits of technologies and their importance for audit
practice. However, we accounted for this bias by including interviewees involved with the
regular audit fieldwork. Another source for bias in our data are the interviewee’s respective
countries of employment. Most of them live and work in Germany, so the respective results
might generalize inadequately to the audit digitalization in other countries. However, we
expected this effect to be relatively weak, as most interviewees work for large multinational
audit firms, and Germany has global economic ties. Furthermore, the German institutional
environment around auditing is highly internationalized, e.g., through the adaption of
the European audit regulations to the regulation in the United States. However, the role
of external audits in the German two-tier corporate governance setting might lead to a
higher importance of delivering additional insights to the clients as compared to other
countries.

The studies in the chapters III and IV are both limited by the use of their respective data
sets. As no large sets of annotated invoices were openly available, we were restricted to
the experimental data sets supplied by the audit firm. Compared with the data sets used
in other studies (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Majumder et al., 2020),
ours were relatively small. Since DL models benefit from large quantities of data, the
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relatively small data sets might affect the accuracy of the model developed in chapter III
and models benchmarked in chapter IV. However, we performed extensive hyperparameter
searches in both studies to ensure the models’ optimal fit to the data set.

Both studies evaluate the models very strictly on the text box level. High F1 were only
achieved if a model recognized all instances of an information item on an invoice. In prac-
tice, some items may appear multiple times. For instance, total amounts may appear in
the letter head as well as in the body of an invoice. The results could therefore understate
the models’ ability to extract information. Also, the evaluation does not consider any
additional rules-based processing to create composite results from the classified text boxes
or to enhance the classification results.

In addition, most models benchmarked in chapter IV had to be implemented from scratch
due to a lack of publicly available implementations. Our implementations may not be
accurate in all aspects of the respective authors’ original implementation. However, we
provided extensive details of their implementations.

Chapter V provides the implementation details for the ML pipelines used in the TOD tool.
One important limitation of the presented artifact is its implementation using the Azure
Machine Learning platform. The implementation employs classes and methods from the
Azure Machine Learning software development kit, so it may not be directly transferable to
other cloud platforms. However, the proposed design principles are universally applicable,
independent of the underlying platform or programming language. Another limitation
of the results in chapter V is the narrow focus on IE. The artifact’s design does not
directly consider interdependencies with up- or downstream components of the TOD
application, e.g., the OCR step or entity matching. Concerning technology adoption in
auditing, we also do not consider other relevant aspects for successful adoption, such as
the application’s user interface, its organizational embedding, user training, and the use
of trusted or explainable AI methods to ensure the application’s trustworthiness for end
users.
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Chapter 5

Future Research

The body of work presented here does not only aim to make contributions to the research
field but also to inspire further research.

Following up on its current state, the taxonomy should be further developed. This could
include its adaption to use cases outside of only academic publications. But also, within
the scientific literature, it may be updated to more recent developments in AI, NLP,
and their application to auditing. For instance, it may include generational tasks, such
as text summarization. Conceptually, the dependencies between the characteristics and
dimensions should be explored. Concerning data management, further inquiries could
explore the topic of data governance, i.e., whether the respective data is proprietary or
public domain. Use cases based on the utilization of data which are public domain might
be easier implemented.

The process theory describes relationships between the contextual factors and the process
steps. However, it does not further specify the nature of these relationships. Further
qualitative research could explore their characteristics and uncover through which mech-
anisms the factors affect the steps. Another interesting path would be to deepen the
understanding of the effects of the audit firm’s ownership structure on the adoption of
innovations, as the audit equity partner’s firms are directly participating in the firm’s
financial results - both positively and negatively. As innovation, and more so disruptive
innovation, requires both substantial investments and a positive disposition toward risk,
future research might explore relationship between audit firms’ ownership structure on
audit firm risk disposition and capital dedicated toward innovation. We also see potential
for quantitative research to follow up on our study: As the study’s research approach
is oriented towards hypothesis generation, future research could apply Occam’s razor
through a quantitative-reductionist approach.

As chapters III and IV were affected by the size of the data sets, it would be interesting
to perform these studies with larger data sets, especially using invoices in other languages,
possibly even performing cross-language experiments. A big challenge for scaling IE
from invoices to different languages and country-wise characteristics is the acquisition
of labeled training data. Especially with respect to the results of chapter IV, it would
be interesting to compare the models’ accuracy for changing training data set sizes. In
this context, further research could explore the applicability of methods to reduce the
amount of labeled training data for IE from invoices within the audit domain, such as
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active or semi-supervised learning. The results of chapter IV imply that designers of
applications using IE have to consider a trade-off when composing the training data set:
Attain a greater generalization to address long-tail vendors or to attain a high accuracy
for highly recurring vendors. Here, a sensitivity analysis could be performed that explores
how many examples of each invoice layout are required for the model to perform highly ac-
curate IE. The results could be leveraged to fine-tune models for certain vendors efficiently.

As previously stated, the design-oriented research in this dissertation focuses very narrowly
on the IE task within the TOD. Future research could broaden this perspective. For
instance, it could assess whether there are better IE evaluation metrics to optimize for than
the F1 score: For the TOD, false positives may lead to wrongfully reconciled information,
whereas false negatives could be compensated for by analyzing more invoices. As stated
above, rules-based processing could be employed to logically verify the classification results,
thus enhancing the classification results. E.g., a rule could verify whether the amount
recognized as the total gross amount is the highest amount on the invoice. Further, parsing
invoice contents into standardized formats could facilitate downstream entity matching.
But also within the IE module within the TOD application, further ML-based capabilities
are required, especially for document management. Language and document classification
can help identify the right model for an incoming document, and layout clustering would
support the data splitting and model evaluation methods proposed in chapter IV even
without vendor metadata. Future research could also elaborate on the operationalization
of ML models. As pointed out, the protection of client data hampers the ability of audit
firms to pool data from different engagements. This could be addressed through federated
learning, a decentralized training paradigm specifically designed to protect confidential
data.

To summarize, the works in this dissertation lay out many threads that can be continued
in order to advance the adoption of ADA in auditing.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Frey and Osborne (2017) argue that auditors are amongst the professions most susceptible
to computerization, invoking an image in which the automation of audit work is inevitable.
The results of this dissertation suggest that quite the opposite is true. The conduct
of an audit is subject to professional standards, codes of conduct, and data protection
obligations, placing auditors who deviate therefrom under scrutiny from regulators, pro-
fessional bodies, and peer reviewers. Therefore, any application of ADA must comply
with the regulatory framework around auditing. The taxonomy from chapter I highlights
the complex nature of applying ADA to auditing, in which many different perspectives -
the audit process, data management, and analytical methods - must be considered. In the
taxonomy, the literal and metaphorical bottom line is the ”improvement potential,” i.e.,
efficiency and effectiveness gains for audit firms if they manage to employ ADA accordingly.

Audit firms engage with ADA in the pursuit of their own benefit. Chapter II stresses
the active role audit firms have to take to realize these benefits: Adoption is realized on
the use case level by developing solutions or sourcing them from third parties. Either
way, resources - time and money - must be allocated towards this effort. In the process
theory, the provision of resources represents a phase gate: If the required resources are
not provided, naturally, no further action can be taken. In making this decision, the
management has to consider trade-offs. Given that auditing is a professional service, the
primary resource of audit firms are people. This leads - in addition to direct costs - to
opportunity costs incurred by the development of ADA solution: Any personnel devoted
to solution development cannot generate billable hours, which directly affects the cash
flow of the firm’s proprietors. As most audit firms are organized in partnerships, their
ownership and management are in the same hands. Therefore, the investment of resources
into solution development underlies potential conflicts of interest. The conclusion to be
drawn here is the following: For ADA to become the transformative force observed in other
industries, audit firms must strategically prioritize the development of ADA solutions and
ensure long-term commitment to this goal.

Apart from the complexity arising from the institutional environment around auditing, the
development of solutions needs to cope with the complexities of the underlying technology.
Especially the field of AI has seen leap developments in the past years. An unceasingly
flowing stream of research has proposed new or improved neural network architectures
and training paradigms. This phenomenon also applies to IE from VRD, in which we
have partaken in chapter III by introducing a novel graph neural network-based model
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architecture. Large international audit firms face an overwhelming heterogeneity of clients.
Hence, the VRDs of these clients can exhibit different languages and country-specific
characteristics, resulting in a multitude of different contextual settings for IE models. The
theorem developed by Wolpert (2002) suggests that the suitability of IE models should be
assessed for each setting. Our research presented in chapters IV and V therefore proposes a
structured approach to benchmarking models in the form of an ML pipeline. The pipeline
has been designed to work as the IE engine for a tool automating TODs. The results from
chapter IV further suggest that the evaluation of IE models should pay special attention to
the distribution of VRD layouts, for which we propose a methodology. For the application
context given through the experimental setting of chapter IV, the transformer model
LayoutLM would be the model of choice, with a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.7019. This
score is too low to perform full population testing of the client’s document. If all invoices
held by a company were tested, the model would potentially yield hundreds of FP and
FN. Nevertheless, it allows for generating large amounts of audit evidence in the fracture
of the time a human would need. To apply the principle of continuous evaluation to a
broader class of problems, chapter V proposes design principles for IE pipelines in auditing.

The developed pipelines and implemented models now form the IE backbone of the TOD
tool. The pipelines are undergoing continued development to abstract the code base
further and enhance stability. The tool itself is currently undergoing integration testing
and is awaiting to go into piloting.

In summary, the dissertation opens the black box of ADA adoption in audit firms. It
actively advances the adoption of AI through a practical artifact and the generation of
design knowledge. The work offers several contributions to the research on ADA adoption
in auditing and the application of AI to IE from invoices. It also highlights open questions
that will hopefully be answered by future research to further advance the understanding
of ADA and AI adoption in this complex, highly regulated application domain.
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Abstract

The application of big data and analytics to auditing is sparking a lot of interest in
both research and practice. Along with other technological developments, big data and
analytics are expected to drive the digitization of auditing and to improving its effectivity
and efficiency. While several use cases and first literature reviews on this topic have
already been published, the categories for classifying the use cases are still fragmented. By
employing a systematic taxonomy development process, we developed a taxonomy that
draws upon conceptual work and use cases from the academic literature. This taxonomy
provides dimensions and characteristics that help to classify use cases for big data in
analytics in auditing in a structured manner.
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I.1 Introduction

Self-driving connected cars, smart manufacturing, the Internet of Things – modern tech-
nology is transforming established business models, industries, and whole economies.
Business leaders are developing and implementing digital transformation strategies to
keep up with the pace of the technological advancement in order to grow and protect their
business. This also applies to public accounting, an industry facing stagnating revenue
growth in their core business external auditing (Rapoport, 2018). Though the employment
of computer-assisted auditing tools (CAAT) is established in industry practice, the field is
known to lag in the adoption of new technologies (Alles, 2015). This mentality is starting
to change: The applicability of technologies like blockchain, robotic automation, cloud
computing and big data to the audit of financial statements is being discussed and realized
in practice (Justenhoven et al., 2017).

The term big data describes the phenomenon of companies being able to measure, record
and digitally capture almost anything. Captured contents range from transaction records
over text to images and video content, and are being generated at a frequency that enables
the tracking of events in real-time (Manyika et al., 2011). The big data assets are low in
value density, if not subjected to further processing and analysis. To derive value from
them, analytics is a crucial element of big data (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). Advanced
analytical methods can also be applied to smaller data sets for generating new insights
relevant to the auditing processes.

The application of big data and analytics in auditing (BDAA) is a rather new research
field. The existent research is geared towards specific, auditing-related topics which are
loosely connected. It is influenced by neighboring fields like accounting and fraud detection
and being discussed from different perspectives. The aim of the presented research in
progress is to construct a taxonomy for use cases of big data and analytics in auditing. The
research question we address is: Which dimensions and characteristics should a taxonomy
for BDAA use cases comprise? The taxonomy can also be used to identify combinations
of case characteristics that have not yet been reported about.

The further structure of this paper is as follows: First, we present the relevant related
literature and identify the need for a unifying taxonomy. Then we present our approach
for the construction of the taxonomy, followed by the intermediate results. We conclude
by discussing the results and by giving an outlook on how the work will be continued and
on further research.

I.2 Related Research

The research field of BDAA lays at the intersection of the two major research streams Big
Data and Auditing. Stewart (2015) describes the goal of Auditing as the issuing of an
assurance that a company’s financial statements do not exhibit any material misstatements,
whether intended or not, with respect to some financial reporting framework, e.g. local or
international accounting principles. This assurance is to be of a ‘reasonable high’ degree,
which is generally assumed to be 95% and is a matter of the auditor’s subjective judgment
(Byrnes et al., 2015). An audit engagement can be expressed as a cycle consisting of
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different phases, e.g. as described by Louwers et al. (2008). They identified the phases of
audit pre-planning, contracting, understanding of internal controls and identification of
risk factors, assessment of control risk, substantive testing, evaluation of evidence and
audit reporting.

Big data is generally characterized by the three V’s that constitute what qualifies data
assets as ‘big’: volume, velocity, and variety (Chen, Chiang, et al., 2012; Gandomi and
Haider, 2015). In addition, further dimensions were introduced that relate to the assets
inherent characteristics: veracity, variability, complexity and value (Gandomi and Haider,
2015). Manyika et al. (2011) state that the creation of economic value through big data
can be realized (among others) through the automation of human decision making and
the innovation of new business models, products and services. They further argue that big
data can improve both operational efficiency and effectiveness (ibid.). Transferred to the
context of auditing, this is supported by both (Byrnes et al., 2015) and (Stewart, 2015),
which see technology as a means of achieving a higher degree of assurance (improvement
of audit effectiveness) or to remain at the same level, but at lower cost (improvement of
efficiency). Byrnes et al. (2015) observed that the latter is receiving more attention than
the former, which by their opinion is due to the economics in the public accounting industry.

Chen, Chiang, et al. (2012) discuss big data in the historical context of business intelligence
& analytics and consider it the next evolutional step. They analyze promising applications
of big data and present a research framework in which emerging research and foundational
technologies are classified into the areas data analytics, text analytics, web analytics,
network analytics and mobile analytics. Gandomi and Haider (2015) focus on big data
analytics on semi- and unstructured data. The process of analyzing data is broken down
into the two stages data management and analytics. Data management are the technolo-
gies and processes related to the acquisition, storage and retrieval of data, analytics refers
to the techniques used for analyzing the data. They review techniques for the analysis of
text, audio, video, and social media data. Yaqoob et al. (2016) review state-of-the-art
processing techniques and methods for big data, as well as analysis techniques. They
discuss the related opportunities and challenges and present emerging technologies.

Amani and Fadlalla (2017) conducted a literature review on data mining applications
in accounting and propose a framework for mapping these applications to the three
main accounting topics financial accounting, management accounting and assurance and
compliance. They conclude from their analysis that the latter benefits the most from
data mining. Appelbaum et al. (2018) reviewed the analytical methods employed in
external auditing and map it to an external audit cycle model. They identify that there
is no existent research aimed at employing prescriptive methods and a lack of research
regarding the methodological support continuous auditing activities. Debreceny and Gray
(2011) show the applicability of social network analysis in auditing, Jans et al. (2013) the
applicability of process mining.

Analytics can be employed towards the automation of single auditing tasks, as well as
the whole auditing cycle (Issa et al., 2016; Kokina and Davenport, 2017). Kokina and
Davenport (2017) argue that many audit tasks are highly suitable for automation. Issa
et al. (2016) conceptualize the audit cycle as a theoretically fully automatable production
line, where the output of one phase becomes the input of the subsequent one. They
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provide examples of techniques, data sources, and technologies that come potentially
into play. Closely related to automation is the concept of continuous auditing, a novel
approach to auditing which accounts for the increasing frequency of data generation and
benefits from big data (Bumgarner and Vasarhelyi, 2018). Zhang et al. (2015) discuss the
gaps between existing and required data analysis capabilities in continuous auditing for
the application of big data. Automation and continuous auditing can be related to the
velocity aspect of big data and the respective stream-processing based data management
technologies (Gandomi and Haider, 2015; Yaqoob et al., 2016).

The audit of financial statements relies by nature on financial accounting data. Accounting
is facing a potential paradigm shift caused by big data, as business transactions can be
traced earlier and deeper (Vasarhelyi et al., 2015). Vasarhelyi et al. (ibid.) discuss different
big data sources relevant for accounting and auditing and how they can be integrated
with financial accounting data. He identifies the need for ‘data bridges’. Further examples
for relevant data sources are given by Issa et al. (2016). The structural differences in these
sources can be expressed by the variety and complexity dimensions of big data (Gandomi
and Haider, 2015). Yoon et al. (2015) discuss big data-based audit evidence in the context
of the audit evidence criteria framework given by the AICPA SAS nr. 106. They find
that such evidence can benefit auditor independence but express concerns regarding data
quality and the lack of causal implications. Their concerns can be referred to the veracity
dimension of big data (Gandomi and Haider, 2015). In addition to the change in what
data is used, there are shifts in the way how data is being used. The common practice
of using data samples could be replaced by analyzing full populations. Full-population
testing is widely considered to be beneficial to auditing effectiveness and directly relates
to the volume aspect of big data (Alles and Gray, 2016; Alles, 2015; Byrnes et al., 2015;
Jans et al., 2013; Kokina and Davenport, 2017).

The applicability of Big Data and Analytics to Auditing practice in terms of legally
binding professional standards is a complex topic. Essentially, this topic has to be split
into two questions: (1) Are data analytics applicable? (2) Are Big Data items a suitable
data source? To address these questions, we refer to the International Auditing and As-
surance Standards Board (IAASB) which issues the International Standards for Auditing
(ISA). Regarding the first question, a working paper by the IAASB’s Data Analytics
Working Group clearly states that “The ISAs do not prohibit, nor stimulate, the use of
data analytics.” (Group, 2016). Hence, the position of auditing standards regarding the
applicability of data analytics is neutral.

The suitability of Big Data items for Auditing purposes can be evaluated against the
audit evidence framework provided in ISA 500, which consists of the criteria sufficiency,
reliability and relevance. The evaluation of data items has to be conducted by the auditor
as part of his professional judgement (ISA 500, 2009). ISA 500 generally encourages
auditors to refer to information from different sources, especially those independent from
the audited entity, e.g. social media, which is often “big” in nature. However, the IASSB
(2016) also states that the relevance and reliability of external data have to be handled
with special care (Group, 2016; ISA 500, 2009). Therefore, auditors are encouraged to
consider additional data sources that might be “big”, while the standards also stress that
special care should be applied for external data.
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Our search for related literature showed that a number of literature reviews, conceptional
research papers and application-oriented experimental research papers already exist in the
young research field of BDAA. A taxonomy for BDAA use cases could advance research
for several reasons: First, the related research we present above examines the phenomenon
of big data from a technical auditing perspective and a technological perspective. The
former is primarily concerned with the exogenous effects and potential benefits of big data
and is predominantly conceptional in nature. The latter surveys state-of-the-art methods
and technologies to handle big data across different areas of application. We identified
intersections between the two that have not yet been explicitly addressed. Second, the
different concepts that can be found in the literature overlap technically but are often
discussed independently, e.g. auditing process automation and big data-based audit
evidence. Third, especially in the domain of analytical methods, we identified a great
heterogeneity in the terms and classification schemes used. Taxonomies can be classified
as ‘theory for analyzing’ (Gregor, 2006). This kind of theory describes and analyzes a
phenomenon and is especially useful in areas where there is still not much known about
the phenomenon under study because it forms the basis for all other kinds of theory in IS
research (ibid.).

I.3 Method

For developing the BDAA use case taxonomy, we draw upon the taxonomy development
method published by Nickerson et al. (2013). According to them, a taxonomy consists
of characteristics that describe objects. The characteristics are grouped into dimensions.
Nickerson et al. (ibid.) address the question of how to devise the dimensions and char-
acteristics. The authors conceptualize an iterative process, in a detailed manner and
illustrated on an example. The methodology takes alternative approaches for constructing
taxonomies into account and is straightforward in its application, which is why it has
adopted as methodology for this paper. The objects we intend to describe through the
taxonomy are BDAA use cases that reflect how big data and analytics can be employed
to benefit auditing.

We started by constructing a first version of the taxonomy by deducting the dimensions
and characteristics from the related literature (‘conceptual-to-empirical’). Following
the ‘build/test’-cycle, we applied the taxonomy to a series of selected use cases to see
if it would hold, and if new dimensions or characteristics could be devised bottom-up
(‘empirical-to-conceptual’). The use cases we identified so far are taken from the related
literature. A total of twelve use cases were used to devise the taxonomy.

We found that depending on the background and focus of their research, the authors may
not include all of the information required to assign a characteristic for every dimension
to each object, which is we divert from Nickerson et al. (ibid.) and allow for an object to
not be assigned a characteristic. We further allow for an object to be assigned multiple
characteristics within one dimension, as e.g. multiple analysis methods or data sources
may be used in the same use case. If possible, we inferred not explicitly mentioned
characteristics from context.
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Table I.2: Exemplary Application of the Taxonomy

Use Case Network Analysis of E-Mail
communication for Fraud
Detection

Identification of anomalous
journal entries using Deep
Autoencoder Networks

Source reference Debreceny and Gray (2011) Schreyer et al. (2017)

Dimension Assigned characteristics

Analysis Method Social Network Analysis Outlier Analysis

Analysis Goal Descriptive Descriptive

Data
Scope

Sampling Full-Population

Data Bridge Natural Language Processing -

Data Reliability Not defined High

Data Origin Internal Internal

Data Source Communication Financial

Data Format Text Numerical

Data Structure Semi-Structured Structured

Processing Technique Batch Batch

Audit Cycle Phase Assessment of Control Risk Substantive Testing

Task Structure Semi-Structured Structured

Improvement
Potential

Effectiveness Efficiency
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I.4 Results

Table I.1 depicts the taxonomy under development after one build/test’-cycle. We allocated
the dimensions into three groups; analytics, data management and auditing. The groups
analytics and data management reflect the process of extracting value from big data
(Gandomi and Haider, 2015), the auditing dimensions cover the aspect of how and to
what end BDAA is employed.

I.4.1 Analytics

The dimension analysis method describes the approach to data analytics which is em-
ployed in the use case. As already pointed out, we found different terms and classification
schemes for analytical methods in the literature. To attain a unifying structure, we
abstract from individual models and algorithms. Instead, we focus on the task that is
being addressed. Han et al. (2011) defined five typical data mining tasks: frequent pattern
mining, classification, regression, cluster analysis, and outlier analysis. We add further
analysis methods that we found in the literature but were not able to map to the existing
five tasks: visualization (Appelbaum et al., 2018; Chen and Zhang, 2014), social network
analysis (SNS) (Chen and Zhang, 2014; Debreceny and Gray, 2011) process mining (Jans
et al., 2013) and optimization methods (Amani and Fadlalla, 2017; Chen and Zhang, 2014).

Analysis goal characterizes the three perspectives on data-driven business decision making:
descriptive, predictive and prescriptive (Amani and Fadlalla, 2017; Appelbaum et al.,
2018). Han et al. (2011) classify the above-outlined data mining tasks into descriptive
and predictive. Descriptive tasks seek to describe the properties of the data set, whereas
predictive tasks are used to make inductions from data, which is also referred to as pre-
dictive analytics (Gandomi and Haider, 2015; Han et al., 2011). If optimization methods
are employed complimentary to predictive analytics to minimize or maximize an objective
function, it is considered prescriptive analytics (Amani and Fadlalla, 2017; Evans, 2012).

Data scope refers to whether a sampling technique is employed to select a subset of the
available data, which is common to Auditing, or the complete data is being analyzed
(Full population testing). Data bridges are methods that are used to process semi- or
unstructured data in such a way that they are suitable for analysis towards the intended
goal. Data reliability picks up the discussion led by Yoon et al. (2015) and characterizes
the validity of the data under analysis.

I.4.2 Data Management

As pointed out by Alles and Gray (2016) and Earley (2015), the notion of what constitutes
big data in auditing and accounting relies more on the type of analysis that can be
conducted with the data, rather than its source and format. We adopt a more technical
view of the analyzed data and thus decompose its nature in the dimensions data source,
data structure, data format and data type.

The data origin and data structure of the analyzed data reflect the variety aspect of big
data on a high level. Internal data refers to the data that is generated and captured by the
audit client in his systems and (potentially) provided to the auditors, e.g. financial data,
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sensor data, etc. External data is generated from sources outside of the company and
holds potentially relevant information, like consumer opinions in social media (Appelbaum
et al., 2018; Chen, Chiang, et al., 2012). The data format describes the variety from a
data processing standpoint, as different formats pose challenges in terms of the handling
their structures and semantics and require different processing approaches to gain insights
from it, e.g. textual data (Gandomi and Haider, 2015; Han et al., 2011). The data source
indicates the source domain of the data. In addition to financial data, we examined the big
data sources that are relevant to auditing as described by Moffitt and Vasarhelyi (2013)
and Issa et al. (2016). To keep the taxonomy flexible and concise, we aggregated the
sources into higher-level groups. Communication encompasses all forms of internal and
external exchange, e.g. emails as well as social media. Multimedia refers to audio-, image-
and video-based content, like video material from security systems or Youtube videos.
Machine generated data is being generated automatically from technical equipment, e.g.
from Internet-of-Things-enabled devices, sensors or web servers.

The last technological dimension we derived is the processing technique, which refers to the
two data processing paradigms which are batch and stream processing. Batch processing
addresses the problem of having to analyze big volumes of data. A prominent technology
for distributed batch-processing is Apache Hadoop. Stream processing addresses the
problem of having to process data in (near) real-time that requires a low latency response.
Known technologies are Apache Storm and Spark (Gandomi and Haider, 2015).

I.4.3 Auditing

Issa et al. (2016) address how Analytics can be used in an external audit engagement, based
on the audit cycle process model introduced by Louwers et al. (2008). They conceptualize
the audit cycle as a production line where the output of one step becomes the input of
the subsequent step, and thus theoretically allows an end-to-end automation. We adopt
this process model of the auditing process, as the provided ideas for the employment of
analytics per process step supports the mapping of use cases to audit cycle steps. Issa
et al. (2016) point out that if broken down into single tasks, auditing consists mainly
of repetitive work and decision making, which has implications for the automation of
the audit cycle. Therefore, we included the dimension task structure. Abdolmohammadi
(1999) examined the structure of auditing tasks. He considered a task to be structured if
the underlying problem is well defined, with a limited number of alternatives and requires
little judgment. Unstructured tasks are hard to define, have many alternative solutions
and requires substantial judgment. Tasks on the spectrum between these two are consid-
ered semi-structured. The auditing improvement potential describes the above-outlined
type of value contribution (explicitly or implicitly) intended by the use case, whether it
contributes to the effectiveness or efficiency of auditing.

I.5 Discussion and Limitations

In a first build/test-cycle we derived 12 dimensions from the literature and tested them
against a sample of use cases. We found on two use cases (Debreceny and Gray, 2011; Yang
et al., 2017) that the taxonomy lacks a dimension that reflects intermediate processing
steps that were applied to prepare the semi-structured data for analysis. We introduced,
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therefore, the dimension “Data Bridge”, which relates to the concept given by Vasarhelyi
et al. (2015). Table I.2 exhibits the exemplary application of the taxonomy after the first
iteration to two uses cases given by Debreceny and Gray (2011) and Schreyer et al. (2017).
We found that the taxonomy is apt to describe the use cases but is not yet exhaustive
enough to reflect all of the complexities thoroughly. From this, we plan to further diversify
the taxonomy in terms of exploring additional dimensions and refining existing dimensions
through additional characteristics.

I.6 Conclusion and Outlook

BDAA is a promising research area with regard to its contribution to the audit profession.
Auditing is already a complex topic by itself, driven by different regulatory frameworks
like GAAPs and professional standards. This complexity is further increased by the broad
range of technologies and methods employed in the context of big data. The existent
literature on BDAA only covers the phenomenon partially. To close this gap, we present a
taxonomy that connects the Auditing and technological perspectives and puts the different
concepts discussed in BDAA literature into context. The intended use of the taxonomy
is to identify research gaps and to provide a guideline for future research in the field.
In Auditing practice, possible applications of the taxonomy are to support the ideation
process for new use cases and to navigate through existing use cases. The ideation process
can use the taxonomy for identifying application areas for BDAA which have not been
explored so far. The use cases listed in this paper can be checked for applicability in the
own enterprise. The taxonomy also provides an overview of techniques and prerequisites for
deriving requirements for a data analytics platform to be used in Auditing. Furthermore,
it could also be employed as an input for use case-oriented knowledge representations in
ontologies or knowledge graphs.

As the taxonomy is not yet sufficiently exhaustive, our further research will diversify
the taxonomy and improve its robustness. To this end, we will subject it to further
‘build/test’-cycles. In addition to the refinement conducted by us, we intend to present
the taxonomy to scholars and practitioners active in the BDAA field. This way hope to
identify use cases that are relevant in practice but have not been mentioned in the literature.

The taxonomy will be evaluated and refined in further cycles according to the taxonomy
development method. The next step in our research will be of empirical nature. We will
further investigate this research topic based on expert interviews. The taxonomy will
support this study by contributing relevant dimensions and characteristics for structuring
the interviews.
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Abstract

Audit firms are increasingly engaging with advanced data analytics to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of external audits through the automation of audit work and obtaining a
better understanding of the client’s business risk and thus their own audit risk. This paper
examines the process by which audit firms adopt advanced data analytics, which has been
left unaddressed by previous research. We derive a process theory from expert interviews
which describes the activities within the process and the organizational units involved. It
further describes how the adoption process is affected by technological, organizational and
environmental contextual factors. Our work contributes to the extent body of research
on technology adoption in auditing by using a previously unused theoretical perspective,
and contextualizing known factors of technology adoption. The findings presented in
this paper emphasize the importance of technological capabilities of audit firms for the
adoption of advanced data analytics; technological capabilities within audit teams can be
leveraged to support both the ideation of possible use cases for advanced data analytics,
as well as the diffusion of solutions into practice.
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II.1 Introduction

External audits by professional accounting firms have a long tradition. With the increasing
adoption of information systems in the previous three decades, particularly enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems, technology has become increasingly important for
obtaining audit evidence (Alles, 2015; Braun and Davis, 2003). The large-scale adoption
of ERP systems has made IT-based auditing a necessity, as the ubiquity of these systems
has forced auditors to adopt the approach of “auditing through the computer” instead
of auditing around it (Alles, 2015). This accelerated the development of computer-
assisted audit techniques and tools (CAATTs)—particularly generalized audit software
(GAS)— which supports auditors in the extraction and analysis of data, thereby improving
audit efficiency and effectiveness (Braun and Davis, 2003). Currently, a cluster of new
technologies has been discussed in recent audit literature as a means to further improve
both the efficiency and effectiveness of audits: Data analytics, artificial intelligence (AI),
robotic process automation (RPA), and big data (Alles and Gray, 2016; Cao et al., 2015;
Chan et al., 2018; Kokina and Davenport, 2017; Moffitt et al., 2018). The term big
data itself relates to the nature of the data source (Chen et al., 2012). It describes the
increasing rate of data generation (“velocity”), the resulting masses of data that are
generated (“volume”), and the structural heterogeneity of the data (“variety”) (Russom,
2011). Data analytics is used to extract information from data; visualizations, statistics,
and data mining techniques can be applied to data to extract information, which in turn
can be used in decision-making (Chen et al., 2012). Appelbaum et al. (2018) conducted
an extensive literature review on data analytics methods that are applicable for analytical
audit procedures. They found a wide spectrum of methods that could be applied through
all phases of audit engagement. The authors also indicate that audit practitioners still
referred to a rather narrow set of techniques compared to the spectrum of techniques
employed in research. Among the techniques that they found applicable is process mining
(PM). PM is a data analytics method utilized to generate process models from transactional
data stored in ERP systems (Chiu and Jans, 2019; Jans et al., 2013, 2014; Van Der Aalst
et al., 2010). This method can be employed for the assessment of control risk and replaces
the walkthrough interviews that auditors conduct regularly (ibid.). Data analytics is
commonly used for structured data. Deep learning, a form of machine learning, further
enables the extraction of structured representations from semi- and unstructured data
such as images, text, and sound (Issa et al., 2016; Sun, 2019). Issa et al. (2016) refer to
deep learning in their definition of AI, along with expert systems. Expert systems employ
rule-based programming for making or informing decisions but these have fallen out of
use in audit practice 1 (Gray et al., 2014). Another technology that leverages the use
of rules for data processing is RPA. RPA refers to software that utilizes business rules
and activity choreographies on regular user interfaces to automate human tasks (Moffitt
et al., 2018). Lacity and Willcocks (2016) argue that RPA is best suited for so-called
”swivel-chair” processes, where a professional

“[. . . ] takes in work from many electronic inputs (like emails and spread-
sheets), processes it using rules, adds data as necessary by accessing more
systems, and then inputs the completed work to yet other systems [. . . ].”
(ibid.)

1According to Gray et al. (2014), the reasons for the demise of expert systems in auditing are not well
explored.
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For a task to be automated through RPA, it must be well defined; ambiguous tasks are
problematic (Moffitt et al., 2018). In order to increase the ability of RPA to handle more
complex tasks, it can be combined with machine learning (Huang and Vasarhelyi, 2019).

This cluster of technologies is referred to as advanced data analytics (ADA), as all the
technologies that are part of it are related to the processing and analysis of data that
goes beyond traditional audit procedures. Audit firms, usually known to lag in the
adoption of new technologies (Alles, 2015), are now recognizing the impact that these
emerging technologies can have on their profession, particularly as the audit industry is
facing stagnating revenues from their core business (Rapoport, 2018). The efficiency of
both financial and non-financial external audits can be improved from the automation of
audit work, whereas the effectiveness of such audits can be increased from the analysis of
data generated by the client and third parties, thereby enabling a more thorough view
of the client’s business and the associated risks. If adopted, the potential impact on
auditing practice is significant. Issa et al. (2016) indicate the disruptive nature of ADA
and envision a highly effective, fully automated audit that is similar to a production
line. Several conceptual and empirical studies have explored the individual drivers and
inhibitors of ADA adoption in audit firms (Alles and Gray, 2016; Alles, 2015; Dagilienė
and Klovienė, 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019). Thus far, extant research
has not determined how the process of ADA adoption works in audit firms and how the
related drivers and inhibitors affect this process. Our research aims to close this gap by
addressing the following research question:

Which process do audit firms utilize to adopt ADA technologies and how is
this process affected by contextual factors?

To this end, we conducted 15 semi-structured interviews with auditors and other industry
experts involved in the development and implementation of ADA solutions in auditing
practice. This paper contributes to the growing field of research on ADA in auditing by
introducing a mid-range process theory that outlines the process underlying ADA adoption
in auditing. Further, the organizational units within audit firms that are involved in the
process are described and contextual factors from prior research and extent theoretical
frameworks are related to the process. This paper aims to address both the AIS research
community and audit practitioners. It presents a theoretical contribution to the body
of research on technology adoption in auditing by using a previously unused theoretical
perspective, while also providing practical insights on ADA. Further, this research makes
a case for strengthening the IT-capabilities of auditors to enable audit firms, small and
big, to leverage interdisciplinary skill sets for technology adoption. Therefore, it could also
serve as motivation for audit standard-setters and regulators to strengthen the required
IT capabilities for certified auditors.

II.2 Related Literature

Audit firms look to information technology (IT) to improve the quality, efficiency, and
effectiveness of external audits (Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2008; Lowe et al., 2018).
Generally, there has been an increase in IT adoption in the previous decade in the audit
profession (ibid.). Moreover, this development is not limited to the Big Four audit firms,
who were argued to have an advantage over smaller audit firms due to their ”deep pockets”
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(Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2008). Mid-sized audit firms have caught up in terms of
their use and perceived relevance of IT and even surpassed the Big Four in certain areas,
whereas small audit firms are still lagging in their adoption of IT (Lowe et al., 2018).
However, the application of ADA to auditing is a rather recent phenomenon that has
been perceived as potentially disruptive to the audit profession (Alles, 2015; Eilifsen et al.,
2019; Hampton and Stratopoulos, 2016; Moffitt et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019). Hence,
ADA represents a ”new breed” of technology in auditing, which also requires a new set of
skills in auditing firms (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al.,
2019).

The remainder of this section is structured in the following manner: First, we introduce
empirical studies on technology adoption in auditing, along with the theoretical frameworks
and contextual factors used. We then review the recent research on ADA adoption in
auditing, which is more explorative in nature and less guided by theory. Finally, we touch
on the use of IT specialists in auditing, as they are relevant for the adoption of ADA.

II.2.1 Technology adoption in auditing

The adoption of IT in auditing has been extensively studied. Several empirical studies
have been dedicated to determine which factors affect the adoption of audit technology in
general (Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2008; Lowe et al., 2018; Vasarhelyi and Romero, 2014),
or the adoption of more specific IT applications such as CAATTs (Curtis and Payne,
2014; Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2009; Janvrin, Lowe, et al., 2008; Li et al., 2018; Pedrosa,
Costa, and Aparicio, 2020; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015; Rosli et al., 2012; Siew
et al., 2020) and GAS (Ahmi and Kent, 2012; Widuri et al., 2016). The studied factors
are derived from popular theoretical frameworks, such as the unified theory of acceptance
and use of technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003), the technology organization
environment (TOE) framework (DePietro et al., 1990), and the diffusion of innovations
(DoI) theory (Rogers, 2003). The utilization of these frameworks depends on the unit
of analysis, since technology adoption can be studied at different organizational levels
(Molinillo and Japutra, 2017; Salahshour Rad et al., 2018).

The UTAUT is predominantly used to study technology adoption at an individual level
(Curtis and Payne, 2014; Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2009; Janvrin, Lowe, et al., 2008; Li
et al., 2018; Payne and Curtis, 2006; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015). The factors
typically studied in UTAUT-based adoption studies are performance expectancy, effort
expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions, which are moderated by individual
variables such as gender, age, experience, and the voluntariness of use (Venkatesh et al.,
2003). However, the theory has been modified and extended to accommodate the specifics
of the audit domain to include factors such as budget constraints (Curtis and Payne, 2014;
Payne and Curtis, 2006), the adoption preference of superiors and the firm (Payne and
Curtis, 2006; Pedrosa, Costa, and Aparicio, 2020; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano, 2015),
the effect of regulation and standards (Pedrosa, Costa, and Aparicio, 2020; Pedrosa, Costa,
and Laureano, 2015), or whether support was provided by IT members of the engagement
team (Pedrosa, Costa, and Aparicio, 2020).

DoI and TOE have been used to examine technology adoption at the audit firm-level
(O’Donnell, 2010; Rosli et al., 2012; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri et al., 2016). In DoI theory,
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technology (or innovation) adoption is the outcome of an individual’s or organization’s
decision process (Rogers, 2003). The organizational process encompasses five stages,
which are divided into two sub-processes: The initiation phase and the implementation
phase. The sub-processes are divided by the decision to adopt an innovation. During
the initiation phase, the organization recognizes an organizational problem that creates
a need for an innovation (agenda setting); this leads to the creation of an innovation
that addresses this problem (matching). The initiation phase leads up to the decision to
(non-) adopt an innovation. The implementation phase is initiated only if the decision
to adopt is made. During this phase, the innovation is modified or reinvented to fit
the organization (redefining or restructuring). Hereafter, the innovation is put into use
throughout the organization, such that the use of the innovation becomes clearer to the
members of the organization (clarifying). The process concludes with the routinizing of the
innovation in which it has become so ingrained in the regular activities that the innovation
loses its identity (ibid.). Most studies on technology adoption limit their reference to
DoI to the ’perceived innovation characteristics’ (e.g. relative advantage, compatibility,
complexity), a set of variables which describe the innovation and affect the individual’s
innovation decision process (Molinillo and Japutra, 2017; O’Donnell, 2010; Rogers, 2003;
Salahshour Rad et al., 2018; Siew et al., 2020). These innovation characteristics are
often mapped to the ”technology” dimension of the TOE framework; TOE and DoI are
frequently used in conjunction to study technology adoption at the organizational level
(Oliveira and Martins, 2010). The TOE framework is not concerned with the nature of
the innovation decision-making itself, but the contextual factors that affect it. It further
expands the contextual factors beyond the technology characteristics and includes factors
related to the adopting organization itself (e.g. size, available resources, communication
processes, technological readiness, top management support), and to its environment (e.g.,
competition, regulation, third party sponsorship, customer readiness) (DePietro et al.,
1990; Molinillo and Japutra, 2017; Oliveira and Martins, 2010; Yoon and George, 2013).
The abovementioned factors used in DoI and TOE have been extended by audit-specific
factors, such as the complexity of the audit client’s IT (Li et al., 2018; Rosli et al., 2012;
Siew et al., 2020), the support of regulators and professional bodies and the encouragement
through standards (Li et al., 2018; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri et al., 2016), the commitment
of the audit firm’s management (Li et al., 2018; Rosli et al., 2012; Siew et al., 2020), the
technological competence and resources within the adopting audit firm (Li et al., 2018;
Rosli et al., 2012; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri et al., 2016), the existence of IT support staff
(Li et al., 2018; Widuri et al., 2016), and the fit between the technology and audit task
(Rosli et al., 2012; Widuri et al., 2016).

II.2.2 Advanced data analytics in auditing

While the usage and, hence, the research on the adoption of general IT, CAATTs, and
GAS is already at a very advanced stage, the growing body of research dedicated to the
application of ADA to auditing remains rather explorative in nature. Prior research has
investigated potential areas of application for ADA, the drivers and inhibitors to adoption,
as well as the potential impact on the profession if adopted. Apart from conceptual
contributions (Alles and Gray, 2016; Alles, 2015; Appelbaum et al., 2018; Cao et al.,
2015; Chiu and Jans, 2019; Huang and Vasarhelyi, 2019; IAASB, 2016a; Issa et al.,
2016; Jans et al., 2013, 2014; Moffitt et al., 2018; Sun, 2019), there have been several
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empirical enquiries that have explored the adoption of ADA in auditing of which most
either focused on big data analytics or data analytics (Barr-Pulliam et al., 2020; Dagilienė
and Klovienė, 2019; Eilifsen et al., 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Hampton and Stratopoulos,
2016; Al-Htaybat and Alberti-Alhtaybat, 2017; Manita et al., 2020; Michael and Dixon,
2019; Rose et al., 2017; Salijeni et al., 2019).2 ADA is considered as a means to increase
audit quality as well as efficiency (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019; Manita et al., 2020;
Salijeni et al., 2019). Increased audit quality is commonly associated with the volumes
of data that are analyzed in an audit, moving beyond sampling to the analysis of entire
populations or even unstructured data (Manita et al., 2020; Salijeni et al., 2019). Hampton
and Stratopoulos (2016) show that the use of ADA increases the confidence of auditors
in an audit opinion. Apart from audit quality, the technical ability to access client data
remotely in conjunction with standardization efforts provides the possibility of achieving
efficiency gains (Salijeni et al., 2019). This enables auditors to focus on more complex and
higher valued-added tasks (Manita et al., 2020; Salijeni et al., 2019), thereby ultimately
leading to a more relevant audit (Manita et al., 2020). According to the results of Manita
et al. (ibid.) and Salijeni et al. (2019), the integration of ADA is likely to enable audit
firms to introduce additional, possibly non-audit, service offers.

From the evidence presented by Eilifsen et al. (2019) and Salijeni et al. (2019), it can
be concluded that the current adoption of ADA remains limited, despite the potentials
mentioned above. However, the adoption of ADA by audit firms is a complex matter that
both affects and is affected by several factors that are related to audit firms, their clients,
and the institutional environment surrounding audit firms (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019;
Eilifsen et al., 2019; Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019).

According to Dagilienė and Klovienė (2019), the characteristics of audit firms —such
as size, structure, and the existence of a data-driven strategy— and the availability of
professionals with ADA experience affect the adoption of ADA. With regard to the latter,
Salijeni et al. (2019) and Haddara et al. (2018) identify a lack thereof in audit firms,
which they consider an inhibitor to ADA adoption. ADA skills can be cultivated through
training, which has been shown to increase the use of ADA by auditors (Hampton and
Stratopoulos, 2016). In addition, Manita et al. (2020) argue that ADA adoption generally
pushes auditors toward developing more technological skills and foster a culture of innova-
tion in audit firms. Apart from the skill set of auditors and ADA professionals, Haddara
et al. (2018) identify challenges to ADA adoption that are related to the technological
preparedness for ADA in audit firms, such as a lack of hardware infrastructure and
potential issues with data control and security as well as issues with data integration and
storage. Additional challenges in the adoption of ADA by audit firms are the possibility
of encountering high numbers of “false positives,” which are data points that are falsely
identified as requiring the attention of an auditor, as well as the apprehension of auditors
regarding the growing influence of data scientists in the auditing practice (Salijeni et al.,
2019).

Since auditing is a client-facing business, the characteristics of audit clients and the
auditor-client relationship are also relevant factors for the adoption of ADA. According to
Dagilienė and Klovienė (2019), the client’s size, business model, industry sector, ownership

2A tabular summary of the empirical studies cited here on ADA adoption in the audit domain can be
found in A.2.
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structure, and level of use of technology affect the use of ADA by auditors. Eilifsen
et al. (2019) found that, if used, audit firms would use ADA mostly for clients with
integrated IT systems and in newly acquired engagements. Further, such clients would
have expectations from auditors regarding their use of ADA, which affects its adoption
(Hampton and Stratopoulos, 2016). Simultaneously, audit clients are reportedly reluctant
to share their data with audit firms due to concerns regarding the auditor’s motives and
data security (Salijeni et al., 2019). However, the clients also benefit from ADA adoption,
as it increases the transparency of the audit for the clients (ibid.) and strengthens the
role of an audit as a corporate governance tool (Manita et al., 2020). Further, Salijeni
et al. (2019) report technology overspill effects, as audit clients observe the benefits of
software used by the audit firm and intend to adopt it.

The market for audit services, regulatory policies, and professional standards form the
institutional environment in which audit firms operate. This environment also affects the
auditor’s adoption of ADA (Dagilienė and Klovienė, 2019; Eilifsen et al., 2019; Salijeni et al.,
2019). The analysis by Dagilienė and Klovienė (2019) reveals that the sharp competition
within the audit market motivates the use of ADA. Salijeni et al. (2019) indicate that
ADA is also referred to as a tool employed to comply with regulatory requirements. From
the theory constructed by Eilifsen et al. (2019), the authors argue that the limited use
of ADA is likely to persist until it is completely accepted by standard-setters (ibid.).
Moreover, the effect of professional standards on the adoption of ADA has been discussed
in recent literature, but their effect on ADA is not yet clear. Salijeni et al. (2019) indicate
that there is a lack of guidance regarding the use of ADA in professional standards, which
has been perceived both as an opportunity for ADA and an inhibitor. The Data Analytics
Working Group of the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)
considered the International Standards for Auditing (ISA) technology-agnostic:

“[. . . ] ISAs do not prohibit, nor stimulate, the use of data analytics” (IAASB,
2016a).

In December 2019, the IAASB issued a revised version of the ISA 315 ”Identifying and
Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement,” which emphasizes the importance of
technology (Brown et al., 2018; IAASB, 2019b). The standard refers to ”Automated
Tools and Techniques,” which auditors can refer to when performing audit procedures
(IAASB, 2019b). The definition of this term is intentionally broad, as it includes emerging
technologies, such as AI and RPA, in addition to data analytics (IAASB, 2019a). This de-
velopment manifests the relevance of ADA technologies for the profession. Apart from this,
the revision of ISA 315 does not touch on the general audit approach; the audit risk model
remains the methodological basis for financial statement audits. Further, the usage of these
technologies remains optional for auditors and functions as an addition to traditional audit
procedures if utilized. This may slow down the adoption of such technologies in audit firms.

II.2.3 Use of IT specialists in financial statement audits

As noted above, previous studies mention the lack of professionals with ADA skills as an
inhibiting factor for the adoption of ADA (Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al., 2019).
The professional standards require auditors to refer to domain specialists if they do not
possess the required expertise outside of accounting and auditing to obtain sufficiently
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appropriate audit evidence (IAASB, 2009). In the case of the client’s information systems,
IT specialists—or IT auditors—fill this skill gap. The required IT expertise and, therefore,
the necessity for IT auditors, increases with complexity of the client’s IT environment
(Curtis, Gregory Jenkins, et al., 2009). They are mainly called upon for the testing of
IT-related controls as part of the risk assessment, but they are also increasingly involved
across different aspects of financial statement audits (Bauer and Estep, 2014; Bauer, Estep,
and Malsch, 2019; Boritz et al., 2017; Otero, 2015). IT auditors are usually required
to have a solid understanding of ERP systems, which enables them to better identify
risks and select relevant controls in IT processes than financial auditors (Hoitash et al.,
2008; Hunton et al., 2004; Tucker, 2001). IT auditors (and specialists in general) are
more likely to question client positions (Boritz et al., 2017) and their involvement in
financial statement audits is positively associated with the identification of manipulated
financial information in IT systems (Otero, 2015). Despite the value they can add to audit
engagements, they remain frequently underused in audit engagements (Boritz et al., 2017;
Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2009). The main reasons are cost restrictions, communication
challenges between specialists and auditors due to differing backgrounds, and their in-
volvement not being perceived as useful by audit teams (Boritz et al., 2017; Otero, 2015).
While the involvement of IT specialists in audit engagements can also be considered as an
(non-) adoption case itself, prior research has also examined the effect of the support of IT
members on the adoption of audit technology by auditors (Vasarhelyi and Romero, 2014).
Vasarhelyi and Romero (ibid.) found that IT auditors can support the adoption of audit
technology by audit teams if they have a background in accounting, thereby enabling
them to identify how technology could help the auditors. While the perceived lack of
ADA skills inhibiting ADA adoption has been noted (Haddara et al., 2018; Salijeni et al.,
2019), this notion seems at odds with the prevalent practice in audit firms to employ IT
specialists (Bauer and Estep, 2014; Bauer, Estep, and Malsch, 2019; Boritz et al., 2017;
Otero, 2015). Further investigation is warranted to explore the connection between these
skill sets further.3

In this section, different research streams are reviewed. We identify several research gaps
in the literature that we aim to address in this paper. First, the literature on ADA
adoption mainly discusses the potential impacts of ADA on the auditing practice along
with the factors that affect ADA adoption in the auditing industry. How this adoption
happens—that is, the underlying process that leads to a successful adoption—is widely
ignored. Further, the research on this topic remains rather fragmented and lacks coherence,
which might be attributed to its explorative nature. Therefore, a theoretical framework
can help to guide future research. Second, the literature on general technology adoption
in auditing is foremost concerned with variance theories, in which one dependent variable
or outcome (technology adoption) is affected by several independent variables or factors,
thereby implying an invariant relationship between the factors and the outcome (Markus
and Robey, 1988). Variance theories are static in nature and treat the underlying adoption
decision process as a black box (Langley, 1999; Markus and Robey, 1988). Uncovering
this process can help contextualize the studied factors, such that the mechanism by which
they affect the adoption can be further understood. Third, there is a missing link between
the inclusion of IT specialists in auditing and the apparent lack of ADA professionals,
which inhibits ADA adoption.

3This paragraph has been slightly altered with respect to the published version of the paper to improve
clarity and readibility.
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II.3 Methods

The goal of our study is to assess how ADA is being adopted in audit firms and which
factors affect the adoption process. According to the framework of Gregor (2006), this
corresponds to a theory of explanation. Common to theories of explanation are process
theories, which is what we aim for in our research. As auditing firms are still at the
initial stages of engaging with ADA, there is a lack of quantitative data on this subject
matter that can be exploited for research purposes (Alles and Gray, 2016). This calls
for explorative qualitative approaches such as interviews and case studies (ibid.). Our
approach is to derive a theory using the grounded theory method given by Corbin and
Strauss (1990). The grounded theory methodology usually leads to process theories
that are high in accuracy (in terms of being true to the data) but rather low in terms of
generalization (Langley, 1999). We collected data from interviews with industry experts, as
we aim to establish a broader understanding of the entire subject and not just one specific
case. The data was analyzed as we collected it, which enabled us to shift our research
focus for the upcoming interviews to questions that we encountered while analyzing the
data, following the idea of theoretical sampling (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). Further, we
followed the recommendations for qualitative interviewing given by Myers and Newman
(2007) and attempted to avoid the pitfalls and problems that the authors described.

II.3.1 Data

Between June 2018 and June 2019, we conducted a total of 15 interviews. Each interviewee
was interviewed separately, except for IP15 and IP16, who were interviewed together, as
they are from the same organization. We chose semi-structured interviews as the interview
method (ibid.). This enabled us to further pursue interesting cues when they came up in an
interview while still providing a structure. We first developed an initial catalogue of ques-
tions that we derived from the related literature. As we progressed in our understanding of
the phenomenon at hand, we generated new questions and, thus, continually developed the
catalogue. Further, we partially adapted the catalogue to the experience or expertise of the
interview partner if it was necessary and beneficial for the study. We acquired interview
participants through our professional and personal networks as well as through internet
research and cold contacting. The interviews were opened by assuring the interview
partner of the confidentiality of the collected material and the non-disclosure of personal
information and organizational affiliation; in addition, approval was obtained for recording
the interview. If the approval was granted (in 11 cases), the interview was recorded
and subsequently transcribed. If the approval was not granted or the circumstances
of the interview did not allow for audio recording, notes were taken (four cases). Ten
interviews were conducted via phone or Skype and the remainder were conducted in person.

Table II.1 presents the interview participants along with their role(s) in their respective
organization, their technical background, their professional focus within their roles, and
their country of residence. We aimed at acquiring interviewees from different educational
or technical backgrounds, hierarchical levels, and organizations of different sizes. This
enabled us to triangulate evidence and explore the phenomenon from different perspectives,
as suggested by Myers and Newman (2007).

Germany (G) is heavily represented in our sample, with fourteen of our interview partners
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working in Germany, one in the Unites States of America (U.S.), and one in Switzerland
(CH). Germany is an interesting environment to study the adoption of ADA. Statutory
external audits have a long tradition in Germany and have been encoded in commercial law
since 1931 (Köhler et al., 2007). In addition to the information function for stakeholders
and capital markets, external audits serve an important monitoring and control function
in the German two-tier corporate governance system: The supervisory board, not the
executive board, appoints the auditor and is the addressee of the long form audit report,
which is issued in addition to the regular audit report (ibid.). Apart from this local
characteristic, the German audit market and its institutional environment are highly
internationalized. As a EU member state, the directives and regulations of the European
Commission directly apply to Germany. These are aimed at harmonizing the European
regulation to the post-Sarbanes-Oxley Act regulation in the U.S. through strengthening
auditor independence and introducing public oversight in addition to the profession’s
self-administration (EU, 2006, 2014a,b; Humphrey et al., 2011). They also made the
adoption of the ISA mandatory for all statutory audits in the EU (Fédération des Experts
Comptables Européens, 2015), including the disclosure of key audit matters (IAASB,
2016b). In Germany, the ISA are adapted into local standards that take the local legislation
into account (Fédération des Experts Comptables Européens, 2015; Köhler et al., 2007),
which is conducted by the professional body ”Institut der Wirtschaftspruefer” (IDW).
The IDW and the chamber of auditors (Wirtschaftsprueferkammer, WPK), which is the
other professional body, are members in the overarching professional network Accountancy
Europe, just as the public auditor oversight board is a member of the International Forum
of Independent Audit Regulators.

Most of the interviewees occupy leadership positions. The most frequently represented
technical backgrounds are business (accounting, auditing, and tax) and information
technology (IT). Although auditors are most affected by it, the adoption of ADA in
auditing is a highly interdisciplinary phenomenon, which involves individuals with different
professional backgrounds. Therefore, we followed the advice given by Alles and Gray (2016)
and did not constrain ourselves to external auditors as interview partners but also regarded
interview partners from other types of organizations, such as professional bodies, regulatory
bodies, and software providers. With regard to audit firms, we interviewed individuals from
the Big Four as well as mid-tier audit firms. Similar to previous research on the adoption
of ADA, this study began with an explorative intention; incorporating a professionally
diverse, multidisciplinary sample of interviewees enabled us to consider the phenomenon
from different perspectives. This also enabled us to explore the aforementioned availability
of ADA professionals in audit firms and the related required skill sets.

II.3.2 Analysis

In order to construct a coherent theory from the data collected through the interviews,
the grounded theory methodology, as described by Corbin and Strauss (1990), was ap-
plied. The analysis was accompanied by a phased literature review (Thornberg and
Dunne, 2019; Urquhart, 2012). After a first uncommitted review, we began with an
open coding approach that gave room to consider all possible connections in the data,
without a specific kind of theory in mind. During this process, 377 codes were assigned
to 1,164 text passages. In the fashion of a delayed or integrative literature review in
grounded theory (Urquhart, 2012), which is informed by the data, we sought theoret-
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Table II.1: Interview Participants

Participant # Role Background Organization Focus Country

IP1 Data Scientist STEM Big Four ADA G

IP2 Data Scientist Business, IT Software Provider ADA, G
Internal Audit

IP3 Partner/Director Business Big Four Audit Digital Innovation G

IP4 Partner/Director Business Big Four Audit Digital Innovation G

IP5 Partner/Director Business Mid-tier Audit Firm Audit U.S.

IP6 Head of Department Business Mid-tier Internal Audit G
International Company

IP7 Partner/Director Business, IT Mid-tier Audit Firm IT Audit, G
Audit Digital Innovation

IP8 Partner/Director Business, IT Big Four IT Audit, G
Audit Digital Innovation

IP9 Data Scientist IT Mid-tier Audit Firm IT Audit, G
ADA

IP10 Subject Matter Expert Business Professional Audit, G
Body Audit Digital Innovation

IP11 Manager IT Big Four Robotic Process Automation, G
Audit Digital Innovation

IP12 Subject Matter Expert Business Professional ADA, G
Body Audit Digital Innovation

IP13 Audit Associate Business Big Four Audit G

IP14 Partner/Director IT Big Four PM, CH
Audit Digital Innovation

IP15 Subject Matter Expert IT Auditor Oversight Board (IT-) Audit G

IP16 Subject Matter Expert Business Auditor Oversight Board Audit G
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ical frameworks to which we could relate our emergent theory. Relating the emergent
theory to prior research and extent formal theories can support the researcher in de-
veloping concepts and improves the analytic generalizability of the emergent theory (ibid.).

The results presented in this paper were obtained through multiple data-theory iterations.
We first aimed for a causal theory that would explain the differences in technology
adoption in audit firms, with the technologies being the unit of analysis. In this theory,
the actual innovation process remained a black box, whose output is a binary variable
describing a technology adoption or a rejection (non-adoption) of the technology. We
found our theory to be relatable to the TOE framework by DePietro et al. (1990), as it
addresses the adoption of technologies on an enterprise level while explicitly considering
contextual factors within the adopting company as well as its environment. To this
end, we categorized our concepts along the axis of the TOE framework. During this
step, we concluded that the organizational concepts relate to various organizational units
and would affect the technology adoption at different points in time. Therefore, the
previous objective was revisited and we decided that the adoption process must be made
explicit along with various organizational units. In the TOE framework, the contextual
factors affect the so-called “technological innovation decision making” (ibid.). For the
further analysis, we considered this “decision-making” to be a process and referred to the
innovation decision process in organizations described by Rogers (2003). Drawing upon
the DoI theory, we developed concepts that relate to the ADA adoption process—with the
audit firm becoming the unit of analysis—as well as concepts relating to contextual factors
affecting this process. As the concepts were developed, codes that did not fit the theory
were excluded (selective coding). Out of the 377 initial codes, 157 codes were related to
the phenomenon of ADA adoption and, thus, selected for further analysis. These codes
were merged thematically into 61 codes, which in turn were abstracted into 22 first-order
concepts and 8 second-order concepts. The first- and second-order concepts form the
building blocks of the theory. Figure II.1 depicts the data model of our results. The arrows
indicate the direction of abstraction, thereby indicating which first- and second-order
concepts were derived from their respective subclass. Descriptions of the concepts are
provided in the results section.
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Figure II.1: Data Model
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Figure II.1: Data Model (cont.)
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II.4 Results

From the interviews, we found that the phenomenon of audit digitization has two dimen-
sions. One dimension is the digitization of audit tasks that relate to the management of
audits, such as the organization and delegation of work packages, communication with
the client, or the documentation of the audit. From the interviews, we concluded that the
digitization of the management of audits is already at an advanced stage. The second
dimension is the digitization of the “fieldwork”—that is, the assessment of risks—and the
obtaining of audit evidence used to support the audit opinion. The digitization of the
latter has a greater impact on the profession and continues to have vast potential. However,
our results further indicate that the digitization of the audit fieldwork is progressing
rather slowly, and despite the potential of ADA that is being discussed in the literature,
its adoption is rather limited (see A.1). From the ADA technologies that are expected
to have an influence on auditing practice, we found that mainly RPA and PM are being
adopted on a larger scale. This is foremost driven by the Big Four audit firms and their
close followers, which invest in the in-house development of solutions. The theory we
present in this section explains

1. how audit firms adopt ADA,

2. how this adoption process is affected by contextual factors relating to the audit
firms themselves, their environment, and the technology to be adopted,

3. how this affects the outcome of the adoption process.

Figure II.2 depicts a model of the theory. Central to the theory is the adoption process,
which comprises several activities. In the model, the process is described within the
box and the rounded squares represent the activities. These activities are performed by
various organizational units: audit teams, innovation teams, and management. This is
represented through swim lanes in the model. Activities breaking through swim lanes
indicate that more than one organizational unit is involved in this activity. The innova-
tion teams within the audit firm are tasked with the conceptualization and development
of ADA-backed solutions and typically consist of data and computer scientists as well as
technologically inclined auditors or consultants. The management comprises the audit
firm’s partners and directors involved in the strategic decision-making of the firm. They
decide on the allocation of resources for ADA adoption. The audit teams are the users of
the provided solutions. They employ ADA-backed solutions or resort to using traditional
non-ADA audit procedures, depending on whether they see the solutions fit for implemen-
tation, given the circumstances of the audit engagements. The activities in the process
are performed in a sequential order; however, there can be feedback from one activity
to the previous one. In the model, the sequential order is described though arrows—the
dashed arrows denote feedback (FB) loops among activities. The activities within the
process are affected by contextual factors. These are represented by square boxes outside
of the process and are connected via arrows to the activities and organizational units,
which represent the relationship (R) through which the factors affect the process.

The findings indicate that there exists a gap between the technological and audit domains
in terms of knowledge and professional mentality. In successful ADA adoptions, this
gap is closed through cooperation between the audit and innovation teams. This gap is
primarily relevant in the ideation activity and the diffusion phase of the process. In the
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Figure II.2: Process Theory of ADA Adoption in Audit Firms
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ideation activity, bridging the knowledge gap between the audit and technological domain
is required to identify use-cases for ADA. The identification of use-cases requires knowledge
of both the audit domain and the technologies, as well as discipline-spanning skills to
connect them. In the diffusion phase, the solution is handed over to the auditors. Here, it
is crucial for the solution to be accepted by the auditors so it can diffuse into operational
use. The gap in the operational use activity relates to the different mentalities—auditors
and data/computer scientists differ in terms of their way of working and approaching
challenges. Innovation teams can positively affect the auditor’s acceptance of a solution by
adapting it’s design to the auditor’s preferences. On the other hand, auditors take interest
in ADA and its application to the audit domain. According to our interviewees, audit firms
provide auditors the freedom to develop themselves to take on more technology-oriented
roles. These auditors join innovation teams or help in the deployment of solutions as
trainers and lead users. In the case of RPA, audit teams also actively approach innovation
teams with proposals for use-cases and joint ideation workshops. In this manner, the
audit teams support the ideation of solutions through audit knowledge. However, RPA
exhibits a lower degree of complexity and, therefore, is more comprehensible for users of
the technology. AI would be a counter-example in terms of technology complexity, which
is an aspect for why audit firms are struggling to find use-cases. Therefore, from the fact
that auditors can be involved in ideation activities for RPA adoption, we hypothesize that
there is a relationship between an auditor’s technology capability and his/her contribution
to the ideation of ADA solutions. This implies that increasing the technological capability
across audit teams would not only benefit audit firms through more potential lead users
and trainers but also in the ideation of ADA solutions.

II.4.1 Process

The adoption process consists of six activities: Ideation, evaluation, commitment of
resources, solution building, deployment, and operational use. Ideation, evaluation, and
solution-building constitute the research and development process phase through which
a solution is developed from a use-case. A broader adoption of the technology is only
achieved if the solution is diffused into operational use. In order to ensure this, the
solution must be made available to the users and the users must be enabled to employ
it, which is achieved in the deployment activity. Within the ADA adoption process, the
activity of the commitment of resources represents a phase gate. The solution-building
and subsequent activities only take place if resources are allocated for them.

Ideation

Ideation is the first activity in the technology adoption process. In this step, a possible
use-case for a technology is identified. Use-cases are application scenarios for a technology
in which the technology is mapped to the application domain (how it is being used and
to which end). Ideation is a non-trivial task and is still considered a challenge for audit
firms (see A.2). The ideation activity is primarily performed by the innovation teams
and can be assisted by the audit teams. It is affected by the technology characteristics
(foremost complexity and requirements) and the application domain requirements (R1):
The technology advantage motivates the use of a method or technology. A highly com-
plex technology increases the technological capability—particularly the methodological
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knowledge—required by the audit firm’s innovation team to identify use-cases, as they
need to be able to navigate the possibilities provided by ADA. The more complex a
technology or method is, the more effort must also be put into making it understandable
for different stakeholder groups, such as business users and regulators.

The requirements of the application domain and the technological requirements determine
the technical and technological frame for the ideation step (R1). The use-case must
comply with professional standards and be relatable to business users and regulatory
bodies. However, as mentioned earlier, professional standards can also motivate the use of
ADA. Simultaneously, the following prerequisites of a technology or method to be used
must be met: The structure of a task can be improved through internal standardization
and homogenization by the audit firm, but the data quality and data volumes available are,
in most cases, beyond the influence of the audit firm and depend on the use-case. Since it is
primarily the innovation team that is concerned with the ideation phase, their technological
capability is crucial, both in terms of methodological knowledge and discipline spanning
knowledge (R2). The greater the methodological knowledge within the team, the better it
is able to deal with complex technologies or methods. Further, discipline-spanning skills
help to bridge the knowledge gap between auditing and technology, which—according to
our interviewees—is crucial to close the aforementioned gap (see A.3).

Evaluation

Upon identifying the use-case, it is evaluated against the goals of the audit firm; effi-
ciency, effectiveness and relevance. Technologies and methods from the ADA spectrum
present promising possibilities to address these goals in general. Efficiency can be realized
through automation as well as reducing or omitting substantive procedures based on ADA.
Audit assurance can be increased through expanding the scope of analyzed data and
through increased transparency, e.g., PM enabling the auditor to quantify the number of
process instances being conformant to a certain standard process or the exact number
of process instances that violate control tests. Further, additional information for the
client can be generated as a by-product from the (better) analysis of client data. They
help auditors to deliver a value-added audit, which contributes to the audit’s relevance.
A prototype of the latter solution may be built, which can be used for evaluation. If
the prototype is not sufficiently convincing in the evaluation, another ideation cycle can
be triggered (FB1). This evaluation step is mostly performed by the innovation teams,
but can also involve auditors (for user acceptance testing) and management in order
to ensure alignment with goals. The stronger (in the sense of his contribution to the
audit firm’s goals) a use-case is, the higher is the likelihood that resources are provided
for the development of a solution, which is the next step in the technology-adoption process.

Commitment of resources

The development of a solution from a technology or method requires both financial and
human resources. Financial resources are required for hardware, software, and employee
training, while human resources are required for development and further actions. If
the audit firm management is not willing to invest in these resources, there will be no
development or only minimal development. Therefore, this activity represents a phase
gate in the adoption process. Committed resources can be existing resources as well as
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resources that must be acquired first, depending on the pre-existing technological capabil-
ities. Further, the commitment of resources involves a make-or-buy decision. In an inter-
or intra-organizational setting, where solutions are created by one organizational unit to
be employed by another (see the solution-building activity), the employing organizational
unit can decide to assign resources to the acquisition and/or customization of the solution.
This commitment of resources is affected by the size of the audit firm, both in terms of
financial resources and the ability to attract talent (see A.4).

Bigger firms have more financial resources available that can be allocated for ADA adoption
efforts as compared to smaller firms (R3). Further, larger auditing firms have a greater
ability to attract talent to improve their technological capabilities. The organizational
structure of an audit firm determines the frame for the process step. Both the revenue model
as well as the partnership structure affect the management’s willingness to invest. The
strategic prioritization of technology adoption in the audit firm affects the management’s
willingness to invest (R4). The strategic prioritization correlates with the size of the audit
firm, as larger audit firms usually deal with larger and more digitized clients that have a
different set of expectations as compared to smaller audit firms. The same applies to the
competitive situation, as the Big Four and Next Ten, in particular, are currently facing a
highly competitive market situation.

Solution-building

During the solution-building process, the use-case or prototype is turned into a solution.
In this context, the term solution-building refers to both the in-house development of
a solution or the customization of an existing solution, depending on the make-or-buy
decision taken in the commitment of resources activity. Developing a solution requires
technology capabilities that differ from the capabilities required to identify and evaluate
use-cases (R2): It requires capabilities in the areas of software engineering, information
systems (e.g., ERP systems), and business processes. Further, the activity is also affected
by the organizational structure of the audit firm (R9): Audit firms adopt different
approaches to coordinating their innovation efforts. Solution-building takes place in both
centralized and decentralized settings. In a centralized setting, one organization (e.g.,
software company) or organizational unit (e.g., an audit firm’s central innovation unit or
service center) develops solutions and deploys them for other organizational units (e.g., an
audit firms’ national subsidiaries). In a decentralized setting, the development takes place
in multiple organizational units. In a combination of both, the software can be deployed
by one organizational unit and then be customized by another organizational unit to fit
its needs.

Deployment

When a version of the solution has been developed, it can be deployed. During deployment,
the solution is tested, implemented, and pushed into practice. If t becomes evident during
testing that the solution still requires refinement, another development iteration can take
place (FB2). Pushing the solution into operational use is challenging, as this may require
change management depending on the nature of the solution. For example, in the case of
PM, it was described that this new technique changed the manner in which an auditor
approaches the analysis of business processes by replacing the walkthrough interview with
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data analysis.

The deployment activity benefits from the technological capabilities of audit teams (R5),
as technology-savvy auditors can be involved in the deployment process as lead users
and/or trainers and support other auditors when employing the solution. The deployment
is further affected by client characteristics (R6). When implementing the solution, the
complexity of the client in terms of the different information systems and data models
must be considered if client data is to be accessed by the solution. Further, the greater the
organizational complexity of the client company, the more scalable the solution must be
in order to be applied across the client company—for example, if the client has affiliates
across different branches of the industry.

Operational use

The operational use marks the last step in the technology adoption process. After the
solution has been tested and is approved for release, auditors can go on to use it. The
solution is either handed off by the innovation teams to regular IT departments for
monitoring, or further developments (e.g., additional features) are initiated in by the
innovation team. In the latter case, the adoption process is reiterated. As an audit is
seldom a production-like process, the audit teams must be able to tailor their approach to
the audit around the client. For this reason, audit firms do not coerce auditors into using
the provided solution or do so only to a limited extent. Therefore, the solution must be
adopted by the individual auditor; hence, the auditor’s solution acceptance affects the
adoption and diffusion (R7). The solution acceptance correlates with the characteristics
of the underlying technology (complexity and advantage) and the application domain
characteristics (R8). The advantage of a technology motivates the operational use of a
solution, particularly with regard to the assumption of mundane tasks. The complexity of
the technology can discourage auditors from employing a solution if it is not absorbed
by the usability of the solution. The application domain requirements may motivate
utilization (e.g., ISA 240 and Journal Entry Testing) but can also have a negative effect,
as it may require additional documentation to be prepared by the auditor. From the
interviews, we learned that in the case of RPA, auditors likely directly propose the tasks for
automation. Mimicking human interactions with software, RPA is rather comprehensible
for the business user. Therefore, with a complex technology that is absorbable by the
auditors given their technological capabilities (R5), it becomes possible to source use-cases
for the technology directly from them.

II.4.2 Contextual factors

The process presented above is affected by several contextual factors that are related to the
audit firms (internal factors) and their environment (external factors). The internal factors
vary among audit firms, but also characterize how audit firms are different from companies
in other industries. The strategic prioritization of technology adoption describes how much
importance a firm assigns to its digitization efforts. Central to the strategic prioritization
is the relationship between the audit firm and its client as well as the competition amongst
audit firms. Audit firms pursue digitization to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
financial statement audits and also seek to maintain and improve their relevance. The
latter is related to the audit firm’s ability to conduct audits and deliver value-added audits
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to their clients. In the innovation process, these aspects form the basis for evaluation
and influence the commitment of resources. The organizational characteristics represent
the effects that the firm’s size and organizational structure have on the process. Smaller
audit firms usually have fewer resources at their disposal and face more challenges in
attracting talent with the skills required to adopt ADA. In terms of talent, the audit firm’s
technological capability is indicative of the technological skills across the organizational
units within the audit firm. They enable the staff to conceptualize, develop or customize,
and evaluate ADA-based solutions. The end users of any ADA-based solution are the
audit teams. The extent to which the individuals in the audit teams are inclined to use a
solution provided to them is characterized by the level of technology acceptance among
auditors. Their acceptance is influenced by the characteristics of the solutions as well
as the organizational context of the solution deployment. A few of the internal factors—
for example, the technological capabilities, strategic prioritization, and organizational
structure—can be influenced by the audit firm. The external factors lie beyond the
influence of the audit firm and relate to the ADA technology, the specifics of the audit
domain, and the characteristics of audit clients. Although ADA technologies form a
cluster, they still have different characteristics and requirements, which primarily affects
the ideation and operational use-activities that are part of the adoption process (R1,
R8). The counterpart of these activities are the requirements of the audit domain; the
audit task structure determines how applicable ADA is to a specific audit task in the first
place, and the audit-specific requirements define the conditions that are to be met for
ADA that must be applied in the audit domain. Audit clients exhibit varying degrees
of complexity and have differing preferences for data access and processing by auditors.
These characteristics affect the deployment activity that is part of the adoption process
(R6). Details on the contextual factors are provided in Table II.2.
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Table II.2: Contextual factors affecting the ADA adoption process

Contextual
Factor

Relation-
ship(s)

Affected Process
Activity

Factor
Dimensions

Description

Technology
Characteris-
tics

R1, R8 Ideation,
Operational Use

Advantage The advantage of technology over hu-
man cognitive abilities and/or tra-
ditional audit procedures—such as
speed and consistency of perfor-
mance, ability to deal with com-
plexity, or ability to process large
amounts of data.

Complexity ADA technologies exhibit varying
degrees of complexity in terms
of comprehensibility and versatility.
Versability is the spectrum of possi-
ble uses and comprehensibility of the
amount of technological knowledge
required to understand and employ
the technology.

Requirements The conditions that must be met
to employ the technology: Foremost
data quality, availability of (labeled)
data, and task structure.

Client Char-
acteristics

R6 Deployment Complexity The complexity of the audit client’s
organization, accounting system, in-
formation systems and their underly-
ing data models, which differ across
audit clients (see A.5 and A.6).

Preferences Audit clients have differing prefer-
ences regarding independent data ac-
cess of auditors and the location of
data processing, mostly due to con-
cerns of data ownership and security.

Application
Domain Re-
quirements

R1, R8 Ideation,
Operational Use

Audit-specific
requirements

The professional standards prescribe
the general audit appraoch, which
was considered as possibly limiting
the possibilities of ADA use (see A.7).
This includes the audit risk model,
which is encoded in the ISA. As au-
ditors are legally accountable for the
issued audit opinion, a high reliabil-
ity of ADA solutions used to collect
audit evidence must be ensured (see
A.8). Further, the solutions must be
transparent to regulators (see A.9).

Audit task
structure

From our interviewees, we learned
that unstructured tasks that involve
the auditor’s professional judgment
are considered more difficult to au-
tomate than more structured tasks
(see A.10). RPA is usually used
to automate highly structured tasks,
whereas ML can deal with more com-
plex tasks.

Audit Firm
Technologi-
cal
Capability

R2, R5 Ideation,
Evaluation,
Solution building,
Deployment,
Operational Use

Range of
Technological
Skills

A range of technological skills is re-
quired to develop ADA solutions re-
lated to methods, software engineer-
ing, knowledge of business processes,
and information systems. Further, a
few interviewees emphasized the im-
portance of discipline spanning skills
to bridge the knowledge gap between
auditing and computer or data sci-
ence (see A.11).
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Table II.2: Contextual factors affecting the ADA adoption process (cont.)

Contextual
Factor

Relation-
ship(s)

Affected Process
Activity

Factor
Dimensions

Description

Ways to Acquire
Technological
Capabilities

Audit firms resort to different ways of
acquiring technologcal capabilities—
internal development, hiring, and co-
operation with research facilities and
specialized companies.

Challenges The acquisition of talent is associated
with several challenges, such as the
increasing dependence of audit firms
on technological experts, the “war for
talents” (IP15) along with a limited
ability of smaller audit firms to at-
tract such talent, as well as the new
hiring practices and new career paths
that are required to attract this kind
of talent.

Audit Firm
Organiza-
tional
Characteris-
tics

R3, R9 Ideation,
Evaluation,
Commitment of
Resources,
Deployment

Size Audit firms are rather heterogeneous
in size. The size of the audit firm
affects the firm’s available resources
(both financial and human) as well as
its ability to attract talent. Smaller
audit firms usually have fewer re-
sources available to allocate for ADA
adoption and they struggle with at-
tracting talented indivduals with a
technological background.

Organizational
Structure

In most cases, audit firms follow
the the partnership model through
which shareholders and management
are unified; the firm’s cashflow af-
fects the partner’s earnings, which, in
turn, affects the amount of resources
devoted to ADA adoption. The
revenue model of most audit firms,
person hours ˆ fee, does not inl-
cude development costs for ADA so-
lutions and entails opportunity costs
for employees who do not generate
billable hours. While these aspects
are common among most audit firms,
each of them differs in terms of
how they coordinate their innovation
efforts. Moreover, the innovation
teams are embedded differently in
the organization—for example, audit-
specific or cross-service and national
or international.

Strategic
Prioritiza-
tion of
Technology
Adoption

R4 Commitment of
Resources

Market for Audit
Services

Interviewees described the audit mar-
ket as fiercely competitive and si-
multaneously protected against out-
siders. The protection is established
through professional titles and the
knowledge capital accumulated in au-
dit firms. This made innovation less
of a necessity in the past, but compe-
tition has lead audit firms to seek ef-
ficiency gains and provide better ser-
vices.
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Table II.2: Contextual factors affecting the ADA adoption process (cont.)

Contextual
Factor

Relation-
ship(s)

Affected Process
Activity

Factor
Dimensions

Description

Auditor/Client
Relationship

In addition to effectiveness and effi-
ciency, auditors expect ADA to up-
hold their standing as experts in all
financial matters, as clients increas-
ingly digitize their financial opera-
tions. Further, clients have varying
expectations from the auditor’s use
of innovative solutions, depending on
how much they are looking to lever-
age the audit for themselves. They
leverage the audit by obtaining addi-
tional information that is yielded as
a by-product of the audit (see A.12).
The ability to provide such a value-
added audit can lead to advantages
in the marketplace (see A.13).

Auditor
Solution
Acceptance

R7 Operational Use Solution
Characteristics

Characteristics of ADA solutions rel-
evant for use by auditors are their us-
ability, reliability of their results, the
assumption of mundane tasks, and
potential additional effort caused by
their use from training and/or doc-
umentation. Creating usability has
been associated by interviewees with
bridging the gap between the mind-
sets of the innovation teams and the
auditor (see A.14).

Organizational
Context

A few interviewees stated or implied
a resistance from audit teams with re-
gard to solutions that they felt were
developed in a “top-down” manner
by innovation teams, thereby indi-
cating a disconnect between innova-
tion teams and auditors. Another
aspect here is the complexity of the
tool landscape available to auditors—
audit teams lose track of which tool
serves which purpose and feel over-
whelmed.
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II.4.3 Effects of the contextual factors on the adoption process

In order to illustrate the effects of the contextual factors on the adoption process, the
process is instantiated in this section through various configurations. The configurations
comprise different sets of manifestations of contextual factors and the resulting manifesta-
tions of the process activities. They were derived from the different manifestations of the
respective contextual factors along with the different process outcomes we encountered
in the data. Therefore, while the configurations do not represent case studies, they are
rooted in the data. We illustrate the respective effects of the technology and organiza-
tional characteristics on the process, as they represent the most significant adoption gaps
encountered in the interviews. One adoption gap is between ADA technologies; RPA and
PM are witnessing wider adoption, whereas ML and DL are not. The other adoption gap
is among audit firms: From our data, we conclude that the Big Four and their close peers
are leading in the adoption of ADA, whereas smaller firms are lagging behind.

Table II.3: Effects of technology characteristics on ADA adoption

RPA PM ML DL

Technology
characteristics
Advantage Speed, Consistency Ability to process large

amounts of data,
quantification of
previously qualitative
information

Ability to deal with
complexity, automation of
less structured tasks
possible

Ability to deal with
complexity, tasks that
require human cognitive
skills feasible—for
example, processing of
unstructured data

Complexity Low Mid Mid-high High

Requirements Task structure Data, Data quality Data, Data quality Large data volumes

Effects on
adoption
process
Ideation Use-cases can be sourced

from audit teams
Use-cases have to be
designed top-down and be
a good fit between audit
requirements and
technology

Use-cases have to be
designed top-down, yet
can be problematic as the
knowledge gap between
auditing and technology
must be bridged

Use-cases have to be
designed top-down and are
yet problematic as the
knowledge gap between
auditing and technology
needs to be bridged

Commitment of
resources

Efficiency aspect clear Efficiency and effectiveness
aspect clear

Efficiency and effectiveness
to be evaluated

Efficiency and effectiveness
to be evaluated

Deployment Can be easily deployed; no
dependence on client

Dependency on client data;
solution must be able to
deal with different ERP
systems and data
structures; change
management required

Dependency on client data
depends on use-case,
Change management and
training required

Dependence on client data
depends on use-case,
availability of large data
amounts depending on
use-case, change
management and training
required

Operational use Minimal to no training
required

Guidance for use required Guidance for use required Guidance for use required

Successful
adoption

Yes Yes Not on a broader scale Not on a broader scale

The effect of technology characteristics on ADA adoption

Table II.3 presents configurations that indicate the effect of technology characteristics
on the adoption process. The different characteristics of RPA, PM, ML, and DL are
examined. The technologies exhibit varying degrees of complexity and have different
advantages and different requirements. RPA exhibits a low complexity compared to the
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other technologies presented in the table, which makes the technology easy to comprehend.
This, in turn, enables the sourcing of use-cases from audit teams, even if they posses a
lower technological capability. The foremost use of RPA is to automate existing audit
procedures, thereby making it independent from the clients’ preferences on data access
and processing. The technology is also focused on efficiency aspects, through which the
evaluation and, hence, the decision to commit resources becomes rather straightforward.
However, RPA depends heavily on the structure of a task or procedure to be automated.
This requires a high level of standardization and homogenization of tasks and processes as
well as makes it important for auditors to carefully prepare the inputs for RPA solutions.
More complex tasks are out of reach for RPA if not combined with machine learning and,
thus, becoming more intelligent.

Relative to RPA, PM exhibits greater complexity. This increase in complexity shifts the
responsibility for ideation more towards the innovation team. A greater complexity also
leads to more efforts during the deployment event, as solutions based on more complex
ADA technologies require guidance in their operational use. Although RPA requires only
minimal training, the use of PM and more complex technologies requires training and
possibly the employment of new workflows and processes. More technologically inclined
audit team members can function as lead users, trainers, and multipliers that support
the deployment of the solution. On the other hand, innovation teams need to design the
solutions in such a manner that maximizes acceptance by audit teams. PM relies heavily
on the access of the client’s transactional data. This implies that the solution must be
able to deal with different IT and accounting systems as well as accommodate different
database models. ML and DL are currently witnessing less broad applications in practice.
Audit firms are reportedly struggling with the identification of use-cases for ML and DL
in the first place (A.2), thereby hindering adoption right at the beginning of the process.
There appears to be a mismatch between the audit domain and technology, which is yet
to be addressed. This could be attributed to lacking technology capabilities in the audit
firms, given the complexity of the technologies (also in terms of disciplinary-spanning
skills) or difficulties in identifying use-cases that comply with the requirements of both
the technology and audit domains.

Table II.4: Effects of organizational characteristics on ADA adoption

Small firm Big Four firm
Audit firm characteristics
Size Small, mid-sized Large

Coordination of innovation Centralized International, cross service line

Technological capability Low High

Effects on adoption process
Ideation None possible Identification of use-cases from

both innovation and audit teams

Make or buy decision
(Commitment of resources)

Buy Make

Solution building Customizing Own development

Deployment Deployed to local teams, external
training required

Deployed to international teams,
internal training possible

Adopted ADA technologies None RPA, PM
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The effect of the organizational characteristics of the audit firm

This section explores how the organizational characteristics of the audit firm in conjunction
with its technological capability affects the adoption process. The related configurations
are presented in Table II.4; as above, they are based on the current expression of the
respective contextual factors. The table juxtaposes instances of ADA adoption of any
given ADA technology in a small audit firm and a Big Four firm. In terms of organi-
zational characteristics, the main distinction here is the size of the audit firm, which
in turn affects the available resources within the firm and its ability to attract talent
with technological capabilities. Due to its limited technological capabilities, the small
audit firm will not be able to identify use-cases for ADA on its own and must resort to
solutions provided by third-party developers. The adoption process here begins with the
commitment of resources. Given that the audit firm identifies a strategic need for a third
party solution, they may choose to license or buy. If the level of technological capability
is sufficient, the audit firm may customize the solution to the needs of their audit teams.
Further, depending on the complexity of the solution’s underlying ADA technology, its
use may require training. In the case of a small audit firm, training must be sourced
externally, thereby adding to its dependency on third parties for ADA adoption. A Big
Four firm has more resources at its disposal and better channels to attract the necessary
talent. The resulting technological capability prevalent in the firm enables it to develop
own-solutions as well as establish internal training. The bigger audit firm also has the
possibility of coordinating their research and development efforts across country units
and/or service lines, thereby enabling international deployment of solutions. Further,
the in-house development of solutions in the Big Four firm enables a close feedback loop
between users (audit teams) and developers of a solution (FB3) and, hence, the sourcing
of use-cases from audit teams.

The configurations presented in the above sections reveal how the contextual factors
that are internal and external to audit firms affect the adoption process. The course of
individual process instances and even its outcome depends upon the manifestation of
contextual factors. While all process activities are affected by internal contextual factors,
the external factors affect only the ideation, deployment, and operational use activities.
The technology characteristics and application domain requirements affect both ideation
and operational use. In both activities, the audit firm is faced with the task of finding a
fit between the two aspects; first in terms of identifying a use-case and subsequently in
the diffusion of the solution. The latter can be supported during the deployment activity
and through cooperation between audit and innovation teams throughout the process.
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II.5 Discussion

The aim of this research was to reveal the process by which audit firms adopt ADA
technologies and the contextual factors relevant to the audit domain that affect the
process.

Our research adopts a different perspective on ADA adoption in auditing than that adopted
by previous research. Instead of discussing the adoption of ADA from a standpoint where
ADA is considered a single technology, our results focus on individual solutions based on
ADA. These solutions are the product of a process that can be divided into a research
and development process phase and a diffusion process phase. Both phases are affected
by contextual factors. The only exception are the client characteristics, which only affect
the diffusion phase. In the presented theory, we acknowledge the effect of the contextual
factors on the adoption process but refrain from assuming these concepts to be drivers for
or inhibitors to technology adoption. The relationship between these contextual factors
and the adoption process is not yet fully understood, and our research approach is oriented
toward the generation of hypotheses rather than quantitative reductionism.

This paper offers a theoretical contribution to the extant body of research by employing a
theoretical perspective that has not been used in prior research on technology adoption
in auditing, which is primarily concerned with variance theories. The process theory
introduces a sequential logic and allows for a contextualization of the related factors. The
theory we present in this paper extends, in terms of certain aspects, the theoretical frame-
work that was used for its development—the organizational innovation process as featured
in Rogers (2003). Our theory depicts an organizational innovation process but focuses on
the development of single ADA solutions across different organizational units. Therefore,
our theory makes room for more complexity in the process and highlights the specifics of
the audit domain. This results in a lower overall generalizability of the theory, which is
consistent with the classification of Langley (1999) regarding the generalizability of the
grounded theory. Similar to our process theory, the process in Rogers (2003) is divided
into two phases: the initiation and implementation phases. The decision to (non-) adopt
an innovation partitions both phases. In our theory, this adoption decision is made in the
commitment of resource activity. However, it does not define the phases of the process.
Rather, the research and development and diffusion phases relate to different objectives
within the adoption process. The objective of the research and development phase is to
develop a deployable solution from a use-case, while the objective of the diffusion phase
is to ensure the operational use of the solution. The process theory in Rogers (ibid.) is
also strictly linear, where each activity must be completed in a sequential order. Our
theory allows for feedback loops between single activities. These feedback loops originate
from reiterations of single-process activities in the evaluation and deployment stages, if
the use-case (or prototype) or solution require revision. For example, the decision to not
adopt a technology is not static, but it can be refuted if a better use case is presented.
The process as a whole can be further reiterated after successful adoption for continued
development (e.g., new features).

The process perspective emphasizes the active role of audit firms; the adoption of ADA
requires the firm to make an effort. This contrasts the passive perspective in variance
studies, which model technology adoption as a dependent variable. For example, previous
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studies employed the task-technology fit (Rosli et al., 2012; Widuri et al., 2016) and the
related performance expectancy (Curtis and Payne, 2014; Pedrosa, Costa, and Laureano,
2015; Rosli et al., 2012) as exogenous variables to explain technology adoption in variance
studies. In our theory, this fit of task to technology is achieved through the ideation
activity in which the technology characteristics have to be matched to the requirements of
the audit domain. The complexity of the underlying technology can be absorbed through-
out the development of the solution, such that it maximizes the usability for auditors,
which is reflected in the solution characteristics in the auditor technology acceptance. The
auditor technology acceptance can be related to the research on technology adoption in
auditing at the individual level (Curtis and Payne, 2014; Janvrin, Bierstaker, et al., 2009;
Janvrin, Lowe, et al., 2008; Li et al., 2018; Payne and Curtis, 2006; Pedrosa, Costa, and
Laureano, 2015). One interesting finding in our study, which has not been addressed in
previous research, is that the organizational context through which ADA solutions are
made available to audit teams is of relevance for the adoption.

Similar to previous research (Li et al., 2018; Rosli et al., 2012; Siew et al., 2020), our theory
relates the available resources to the size of the audit firm. Our results indicate that,
currently, the Big Four take the lead in the adoption of ADA. This contradicts the results
of Lowe et al. (2018), which state that mid-sized audit firms have caught up to the Big Four
firms in terms of their use of technology. The available resources in audit firms enable them
to build own technological capabilities and engage in the development of own-solutions
based on ADA. According to our results, the size of the firm also correlates with its ability
to attract talent, which is crucial to the adoption process. Further, several studies have
referred to the technological competence and resources within the adopting audit firm as
factors for technology adoption (Haddara et al., 2018; Hampton and Stratopoulos, 2016;
Li et al., 2018; Rosli et al., 2012; Salijeni et al., 2019; Siew et al., 2020; Widuri et al., 2016).
These are also reflected in our theory in the audit firm technological capability. However,
we differ between the capabilities of different groups (audit teams, innovation teams) and
between the skills required for different activities that are part of the process (ideation,
solution building, operational use). Here, our results also touch upon the inclusion of IT
specialists and the apparent lack of ADA professionals in audit firms that inhibit ADA
adoption: The innovation teams mentioned in our results represent a different kind of IT
specialists—ones who are not directly involved in audit engagements themselves. Instead,
they are tasked with developing solutions, which can then be employed in audits. They
also possess a different set of skills, which leans more toward software development and
methodological knowledge. The latter is particularly important during the ideation phase,
where they are required to identify use cases. A few studies refer to the inclusion of
IT support staff in the audit teams as a factor for technology adoption (Li et al., 2018;
Widuri et al., 2016). In our theory, this is reflected in the existence of sufficiently high
technological capability in audit teams, such that the technology-savvy staff (if available)
may be leveraged to support other auditors in the deployment activity. Our results further
support the findings of Vasarhelyi and Romero (2014) that interdisciplinary skills of IT
specialists can have a positive impact on technology adoption. However, according to our
findings, this is a two-way street—increased IT capabilities in audit teams can also help
the adoption of ADA throughout the process.

Our results also have a few practical implications. The theory relates the contextual
factors to the individual activities within the adoption process. The factors are separated
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into internal factors, which can be influenced by the audit firms, and external factors,
which lie beyond its reach. Therefore, the theory provides a framework to guide both
auditors and regulators when referring to the adoption of ADA. Specifically, our findings
emphasize the importance of ADA capabilities in audit teams and the importance of being
able to identify use-cases for ADA technologies in the first place.

The presented findings and the developed theory must be viewed in light of certain
limitations, which are mostly grounded in the sampling of our interview partners and
affect the generalizability of the theory. The first limitation is that many of our interview
partners are in upper management positions, with most of them holding occupations
related to audit digitization. This could imply that they exhibit a bias toward the
potential benefits of technology and the importance this aspect holds for practice. We
addressed this issue by including interviewees who are employed in audit field work.
Another limitation is the country of employment of our interview partners. Most of them
work in Germany; therefore, the results can be biased toward the development of the
phenomenon there. However, we anticipate these effects to be weak, as a large number
of our interview partners work in global companies and the German economy is the
fourth-largest in the world by nominal gross domestic product and has global economic
ties. As we indicate in section 3.1., the institutional environment of the German audit
market is highly internationalized. A further limitation is manifested through the role of
audits in the German two-tier corporate governance setting, which is referred to in the
methodology section. The motivation of audit firms to use ADA to deliver client insights
beyond the normal regular audit report might be stronger in Germany than in other
countries. Another limitation is associated with a design choice for the theory. For the
sake of simplicity, we chose to not explicitly model existing relationships among contextual
factors.

II.6 Conclusion and Outlook

While prior research has addressed the application of ADA to auditing to a large extent,
the process underlying ADA adoption in audit firms has barely received attention. This
paper contributes to the research field of ADA adoption in auditing by introducing a
process theory that reflects how audit firms adopt ADA. The theory further focuses on
single solutions derived from ADA technologies instead of discussing the adoption of
single ADA technologies into auditing practice as a whole. The process encompasses six
activities through which a solution from an ADA technology is derived and diffused into
practice: ideation, evaluation, solution-building, commitment of resources, deployment,
and operational use. The first four activities are concerned with the development of
a solution, whereas the latter two are concerned with the diffusion of solutions into
operational use. The commitment of resources is a phase gate within the process, as
any adoption of ADA requires financial or human resources. The derived theory further
highlights how this adoption process is affected by contextual factors related to the
adopting audit firm, characteristics of ADA technologies, characteristics of its clients,
and requirements of the audit domain. The contextual factors related to the audit firm
are its strategic prioritization of ADA, its organizational characteristics, its technological
capability, and the acceptance of the solution on the part of the firm’s auditors. All the
activities involved in the adoption process are affected by the contextual factors related
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to the audit firm, whereas the external contextual factors mainly affect the ideation,
deployment, and operational use activities.

Our results indicate that the technological capability of the audit firm, both amongst
auditors and among innovation teams, affects successful technology adoption across dif-
ferent phases of the adoption process, most notably during the ideation and deployment
activities. One of the greatest challenges in ADA adoption is the identification of use-cases
in the ideation phase. Therefore, it is important to bridge the gap between the audit
domain and technology, which can be achieved by equipiing auditors with technological
knowledge and by encouraging cross-disciplinary thinking in innovation teams. This
effect is reinforced if a feedback loop between operational use and the ideation phase is
established. Auditors with technological affinity can support the ideation phase, which
in turn can improve the acceptance of solutions by other auditors, as they are involved
in the development process. Involving auditors in the ideation phase can help to align
the solution’s design with the auditors’ mindset in order to ensure usability, which affects
the diffusion of the solution into operational use. Further, auditors with technological
capabilities can support the deployment of a solution, where they act as trainers and
lead users. However, this requires the commitment of the management of the audit firm
to invest corresponding resources, even in the face of potential opportunity costs from
non-billable person hours. Based on the above argument, we encourage regulators and
standard-setters to consider the importance of ADA capabilities for the skill set of future
auditors. Equipped with sufficient background on ADA technologies, they can identify
use cases for technologies and drive the digitization of the profession from a conceptual
perspective, independent from the size or pockets of their respective firms, such that, once
again, the adoption gap between the Big Four and smaller firms can be closed.

This research aims to inspire further inquiries in this field. The results can be followed
up by further qualitative and quantitative empirical analyses to extend the depth of
the explanations of the results, further examine the nature of the relationships between
the process and contextual factors, and test the hypothesized relationships between the
associated factors and process outcome. Of special interest is the relationship between the
audit domain requirements and the adoption process. In the presented theory, the audit
risk model encoded in the professional standards affects the adoption of ADA, with some
interviewees stating that they perceived the professional standards as a limiting factor for
ADA adoption. However, the adoption of ADA on a broader scale could also transform
the general approach of audit firms when conducting audits, thereby possibly leading to
further development of the ISA. In this context, it would be interesting to examine the
adoption of ADA for external audits of non-financial and diversity disclosures. Assurance
services for non-financial reporting are a rather young phenomenon, where large volumes
of data (e.g. environmental data) might be more prevalent than in financial reporting.
Further, future research could compare the adoption of ADA across different countries to
examine possible differences. Another topic that could be addressed in future research is
the interaction between auditing and consulting service lines in the development of ADA
solutions in Big Four firms and how this is affected by top-level management. In addition,
our results indicate an interconnection among service lines, but we did not undertake a
deeper examination of this aspect in this paper.
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Abstract

Extracting information from invoices is a highly structured, recurrent task in auditing.
Automating this task would yield efficiency improvements, while simultaneously improving
audit quality. The challenge for this endeavor is to account for the text layout on invoices
and the high variety of layouts across different issuers. Recent research has proposed
graphs to structurally represent the layout on invoices and to apply graph convolutional
networks to extract the information pieces of interest. However, the effectiveness of graph-
based approaches has so far been shown only on datasets with a low variety of invoice
layouts. In this paper, we introduce a graph-based approach to information extraction
from invoices and apply it to a dataset of invoices from multiple vendors. We show that
our proposed model extracts the specified key items from a highly diverse set of invoices
with a macro F1 score of 0.8753.
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III.1 Introduction

According to the study conducted by Frey and Osborne (2017), auditing is among the
professions which are most likely to be impacted by computerization, as they involve a
high number of repetitive, structured tasks. One crucial task that fits this description
is the extraction of information from invoices (EII), which is performed during tests of
details. Tests of details are substantive audit procedures to obtain evidence that the
balances and disclosures related to the audited company’s financial statement and the
corresponding transactions have been recorded and reported correctly (IAASB, 2009).
Invoices are used frequently here, as they are the most elemental source of data used
in accounting. They hold the details of any commercial exchange of goods or services
between companies and/or consumers. Details of interest to the auditor are e.g. invoice
numbers, invoice and due dates, total and tax amounts, VAT numbers, and line items.
When performing tests of details, auditors draw samples of invoices, which can range from
dozens to hundreds of documents in size, depending on the beforehand conducted risk
assessment. Reviewing the sampled invoices by hand for tests of details requires many
person-hours per audit engagement. Automating EII can thus increase the efficiency of
audits, while simultaneously increasing audit quality by allowing auditors to focus on
higher value-added tasks, and through the ability to test more invoices by increasing
the processing speed. Initially proposed solutions for automating EII employ rules-based
processing and template-matching (Dengel and Bertin, 2002; Esser et al., 2012; Schuster
et al., 2013), which require human input to construct business rules and templates. In an
audit context, the scalability of such solutions quickly reaches its limits: Especially bigger
audit firms audit a wide range of clients from multiple industries, which receive invoices
from a multitude of different business partners. The layouts of invoices can vary highly
between issuing companies (hereafter referred to as ‘vendors’). The efficiency gains from
rules- or template-based automation solutions would soon be canceled out by the effort
required for their adaption to individual vendor layouts. For a solution to be employed in
audits, it should therefore be able to capture the general patterns prevalent on invoices
and generalize to unseen invoice layouts. The applicability of such a solution would also
extend beyond auditing and could support administrative processes, especially accounts
payable, in public and private organizations. To address the complexity of dealing with
a multitude of invoice layouts, recent research in the area of EII has proposed machine
learning (ML)-based approaches (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020; Palm et al., 2017). The challenge for the
application of ML to EII is that the text follows a 2-dimensional layout, as opposed to
the sequential, unformatted text usually assumed by natural language processing (NLP)
methods. Previous studies proposed to employ graphs for representing the text on an
invoice document such that the layout is preserved (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019).
The key items are extracted from this document graph by using graph convolutional neural
networks (GCN) (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019). GCN leverage a context diffusion
mechanism, which is functionally similar to the local receptive fields in (grid) convolutional
networks used in computer vision (CV) (Bacciu et al., 2020). Graph representations
of invoices are albeit less granular than their pixel-based CV counterparts (Denk and
Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018), making them more computationally efficient. However,
the ability to extract key items from invoices of GCNs has so far only been demonstrated
on invoice datasets with minor variations in layouts (Liu et al., 2019). In line with the
above-mentioned requirements for the audit domain, our research therefore addresses the
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following research question:

“How can graph-based neural networks be applied to extract key items from
invoices with a high variety of layouts?”

The contribution of this paper lies in the introduction of a graph attention-based model
to extract information from invoices, and its application on a dataset of invoices sourced
from a multitude (277) of vendors.

III.2 Related Work

Early works concerned with the automation of EII have studied rule- and template-based
approaches to automating this task (Dengel and Bertin, 2002; Esser et al., 2012; Schuster
et al., 2013). These approaches are able to extract the desired information, albeit only
from known invoice templates, and require human input to create new rules or templates.
One of the first proposed systems to apply ML was CloudScan (Palm et al., 2017), which
uses an LSTM-based neural network to extract key items via sequence labeling, a common
approach to information extraction in NLP. However, such approaches assume the text
to be sequential and unformatted and do not account for the 2-dimensional layout of
invoices.

Recent studies have proposed different approaches to represent the text on invoices such
that the layout is preserved. The approaches can be broadly classified into grid-based
(Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018) and graph-based (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani
et al., 2019). In the former, the text is mapped to a grid, as in Chargrid (Katti et al.,
2018) and BERTgrid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019). The latter approaches model docu-
ments as graphs, in which either words (Lohani et al., 2019) or whole text segments (Liu
et al., 2019) are represented as nodes, and their spatial relationships are represented as
edges. In (ibid.), the edges are furthermore weighted with the distances between text
segments. As is shown in Table III.1, the document representation and the methods used
are intertwined. Table III.1 summarizes the methodology of previous studies and provides
details on the respective data sets and the reported performance metrics: Grid-based
approaches lean methodologically more towards CV and define the task of extracting
key items as semantic segmentation and/or bounding box regression (Denk and Reisswig,
2019; Katti et al., 2018). The graph-based approaches lean more towards NLP, using
word/node classification and sequence labeling to identify key items. (Liu et al., 2019;
Lohani et al., 2019). Majumder et al. (2020) use a different approach. Their work is based
on representation learning and leverages prior knowledge about key items which is used
to generate prototypical embeddings for each key item. For each field, candidate words
are selected based on their inferred data type. To determine whether a candidate is a key
item, it is embedded together with its contextual information, and the cosine distance
between the candidate’s embedding and the respective key item embedding is calculated
(ibid.).

While there are different approaches to document representation, a notion common to
all mentioned works is the importance of context for the detection of key items. To this
end, grid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018) or graph (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani
et al., 2019) convolutions are employed in the recent literature, as well as the attention
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mechanism (Majumder et al., 2020), or a combination thereof (Liu et al., 2019). Further
similarities can be found in the nature of the features used. Usually, some combination
of syntactical, positional, and/or semantic features are employed. Syntactical features
capture (dis-) similarities in the syntax of words and are obtained via character (Denk
and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018) or byte pair (Liu et al., 2019) encoding, as well as
through the inference of data types (string, date, alphanumeric, etc., Lohani et al., 2019;
Majumder et al., 2020). Positional features are usually bounding box coordinates either
used as explicit features (Majumder et al., 2020), implicitly encoded in the document
representation (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al.,
2019), or Euclidean distances between text boxes (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019).
Semantic features are obtained through word embedding layers (Majumder et al., 2020) or
from language models such as word2vec (Liu et al., 2019) or BERT (Denk and Reisswig,
2019). In addition to semantic, positional, and semantic features, Lohani et al. (2019) use
external databases to discover known entities (cities, zip codes, etc.). While the general
type of features used is similar across approaches, the specific utilization and the respective
implementation of the model vary. The works reviewed in this section are difficult to
compare in terms of performance, as each work relies on different proprietary invoice
datasets. As is shown in Table III.1, the datasets vary in size and variety; Majumder et al.
(Majumder et al., 2020) use the most exhaustive dataset of the works presented in this
section, with each invoice coming from a different vendor. The dataset used by Katti et al.
(2018) and Denk and Reisswig (2019) is comparable in size and variety. Liu et al. (2019)
use a set of Chinese invoices, which all follow the same government-regulated layout. In
terms of size, it is comparable to the dataset used by Lohani et al. (2019). The authors
however do not provide any further details, such as the number of vendors or templates
or the exact distribution of languages.

Apart from the datasets, another difficulty in comparing approaches is given through
the different evaluation methodologies and metrics. Katti et al. (2018) and Denk and
Reisswig (2019) evaluate the performance of their models on the character level. To this
end, they use a metric similar to the word error rate. As they are based on the same
dataset and use the same metric, they are the most comparable works reviewed in this
section. Denk and Reisswig (ibid.) show that BERTgrid is able to outperform Chargrid
with 65.49% average accuracy over 61.48% by extracting BERT features for every word
on the invoice from a BERT model trained on invoices. The other works evaluate their
models on the word level. Lohani et al. (2019) present very detailed results for the most
exhaustive list of extracted key items of all works reviewed in this section. They report
F1 scores, precision, and recall for 27 extracted key items, with micro-averages of 0.93,
0.93 and 0.929 respectively. The other graph-based approach presented by Liu et al. (Liu
et al., 2019) achieves an averaged F1 score of 0.881 on an invoice dataset. No details on
the averaging method are provided. They furthermore report F1 scores for 6 out of 16
extracted key items on the invoice dataset. Majumder et al. (2020) present F1 scores for
7 extracted key items along with a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.878. Naively observed, it
may seem that the approach introduced by Lohani et al. (2019) performs better than the
approaches presented by Liu et al. (2019) and especially Majumder et al. (2020). Due to
the specifics of the datasets, a direct comparison of the presented results is not meaningful.
The limited variety of the invoice dataset used by Liu et al. (2019) and the incomplete
information regarding the variety of the dataset used by Lohani et al. (2019) leave doubt
as to whether graph-based approaches would perform as well in a setting with a higher
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Table III.1: Methodology, dataset details and reported performance measures of related
studies

Document
representation
structure and
granularity

Model type Information
extraction task

Dataset
size

Dataset
lan-

guages

Number of
vendors / layouts

in dataset

Reported
averaged

performance over
all key items

Katti et al.
(2018)

Grid; Characters
(Grid)

Convolutional
Neural Network

Semantic
segmentation,
bounding box

regression

12,000
Several,
mainly
English

Most vendors
appear once or

twice (Katti
et al., 2018)

61.48% Accuracy
measure (as

reported in Denk
and Reisswig

(2019))

Denk and
Reisswig
(2019)

65.48% Accuracy
measure

Liu et al.
(2019)

Graph; Text
segments

Graph Attention
Network,

BiLSTM-CRF

Sequence
labelling

3,000 Chinese Single layout 0.881 F1 score

Lohani et al.
(2019)

Graph; Words Graph
Convolutional

Network

Node
classification

3,100 English,
French

No reference 0.93 F1 score
(Micro)

0.93 Precision
(Micro)
0.929 Recall

(Micro)

Majumder
et al. (2020)

Candidate
representations;

Words

Attention-based
Neural Network

Measuring
candidate
embedding

similarity to field
embedding

14,327 English 14,327 0.878 F1 score
(Macro)

variety of layouts. Our work aims to close this research gap by exploring the performance
of a graph-based neural network for EII on a dataset with invoices from a multitude of
vendors.

III.3 Methodology

To evaluate the performance of graph-based models in EII, we introduce a graph net-
work model that draws inspiration from the above presented recent research. Figure
III.1 depicts the document representation and model architecture, and how they are
intertwined. The model takes document graphs as input, in which each node represents a
word in the document. Syntactic, positional, and semantic features are attached to each
node, which are derived from the word the node represents. The edges in the document
graphs represent the relative positional relationship between the words. Key items are
then extracted via node classification. In this section, we introduce the representation
of documents through node features and document graphs and the architecture of the
proposed model.

III.3.1 Document representation

As mentioned before, we use graphs to represent documents, which are constructed from
optical character recognition (OCR) outputs of invoices. We use word-level OCR outputs,
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Invoice date:
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2018

Syntax features 𝑐

Positional features 𝑝

Semantic features 𝑠

GRU
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Node
features 𝑓
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0 0

3

3

3

GAT

Node class 𝑘

Per document:

Per text box:

Figure III.1: The node features are embedded using fully connected (FC) and recurrent
(GRU) layers and are attached to the document graph, which is passed into graph attention
layers (GAT) for node classification

such that OCR yields a set of text boxes D, which contains all n recognized words w on
the document. Each text box corresponds to a word. We ignore empty and whitespace
text boxes. The bounds of the text boxes are described by the cartesian coordinates
x1, y1, x2, y2 of the box’ corners, measured in pixels. The width and height of a docu-
ment are denoted by W , H such that 0 ď x1,2 ď W and 0 ď y1,2 ď H. An OCRed
document can hence be formally described as a set of n text boxes on a 2-dimensional
plane D “ tpwpjq, x

pjq
1 , y

pjq
1 , x

pjq
2 , y

pjq
2 q|j P t1, ..., nuu, where the superscript refers to a text

box. Each text box in D is represented as node in the document graph G “ pV,Eq.
V “ tvpiq|i P t1, . . . , nuu is a set of nodes, and E “ teij|i, j P t1, . . . , nuu a set of edges
between nodes vpiq and vpjq. Figure III.2 depicts an example of the graph representa-
tion used in our approach. E is then constructed from the text box coordinates. We
use the following algorithm to construct E: Using the bounding box coordinates, each
node vpiq is connected through eji with its neighbors vpjq to the top, bottom, left and
right. The neighborhood Npiq of vpiq are all nodes which are connected to it via an edge:
Npiq “ tvpjq P V |eji P Eu. Npiq can contain more than four elements, as the edges are in
rare instances not symmetrical.

For vpjq|j ‰ i to become a candidate for a horizontal neighbor, it must fulfill either

x
pjq
2 x

piq
1 (left neighbor) or x

pjq
2 ě x

piq
1 (right neighbor), while simultaneously fulfilling

y
piq
1 ď y

pjq
1 ď y

piq
2 , y

piq
1 ď y

pjq
2 ď y

piq
2 or y

pjq
1 ď y

piq
1 , y

piq
2 ď y

pjq
2 . From these candidates, the

candidate with the smallest Euclidean distance between the respective outer coordinates
is then selected as neighbor. An example for this heuristic is given in Figure III.3.

Vertical neighbors are determined analogically. In addition to the neighbors, each node
includes a self-loop eii. Through the self-loops, the model proposed in section III.3.2
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Figure III.2: Example for the constructed document graph, showing the neighborhood
Np1q for the node vp1q representing wp1q “January”
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Figure III.3: Valid right neighbor candidates for vp1q, with vp2q being selected as neighbor

can access the node’s own features. The edges in E are unweighted and undirected, the
in-degree of vpiq is equal to its out-degree.

For each node in G, word-level features are extracted. We use three types thereof: Syn-
tactic features, positional features, and semantic features. The syntactic features are
used to capture the fine-grained syntactical (dis-) similarities between tokens. Character
level one-hot representations of wpjq are extracted, using a fixed dictionary of 110 capital
and lowercase Western European letters, numbers and special characters. The length of
each token is padded to ten characters. The one-hot encoding process yields a tensor
C “ rc1, . . . , cns with dimensions pn ˆ 110 ˆ 10q The coordinates of the text boxes are

used to extract positional features. The x
pjq
1,2 and y

pjq
1,2 coordinates are scaled to W and H

respectively. The positional features include the width, height, and area of the text box,
and the Euclidean distances to the nearest neighbors. Missing values for distances are
imputed using the maximum possible distance 1.0. Missing values appear if a node has
no neighbor in one of the directions. In sum, 13 positional features are extracted for each
text box, yielding a matrix P “ rp1, . . . , pns of shape pn ˆ 13q. The semantic features
are supposed to capture the meaning behind a token and its relationship to other tokens.
To this end, we extract word embedding vectors for wpjq using a pretrained multilingual
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BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) base model. To ensure the scalability of the system, we refrain
from building dictionaries or embedding tables of a fixed set of words. Another reason
for this is the susceptibility of OCR to noise, depending on the quality of the underlying
document. For each wpjq, BERT outputs a feature vector of length 768. Passing each
token into BERT, a feature matrix S “ rs1, ..., sns is obtained. Four model inputs are
generated in summary: The document graph G, a feature tensor containing the one-hot
encoded tokens C, the positional feature matrix P , and the semantic feature matrix S.

III.3.2 Model architecture

We use the document representation described above as input to the model to perform
node classification on the document graph G; each node is assigned a corresponding class
label. The model proposed in this paper is composed of recurrent, linear, and graph
attention layers. Figure III.1 shows the model architecture, along with the correspondent
in- and outputs. The first layers are designated for feature embedding. The one-hot
encoded character sequences C are passed into a gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al.,
2014) layer, which extracts syntax-sensitive word embeddings C 1. Recurrent layers (such
as GRU) have been shown to be useful for character-level language modeling (Karpathy
et al., 2015). The semantic features S are embedded into a lower dimensional vector space
using a fully connected layer (FC) with ReLu nonlinearity, yielding S 1. The embedded
syntactic and semantic features are then concatenated with the positional features to
form the node features F “ pC 1||P ||S 1q, where || denotes the concatenation operator. G
and F are passed into the graph attention (GAT) layers (Veličković et al., 2018). GAT
layers perform weighted neighborhood feature aggregation over G, using attention scores
as weights. The attention mechanism allows the model to focus on specific neighboring
nodes. For a node vpiq and its neighborhood Npiq of adjacent nodes, which includes its
self-loop eii, the forward propagation rule of a GAT layer l can be written as

h
pi`1q
i “ σ

¨

˝

ÿ

jPNpiq

α
plq
ij z

plq
j

˛

‚ (III.1)

where α
plq
ij “ softmaxpw

plq
ij q and w

plq
ij are the raw attention scores w

plq
ij “

LeakyRelu
´

aplq
T
pz
plq
i z

plq
j q

¯

. aplq
T

is a vector learned by the model and z
plq
i , z

plq
j

are the linear activations of layer l. σ denotes the nonlinearity, for which we use ReLu on
the GAT layers, similar to Lohani et al. (2019). We use multiple GAT layers to extend
the context used to classify a node beyond its direct neighborhood Npiq to include the
neighborhoods Npjq of the nodes in Npiq (Bacciu et al., 2020). In the first two GAT
layers, we additionally employ multi-headed attention. Multi-headed attention has been
applied to increase the stability of the learning process in GAT layers (Veličković et al.,
2018). The attention heads compute equation III.1 independently, their outputs are then
concatenated and passed into the next layer. The last layer is a single-headed GAT layer
with a softmax activation function, which performs the node classification. It returns a
probability distribution over the classes for each node in the document graph.
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III.4 Experimental setup

We test the above-proposed document representation and model using a set of
invoices to determine its performance in a realistic setting. For now, we focus on a
limited set of key items to be extracted: The invoice number, the invoice date, and
the total amount. We define a fourth class, “unlabeled”, for all other text on the
invoice. Details on the dataset and the model implementation and training are given below.

III.4.1 Dataset

As of now, there are no publicly available sets of labeled invoices, which are sufficient in
size and variety to train sophisticated ML models. For this research, we were provided a
set of invoices by an audit firm, in which they are the recipient. The dataset is composed
of 1,129 English one-page invoices from 277 different vendors. We annotated the invoices
ourselves by hand for the key items. Individual key items can be composed of multiple
words and appear more than once on one invoice. The classes (i.e. key items) in our
dataset are sharply imbalanced: Out of the 243,704 textboxes retrieved in our dataset, only
1,427 (0̃.58%) contain invoice numbers, 2,221 (0̃.91%) contain total amounts, and 2,600
(1̃.06%) contain invoice dates. Table III.2 details the split of the dataset into training,
validation, and test sets. We chose validation and test set sizes of 10% each, to save as
many examples for training as possible. The data splits were stratified across vendors.
This way we ensure that both the validation and test splits contain invoices from vendors
that remained unseen during training.

Table III.2: Details on data splits

Number of Number of unique Number of vendors
invoices vendors unique to split

Training set 903 239 178
Validation set 113 58 18
Test set 113 62 18

III.4.2 Implementation and training

The model described above is implemented using Pytorch 1.7.0 with CUDA 10.1 and the
Deep Graph Library (Wang, 2019) 0.5.2. We use Tesseract 4.0 as OCR engine. Table III.3
outlines the chosen model specification in terms of layer sizes (number of hidden nodes)
and the number of attention heads in the GAT layers. The size of the GAT 1 layer equals
the sum of sizes of the FC and GRU layers and the number of positional features p.

The model is trained using the multi-class cross-entropy loss between the predicted and
target labels for the nodes, with class weighting to address the class imbalance described
above. The ‘unlabeled’ class is weighted with 0.1112 and the key item classes with
1.0. The weighting increases the misclassification cost for key items compared to the
‘unlabeled’ class. Training batches are constructed from batches of documents, using 8
invoices per batch. The invoices in the training set are shuffled. ADAM (Kingma and
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Ba, 2015) is used as optimizer with the standard configuration β1 “ 0.9, β2 “ 0.999,
ε “ 1e´ 8. We employ gradient clipping to control for the exploding gradients problem in
recurrent layers; all gradients with L2 norm over 0.5 are clipped. A fixed stepwise learning
rate pαq schedule is applied: The model training starts with α “ 5.4452 ˚ 10p´4q, and α is
decreased by factor 10 every 50 epochs. We furthermore use an early stopping criterion,
which aims to maximize the macro F1 score on the validation set with a patience of 50
epochs.

Table III.3: Selected model specification

Layer Size # Attention heads

FC 256 -
GRU 128 -
GAT 1 397 12
GAT 2 192 8
GAT 3 512 1

The above described model specification (layer sizes, number of attention heads per
layer) and training hyperparameters (α, batch size, weighting of the “unlabeled” class)
were selected using a hyperparameter search with Hyperband (Li et al., 2017). 50
hyperparameter configurations were tried with the objective to maximize the macro F1

score on the validation set. For each configuration, the model was trained for a minimum
of 10 and a maximum of 60 epochs. The best configuration achieved a macro F1 score
(incl. the “unlabeled” class) of 0.8956 after 60 epochs.

III.5 Results

We report F1, precision, and recall scores for the extracted key items. We furthermore
include their macro averages, both including and excluding the unlabeled class. The
scores are calculated by comparing the model outputs with the annotated instances in the
test set. The model outputs were generated using the model state after the completion
of epoch 64, as the early stopping criterion ended the model training on epoch 115. We
furthermore analyze the attention weights inferred on the document graph edges by the
model.

Table III.4: Classification results on test set

Unlabeled Invoice Total Invoice Macro avg. Macro avg.
number amount date incl. unlabeled excl. unlabeled

Precision 0.9959 0.9391 0.8333 0.9196 0.9220 0.8974
Recall 0.9971 0.8571 0.8072 0.8996 0.8902 0.8546
F1 Score 0.9965 0.8963 0.8200 0.9095 0.9055 0.8753
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III.5.1 Classification results

Table III.4 shows the classification results on the test set. The model is able to detect all
three key items, though performing better on invoice numbers and invoice dates than
total amounts. For total amounts and invoice dates, precision and recall are well balanced,
leading to reasonable high F1 scores. For invoice numbers, the spread between precision
and recall is higher.

This can also be seen in Figure III.4, which shows a plot of the precision and recall scores
for different probability thresholds (precision-recall curve), along with isometric lines for
several levels of F1 scores. The curve for invoice numbers indicates high trade-off costs
between precision and recall if a recall over 0.9 was to be achieved. Generally, the figure
shows that higher F1 scores are attainable through threshold moving; F1 scores over 0.9
for invoice numbers and close to 0.85 for total amounts could be achieved.

Figure III.4: Precision-recall curves for different probability thresholds for the key items
invoice number, total amount, and invoice date

III.5.2 Attention analysis

To classify a node vpiq, the model has not only access to the node’s own features but to all
features of Npiq. The distinguishing ability of GAT is to perform feature aggregation
weighted by the attention weights allocated to the connecting edges eij. Analyzing the
attention weights inferred by the model therefore allows to gain an understanding if and
how contextual relationships affect the node classification. To this end, we analyze the at-
tention weights allocated by the model on the edges of the document graphs in the test set.

Figure III.5 depicts the distributions of attention weights inferred by the last GAT layer
on the edges which connect all nodes classified as key items with their surrounding nodes.
For invoice numbers, the model infers sharp attention weights, i.e. the weights tend to be
closer to either 0.0 or 1.0, resembling a bimodal distribution. For invoice dates and total
amounts, this distribution is flatter; weights in between the two extremes are allocated
more frequently. As the model allocates weights close to 0.0 very often, we furthermore
narrow the analysis down to the attention allocated towards the self-loops. This way, we
can analyze whether the model disregards the neighborhood features in favor of the node
features or vice versa.
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Figure III.5: Distribution of attention weights over all edges on predicted key item nodes

Figure III.6 shows the distribution of attention weights on the node’s self-loop edges
eii. The model infers primarily very small attention weights for invoice numbers, which
indicates that the classified node’s own features informed the classification not as much
as the features of its neighboring nodes vpjq. In the case of total amounts and invoice
dates, the self-loop edges received much higher attention weights. In summary, the
attention weights on the self-loops imply that invoice numbers are rather identified via
their context, whereas total amounts and invoice dates are identified via their own features.

Figure III.6: Distribution of attention weights over self-loop edges on predicted key item
nodes

This is also reflected in Figure III.7: The figure depicts graphs that summarize the
attention weights inferred on the edges of the 2-hop neighborhood of predicted key
items. The attention weights are summed by similar words. The thickness of the edges
connecting the tokens reflects the attention placed by the model on the respective
relationships, summed across all document graphs in the test set. For each key item, we
exemplarily choose the 10 terms which have received the highest attention weights. In the
figure, ăKey itemą denotes a neighboring token which has also been classified as a key
item, ăSelfą denotes the attention on the self-loop.

In the case of invoice numbers, the model assigns most attention to combinations of
words that form some variation of “invoice number.” For the invoice date, the model
allocates most attention to the self-loop and to neighboring nodes which have also been
classified as invoice dates. Similarly, the classification of total amounts is mainly based on
the node’s own features, and the context receives only small attention weights. For these
two key items, their context is less important for their classification than their own features.

The analysis of attention weights shows that the model classifies nodes both based on
the node’s own features, as well as based on the features of neighboring nodes. The
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Figure III.7: Attention weights allocated towards the edges of extracted key items, summed
across unique words

weighting hereby varies by key item class. Furthermore, it shows that the model is capable
of identifying contextual relationships over multiple hops in the graph. This is highly
relevant as discriminative terms such as “invoice number”, “total amount” and “invoice
date” are usually composed of multiple words.

III.6 Discussion

Prior research has presented promising results for graph-based approaches to EII.
However, these were tested on invoice datasets with a low variety of invoice layouts.
The purpose of this research is therefore to evaluate the effectiveness of a graph-based
approach on a dataset containing invoices from a multitude of vendors, based on a novel
model architecture. Our results show that the model is able to capture the patterns
prevalent on invoices to extract the defined key items. They further show that the model
emphasizes either the context of a word or the word itself to classify it, depending on the
key item class. One interesting finding is that the model identifies relevant context over
multiple hops in the graph, thereby combining multiple words.

The intended area of application for the model proposed in this paper is the test of details
in audits. The overall goal of the test of details is to see whether the details (key items)
from the invoices have been recorded correctly. To this end, the key items extracted
by the model are reconciled against other, mostly structured, sources of data. Hereby,
false positives and false negatives incur different costs with respect to the overall goal of
automating EII: False positives (falsely detected key items) require the active attention
of an auditor. False negatives (falsely not detected key items), can be offset by further
testing of details until sufficient audit evidence is collected. In that regard, the current
performance of the model is adequate, yet offers room for further improvement. The
model achieves macro averaged precision and recall of 0.8974 and 0.8546 on the key items.
While the current performance of the model would not be enough to fully automate this
task, it can still lead to efficiency gains in an audit engagement, as long as the effort
to review possible false positives is smaller than the effort to extract all key items from
the invoices by hand. The raw outputs of the model could also be further enhanced by
heuristics and business rules to reduce false positives, which we did not explore in this
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paper. For example, rules could be applied which retrieve only the key items with the
highest probability per document. Another possibility is to perform logical checks on the
data type of a retrieved key item, e.g. evaluating whether retrieved invoice dates can be
parsed as dates. For full automation of the task, the model should be tunable such that
precisions close to 1.0 can be achieved by threshold moving, without sacrificing too much
recall. In that case, it could substitute human labor by only requiring limited amounts of
additional testing.

In the usage of graphs, our work relates to the approaches by Lohani et al. (2019) and
Liu et al. (2019). As anticipated, we do not match their respective results. We achieve
F1 scores on the invoice number, total amount, and invoice date of 0.8963, 0.8200, and
0.9095, while Liu et al. (ibid.) report 0.961, 0.910, and 0.963 for the respective key items,
and Lohani et al. (2019) report 0.90, 0.99, and 0.95. For Liu et al. (2019), this gap in
performance can be attributed to the much higher layout variety in our dataset. As
Lohani et al. (2019) do not report in detail on the variety in their dataset, we can only
safely attribute this performance gap to the difference in size: Our dataset is smaller than
the invoice datasets used in related works. The differences in variety and size render the
results hardly comparable. This also applies to a comparison with the results presented
by Majumder et al. (2020), which use the biggest and most diverse dataset in all of the
related research. However, similar to our results and the results of Liu et al. (2019), they
report worse performance on total amounts than the other two key items. They achieve
F1 scores of 0.949 and 0.940 on invoice numbers and invoice dates, and 0.858 on total
amounts. A possible explanation for this is that total amounts can appear multiple times
on one invoice and are difficult to identify by their context.

In general, we see advantages to the graph approach: The model can access an arbitrary
number of direct or indirect neighbors of each node, instead of restricting it to a fixed-sized
number of neighbors, like in the approach used by Majumder et al. (2020). This advantage
is however contrasted by the computational cost of constructing the document graph
in the first place. To extract node embeddings from the document graph, we use GAT
layers, similar to Liu et al. (2019). This way, edges between nodes can be individually
weighted, unlike the graph convolutions used in Lohani et al. (2019). GAT networks
are also better suited for transductive graph learning tasks (Veličković et al., 2018).
Hence, document graphs can be processed individually instead of requiring one large
graph composed of multiple documents for both learning and inference. Our approach
deviates from Liu et al. (2019) in the granularity of the graph: Similar to Lohani et al.
(2019), we construct the graph from single words instead of using paragraph-like text blocks.

The presented research must be seen in light of some limitations, which are mainly
grounded in the dataset. First, multiple recurring vendors are present in the dataset,
hence recurring layouts. Though we try to control for this effect by applying stratified
sampling in the training, validation, and test splits, overfitting might still be an issue.
Furthermore, all invoices in our dataset are addressed to the same recipient. These
however are realistic circumstances for the audit domain, where a client might have
recurrent business with suppliers, and all invoices are addressed to the client. Second, we
only used English invoices. We have yet to assess how the model responds to invoices from
several languages. A further limitation is grounded in the size of the dataset; compared
to other works in the area, our dataset is quite small. The classification results of our
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models are therefore not comparable to other research.

III.7 Conclusion and outlook

EII is a highly structured, repetitive task in auditing, which can highly benefit from
automation. The high variety of invoice layouts faced by auditors calls for approaches
that are able to capture the general patterns on invoices. Recent research in this area
has proposed graph-based approaches to EII, showing promising results. However, these
approaches have been so far applied to datasets with a low variety of invoice layouts. In
this paper, we introduce a novel graph-based model architecture, perform an experiment
using a dataset from 277 different vendors. The dataset resembles a realistic setting faced
by auditors. We show that the model extracts specified key items with high F1 scores,
by leveraging contextual relationships between words on the invoices. While our results
do not match the scores achieved by previous works due to the higher variety of invoice
layouts in our dataset, they indicate that graph-based models are capable of learning the
general patterns prevalent on invoices and extrapolate them.

As of now, we do not see our research on this topic as concluded. As the dataset used
in this research is small compared to other related works, further research with bigger
datasets and more invoice layouts needs to be conducted to strengthen our results.
Complementary to that, we aim to explore more architectural options for the model,
such as replacing the GRU with a convolutional layer to extract character-level word
embeddings. In our usage of graphs, we further aim to explore edge features. Interesting
features could be both continuous, such as the semantic and spatial distance between
words, as well as categorical, such as whether words are linked entities or the direction of
the edge. Further research should also include more key items to be extracted; especially
line items represent an interesting area of investigation. We also plan to extend this model
to extract key items from further document types such as receipts, purchase orders, etc.

As pointed out in section 2, the whole research field of EII lacks comparability. Unfortu-
nately, as of now, there are no publicly available labeled sets of invoices that are sufficient
in size and variety to train sophisticated ML models. It could therefore vastly benefit from
a study that benchmarks different approaches on the same dataset, or from an openly
accessible annotated dataset.
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Abstract

Automation of the processing of incoming invoices promises to yield vast efficiency
improvements in accounting. Until a universal adoption of fully electronic invoice exchange
formats has been achieved, machine learning can help bridge the adoption gaps in electronic
invoicing by extracting structured information from unstructured invoice formats. Machine
learning especially helps the processing of invoices of suppliers who only send invoices
infrequently, as the models are able to capture the semantic and visual cues of invoices and
generalize them to previously unknown invoice layouts. Since the population of invoices in
many companies is skewed toward a few frequent suppliers and their layouts, this research
examines the effects of training data taken from such populations on the predictive quality
of different machine-learning approaches for the extraction of information from invoices.
Comparing the different approaches, we find that they are affected to varying degrees
by skewed layout populations: The accuracy gap between in-sample and out-of-sample
layouts is much higher in the Chargrid and random forest models than in the LayoutLM
transformer model, which also exhibits the best overall predictive quality. To arrive at
this finding, we designed and implemented a research pipeline that pays special attention
to the distribution of layouts in the splitting of data and the evaluation of the models.
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IV.1 Introduction

Invoices are essential documents for different business processes such as procurement and
accounts payable. They hold the details of transactions between clients and suppliers,
due to which they also bear legal value (Cristani et al., 2018) and are frequently used by
external auditors as evidence for the existence of transactions and their correct recording
(ISA 330, 2009; Krieger et al., 2021).

Invoicing is becoming increasingly digitalized, which increases the productivity and effi-
ciency of the associated processes (Baviskar, Ahirrao, Potdar, et al., 2021; Cristani et al.,
2018; Tanner and Richter, 2018). Electronic invoicing encompasses different degrees of
digitization, from printed invoices, which are scanned over natively electronically read-
able invoices in PDF format that are exchanged by email, to invoicing as an integrated
business-to-business process via electronic data interchange (EDI) (Tanner and Richter,
2018).

PDFs contain information in an unstructured format and require an information extraction
(IE) (Sarawagi, 2008) step to gain a semantic representation. Invoices are, however, a
particularly interesting type of business document, which makes the IE step simultaneously
challenging and significant. While there are several pieces of information that can be
expected to appear on an invoice, their positioning and schematical organization, the
layout, is usually unregulated and to be freely decided on by the issuing company (Cristani
et al., 2018).

In EDI-based invoicing, on the other hand, the information is directly delivered in a
structured format, usually XML based, which facilitates any downstream processing
(Tanner and Richter, 2018). Despite this advantage, the adoption of EDI invoicing is still
progressing slowly, which can be attributed in part to the fact that companies benefit to
varying degrees from its adoption (ibid.).

Whereas companies receiving large quantities of invoices benefit heavily from EDI invoic-
ing, the adoption barriers might be too great for companies for which this is not the case.
Thus, companies looking to adopt EDI invoicing might need to actively onboard their
suppliers; they can achieve this onboarding most easily with suppliers from which they
receive a large quantity of invoices. Infrequent suppliers, which make up the biggest share
of suppliers of most larger companies (Klein et al., 2004), are less inclined to adopt EDI
invoicing, as they do not benefit to the same extent from its adoption (Tanner and Richter,
2018). IE from unstructured invoices therefore represents an attractive intermediate step
toward automated invoice processing until EDI-based invoicing has universally superseded
PDFs and paper-based invoices.

As mentioned before, the challenge for IE lies in the diversity of these long tail suppliers
and the resulting variety of layouts (Cristani et al., 2018). Template-based IE solutions
require a substantial amount of human involvement to create and maintain the different
supplier templates, which can number hundreds (ibid.) or even thousands (Klein et al.,
2004) and therefore offset the efficiency gains from automation. This shortcoming of
template-based IE can be addressed through machine learning (ML).
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A growing body of research proposes different ML approaches for IE from invoices, which
would allow the training of models that are able to generalize to previously unseen invoice
layouts. These approaches employ precomputed or learned structural representations
that embed the visual and semantic properties of the invoices while preserving the layout.
They can be broadly classified into graph-based (Krieger et al., 2021; Liu, Gao, et al.,
2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020) and grid-based (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti
et al., 2018; Zhang, Xu, et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2019) approaches, as well as approaches
relying on positional embeddings (Garncarek et al., 2021; Majumder et al., 2020; Xu,
Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020). However, ML models are sensitive to the biases in
the data being used for training (Shah et al., 2020). One crucial type thereof, selection
bias, can originate from samples being used for training that are not representative of the
population to which the model is then applied (ibid.). Given the structure of suppliers
present in many larger companies—few high-frequency suppliers, many low-frequency long
tail suppliers— we are interested in understanding how the layout-aware ML approaches
respond to training data taken from such a population. Therefore, the question that has
motivated us to conduct this research is the following:

How do ML-based approaches to IE from invoices respond to skewed vendor
distributions?

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we show that ML models can suffer from
layout bias and that different models are affected to varying degrees by this bias. We train
and evaluate different ML-based approaches to IE from a set of invoices that is skewed
toward a few suppliers. The evaluation results are then disaggregated into in-sample and
out-of-sample layouts, showing that all models are more accurate1 on in-sample layouts.
We also contribute to the literature by conducting a benchmark of different layout-aware
ML models over a common set of invoices using a common evaluation metric. The results
show that the pretrained transformer model LayoutLM (Xu, Li, et al., 2020) outperforms
all other models in our benchmark by a comfortable margin, especially for out-of-sample
layouts. LayoutLM is also the most robust against layout bias. The results further indicate
that the other models in our study have different strengths with respect to detecting
certain information entities.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section IV.2, we review relevant
previous research and delineate the research gap. In section IV.3, we describe the employed
methods and materials, after which the details of the model implementation are provided
(section IV.4). Thereafter, we present (section IV.5) and discuss (section IV.6) the results,
and we conclude our research in section IV.7.

IV.2 Related Literature

Due to the large possible varieties of layouts in invoices, they are considered a particularly
challenging and interesting case for automated business document processing (Cristani
et al., 2018). In essence, any form of automation requires the information contained on
invoices to be made available for downstream applications in a structured fashion.

1In this paper, we refer to the ”accuracy” of an ML model as its predictive quality, not as the evaluation
metric.
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Figure IV.1: Distribution of invoices per supplier as described by Koch (2019). Figure
based on Koch (2019) and Tanner and Richter (2018).

IV.2.1 Challenges Associated with the Automated Processing
of Invoices

The information on invoices can be broadly classified into two types of entities: header
fields and line items. Header fields encompass, inter alia, the invoice number, the issue
date, the total amount due, and the value-added-tax identification number (VAT ID)
of the supplier (Cristani et al., 2018). Line items provide the details of the exchanged
goods or services, such as a description of the provided good or service, the unit price,
the number of units provided, and the total amount due per line item (Katti et al., 2018).
EDI-based electronic invoicing facilitates the capture of invoice data by directly providing
the information in a structured, usually XML-based, format (Tanner and Richter, 2018).
However, the adoption of EDI invoicing remains limited (Koch, 2017; Tanner and Richter,
2018). Its main beneficiaries are large companies that receive large quantities of invoices.
For many of their smaller suppliers, the incentive is weaker in the face of the organizational
(Tanner and Richter, 2018) and technical (Cristani et al., 2018; Tanner and Richter, 2018)
obstacles associated with the adoption of EDI-based invoicing. According to Koch (2017),
even several years after adopting an EDI invoicing system, only 25%–30% of the invoices
received by most large companies are fully electronic, and those they do receive are usually
from business partners with whom they share a large number of transactions. This,
however, represents only a small proportion of an organization’s suppliers, as typically
most suppliers only send invoices infrequently (Koch, 2019). The distribution of invoices
received per supplier is therefore skewed toward a few high-frequency suppliers; for this
reason, Tanner and Richter (2018) refer to lower-frequency suppliers, usually small and
medium-sized enterprises, as the long tail. Figure IV.1 provides a visual example of this
distribution. This adoption gap can be bridged by technologies that allow the extraction
of information from unstructured formats such as document images or PDFs.

IV.2.2 Machine Learning for IE from Invoices

Early systems proposed for IE from business documents relied on manually preconfigured
layout templates and rules (Baviskar, Ahirrao, Potdar, et al., 2021; Cristani et al., 2018;
Klein et al., 2004). A pioneering study in this field was presented by Palm et al. (2017).
The authors introduced ”CloudScan,” a system that serializes the text of invoices into
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sequences of tokens and performs sequence tagging using a recurrent neural network to
extract key-value pairs. CloudScan, however, dismisses the layout of the invoice documents,
forcing the authors to decide on the ordering of the words (Palm et al., 2017). Subsequent
approaches have addressed this shortcoming by developing document representations that
retain the layout information. The approaches can broadly be classified into graph-based
approaches (Liu, Gao, et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020), grid-based
approaches (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019), and positional
embeddings (Garncarek et al., 2021; Majumder et al., 2020; Xu, Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li,
et al., 2020).

Graph-based approaches model the document as a graph, in which text elements (words
or paragraphs) are represented as nodes and the edges represent the spatial relationship
between the text elements. The task of extracting key-value pairs is then modeled as
node classification (Lohani et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020; Zhang, Xu, et al., 2020) or
sequence tagging (Liu, Gao, et al., 2019), and graph convolution is employed to capture
the contextual information between the text elements.

Grid-based approaches map the document text to a grid such that the relative spatial
positions of the text elements are preserved. The grids can be of varying granularity:
Chargrid (Katti et al., 2018) and BERTgrid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019) employ pixel-level
grids, whereas CUTIE (Zhao et al., 2019) uses a coarser grid, in which each word is
mapped to a single cell. The extraction of key-value pairs is then modeled as a semantic
segmentation or object detection task (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2019). Chargrid and BERTgrid also combine semantic segmentation with object
detection to detect line item bounding boxes (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018).
The respective models capture contextual patterns through (grid) convolution mechanisms
common in computer vision.

Another stream of study proposes models based on transformer architecture (Garncarek et
al., 2021; Xu, Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020) and the self-attention-based mechanism
(Majumder et al., 2020). The layout of the documents is accounted for by using learned
(ibid.) or precomputed positional embeddings (Garncarek et al., 2021; Xu, Xu, et al.,
2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020), which use the two-dimensional coordinates of the respective
text’s bounding box, analogical to the positional encodings proposed in Vaswani et al.
(2017). The transformer-based models further employ pretraining strategies like BERT
(Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) (Devlin et al., 2019) over a
multitude of different layout-rich document types, aiming for a general understanding
of documents. The pretrained models can then be fine-tuned for different downstream
tasks over different types of layout-rich documents such as token classification to extract
information from invoices.

IV.2.3 Limits to Comparability across Different Approaches to
IE from Invoices

All of the abovementioned studies address the problem of extracting information from
invoices by using a different approach, in terms of either document representation, model
architecture, or input features. Although they all present promising results, a direct com-
parison between approaches from the literature is hardly possible. Table IV.1 summarizes
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Table IV.1: Achieved results reported in the related literature along with the used data
sets, evaluation metrics and baselines. Proprietary data sets are indicated with the
abbreviation (pr.).

Model (Reference) Data set(s) Evaluation metrics Reported aggregated
results

Baselines

BERTgrid (Denk and
Reisswig, 2019)

Invoices (pr.) Character-level accuracy (Word-error rate)
for three header entities and one line item
entity, as well as aggregated over all entities
and line item entities

65.48% ˘0.58 Chargrid, Wordgrid
(similar to CUTIE),
variants of the proposed
model

LAMBERT (Garncarek
et al., 2021)

Mix of open and proprietary
data sets for training, open
data sets for evaluation
(SROIE, CORD)

Entity-level F1 scores averaged across
entities for SROIE and CORD

94.41 F1 on CORD,
98.17 F1 on SROIE

RoBERTa (Liu, Ott, et al.,
2019), LayoutLM,
LayoutLMv2

Chargrid (Katti et al.,
2018)

Invoices (pr.) Character-level accuracy (Word-error rate)
for five header entities and three line item
entities

61,99% Macro average
computed from the
results reported for
the individual entity
types

Sequential (Bidirectional
GRUs), variants of the
proposed model

GAT+BiLSTM-CRF (Liu,
Gao, et al., 2019)

Invoices (pr.),
receipts (pr.)

F1 score for six header entities for the
invoice data set, averaged F1 scores across
all entities for invoices and receipts

0.873 F1 on invoices,
0.836 F1 on receipts

Sequential
(BiLSTM+CRF)

GCN (Lohani et al., 2019) Invoices (pr.) Word-level F1 score, precision, recall for 36
entities, including line item entities

0.93 F1 (micro) on
invoices

None

Self-attention (Majumder
et al., 2020)

Invoices (pr.),
receipts (SROIE)

F1 score, ROC-AUC for seven resp. two
header entities for invoices and receipts

0.878 F1 (macro) on
invoices

Variants of the proposed
model

LayoutLM (Xu, Li, et al.,
2020)

Open data sets for training
and evaluation (incl. SROIE)

Entity-level precision, recall, F1 score for
SROIE

0.9524 F1 on SROIE Previous best on the
SROIE leaderboard

LayoutLMv2 (Xu, Xu,
et al., 2022)

Open data sets for training
and evaluation (incl. SROIE)

Entity-level precision, recall, F1 score for
SROIE

0.9601 F1 on CORD,
0.9781 F1 on SROIE

BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), UniLMv2 (Bao
et al., 2020), LayoutLM
(Xu, Li, et al., 2020);
SROIE leaderboard,
including PICK (Yu et al.,
2020) and TRIE (Zhang,
Xu, et al., 2020)

PICK (Yu et al., 2020) Medical invoices (pr.), train
tickets (pr.), receipts (SROIE)

Mean entity precision (mEP), recall (mER),
and F score (mEF) for six header entities on
the medical invoice data set, as well as
aggregated mEF on the train ticket and
SROIE data sets

98.6 mEF on train
tickets, 96.1 mEF on
SROIE, 87.0 mEF on
medical invoices

Sequential
(BiLSTM+CRF),
LayoutLM (Xu, Li, et al.,
2020) (only on SROIE)

CUTIE (Zhao et al., 2019) Receipts (pr.; SROIE) Average precision (AP) and soft AP
(tolerance for false positives) across keys for
different receipt types, including SROIE

94.0, 81.5, 74.6 AP on
different receipt type
subsets

Sequential (Palm et al.,
2017), BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019), variants of
the proposed model

TRIE (Zhang, Xu, et al.,
2020)

Taxi invoices (pr.), receipts
(SROIE), resumes (pr.)

The quantity of goods or services provided.
In case of services, this might relate to
temporal units.

93.26 F1 on taxi
invoices, 96.18 F1 on
SROIE, 76.3 F1 on
resumes

Chargrid, Sequential (Ma
and Hovy, 2016),
GAT+BiLSTM-CRF (Liu,
Gao, et al., 2019)
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the used data sets, evaluation metrics, and evaluation baselines of the studies. It shows the
basis on which the limited comparability between the proposed approaches is grounded.
First, most of the studies use some sort of proprietary set of invoices; this is because invoices
often contain highly sensitive data and are therefore not made available to the general
public (Baviskar, Ahirrao, and Kotecha, 2021; Baviskar, Ahirrao, Potdar, et al., 2021). The
next reason is the granularity of the reported results: If results are reported for individual
entity types, there is no established common set of entity types to be extracted from the
invoices. This primarily affects line items: Only a few studies (Denk and Reisswig, 2019;
Katti et al., 2018; Lohani et al., 2019) report the model’s performance on line item entities.

A further limitation is given through the evaluation methodology. As can be seen in
Table IV.1, the performance of the models is evaluated on different levels of granularity.
The evaluations range from character-level (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018)
through word-level (Lohani et al., 2019) to entity-level (Garncarek et al., 2021; Xu, Xu,
et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). Most studies use established measures in
information retrieval such as precision, recall, F1 score, and average precision to evaluate
the performance of their approach. With respect to the different levels of evaluation,
however, it is not always clearly stated how the results are aggregated from lower-level pre-
dictions to higher-level measures. For example, the transformer-based models LAMBERT,
LayoutLM and LayoutLMv2 employ byte-pair-encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) and
WordPiece (Wu et al., 2016) subword tokenization, which subsequently yield subword-level
predictions. Here, only Garncarek et al. (2021) state the use of the geometric mean as an
aggregation method to arrive at entity-level measures from the predictions. In the case
of Chargrid and BERTgrid, the evaluation is only conducted at the character level and
not further aggregated at all; the authors use an accuracy measure similar to the word
error rate (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al., 2018). Due to the use of this metric,
Chargrid and BERTgrid may not be compared to the other models that have not been
used as evaluation baselines in the respective studies.

The use of baselines is another factor affecting the comparability between approaches.
Especially in experiments where proprietary data sets have been used (Denk and Reisswig,
2019; Katti et al., 2018; Liu, Gao, et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Majumder et al., 2020;
Yu et al., 2020; Zhang, Xu, et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2019), the authors resort to using a
sequential model after the example of CloudScan and variants of their own models. Only
a few studies use non-sequential approaches as baselines; in addition, Denk and Reisswig
(2019) benchmark their proposed model against a variant of CUTIE, and Zhang, Xu, et al.
(2020) use Chargrid and the graph attention-based model proposed in Liu, Gao, et al.
(2019) as baselines.

In conclusion, the utilization of proprietary data sets, different evaluation methodologies
and metrics, and the inconsistent use of baselines lead to poor comparability of different
approaches in this field of research.
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IV.2.4 Open Data Sets for IE from Business Documents and
Previous Benchmarking Studies on IE from Invoices

A partial remedy to the points outlined above is offered by the scanned receipts OCR
and information extraction (SROIE) challenge (Huang et al., 2019) and the consolidated
receipt data set for post-OCR parsing (CORD) (Park et al., 2019), as well as the Kleister
data sets (Stanis lawek et al., 2021), and the multi-layout invoice document data set
(MIDD) (Baviskar, Ahirrao, and Kotecha, 2021).

SROIE and CORD are composed of receipts. Both data sets are similar in size; SROIE
contains 973 receipts, of which 347 are dedicated to testing. CORD contains 1,000 receipts,
with 800 examples dedicated to training and 100 each for validation and testing. The
SROIE data set is annotated for four header entity types: company, address, receipt
date, and total amount. The CORD data set, on the other hand, encompasses only line
item–like entities; most header fields have been left out due to privacy concerns (Park,
2021).

Stanis lawek et al. (2021) introduce two data sets, Kleister-NDA and Kleister-Charity,
which exhibit a greater complexity stemming from the multipage nature of the underlying
document types. The data sets feature two types of layout-rich documents, nondisclo-
sure agreements (Kleister-NDA) and financial statements (Kleister-Charity), which are
annotated for several information entities. The MIDD data set is the only open data set
containing invoices. It encompasses the OCR outputs for 630 invoices from four different
layouts, annotated for seven invoice header fields. However, MIDD provides only the text
and the corresponding annotations without the associated bounding box coordinates, due
to which the layout information is lost.

SROIE, CORD, and the Kleister data sets are split into predefined train, validation, and
test sets. For the SROIE, CORD, and Kleister-NDA data sets, there is no information
provided on the quantity of the different layouts and their distribution in the respective
splits, and for Kleister-Charity, the information is only rudimentary (Huang et al., 2019;
Park et al., 2019; Stanis lawek et al., 2021). Majumder et al. (2020) found that the receipts
in the SROIE training and validation sets stem from 234 layouts, with 46 out of 626
receipts pertaining to one layout. As SROIE offers a public ladder in which researchers
and practitioners may participate, the test set is kept private.

Introducing the Kleister data sets and Stanis lawek et al. (2021) the benchmark sequential
(Flair, (Akbik et al., 2019); BERT, (Devlin et al., 2019); RoBERTa, (Liu, Ott, et al.,
2019)) and layout-aware models (LAMBERT, (Garncarek et al., 2021); LayoutLM, (Xu,
Li, et al., 2020)) on the Kleister data sets shows that the layout-aware LAMBERT model
outperforms all other models.Similar benchmarks have also been conducted on invoice
data sets: Liu, Zhang, et al. (2016) constructed a comprehensive set of features and
compare naive Bayes, logistic regression and support vector machine classifiers on a rather
small data set composed of 97 invoices. In their study, the logistic regression and support
vector machine classifiers outperformed the naive Bayes by a significant margin. Baviskar,
Ahirrao, and Kotecha (2021) compared different word embedding techniques (Word2Vec,
GloVe, FastText, embedding layer) for a sequential BiLSTM model on a data set of 1,646
invoices from eight suppliers. They found that embedding words through a dedicated
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embedding layer achieved the best results.

To conclude, the studies proposing approaches to IE use mostly proprietary sets of in-
voices. The distribution of different layouts in the respective data sets is widely left
unaddressed. The same applies to the open data sets that are being used to benchmark
IE on visually rich documents. This leaves doubt as to whether the distribution of invoice
layouts has an effect on the models. In addition, obtaining a comparison of the predictive
quality of different layout-aware models is difficult due to the utilization of different
evaluation metrics and the reliance on sequential models as baselines. Previous bench-
marking studies on IE from invoices employ only either very small data sets (Liu, Zhang,
et al., 2016) or data sets with small numbers of invoice layouts Baviskar, Ahirrao, and
Kotecha (2021). Furthermore, neither study employs any of the layout-aware approaches
introduced in section IV.2.2. We therefore see the need for a study that benchmarks
different approaches to IE from invoices and explicitly addresses the distribution of layouts.

IV.3 Study design

The goal of this study is to close the gaps mentioned in the previous section by conduct-
ing an independent benchmark study of different ML-based approaches to information
extraction from invoices. We devised a pipeline similar to the pipelines employed by
Baviskar, Ahirrao, and Kotecha (ibid.), Liu, Zhang, et al. (2016), and Stanis lawek et al.
(2021), which is pictured in Figure IV.2. The main differences between our pipeline and
the one presented in previous research (Baviskar, Ahirrao, and Kotecha, 2021; Liu, Zhang,
et al., 2016; Stanis lawek et al., 2021) are that we specifically accounted for suppliers—and
therefore layouts—in the data splitting. Furthermore, we tuned the neural networks for a
determined set of hyperparameters to achieve the best possible accuracy for each model.
This section provides details on the data set and the methodology utilized for annotating
the data set, tuning and training the models, and evaluating their accuracy.
As there are only few implementations available of the abovementioned models, we had
to limit our study to a few selected examples. Our goal is to represent a broad range
of methodologies; hence, we have chosen examples for each of the three model types
described in section IV.2.2: graph-based, grid-based and transformer-based. We chose
Chargrid and BERTgrid as grid-based approaches, and the GCN- and GAT-based models
introduced in Lohani et al. (2019) and Liu, Gao, et al. (2019). All of them have been
specifically designed for invoice documents. We also included the LayoutLM transformer
model, whose authors aimed for a more general understanding of business documents to
see how it compares to invoice-specific approaches. In addition to the rather complex
neural network models, we included a random forest model in our evaluation as a baseline.

IV.3.1 Data Set

Our data set was composed of 1,059 invoices provided by a large German firm that sources
products and services from a multitude of countries across the world. The predominant
language of the documents was English (955 invoices), followed by German (76 inv.). The
less frequent languages were French (8 inv.), Dutch (8 inv.), Spanish (7 inv.) and Italian (5
inv.). The invoices in our data set documented the procurement of physical goods as well
as services. Out of the 1,059 invoices, 63 were multipage documents, resulting in a total of
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Figure IV.2: Study pipeline. A set of invoices is passed through an optical character
recognition (OCR) engine and annotated for several information entities. The annotated
OCR outputs are used to train and evaluate different ML models over several iterations
(folds). One fold is set aside for hyperparameter optimization.

1,126 invoice pages. The invoices stemmed from 259 different suppliers, reflecting a wide
variety of invoice layouts. The distribution of suppliers was, however, skewed. Figure IV.3
plots the distribution of suppliers in the data set. The figure shows that the distribution
of suppliers follows a long-tailed distribution; a large subset of invoices stemmed from a
handful of suppliers, including one supplier who was disproportionately represented with
348 invoices. While the associated invoices followed the same layout structure, they still
exhibited variance between them; the documents could contain different counts of line
items, which in turn may be of varying length.

Figure IV.3: Barplot of the supplier distribution in the data set; each bar represents one
supplier. The distribution follows the pattern described by Koch (2019).

IV.3.2 Data Set Annotation

We extracted the text from the abovementioned invoices using an optical character
recognition (OCR) engine. The OCR step yielded 249,032 word-level text boxes from
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Table IV.2: Models selected for benchmarking

Layout
representation

Input features Information extraction Prediction
granularity

Model

BERTgrid Grid BERT embeddings Semantic segmentation,
object detection

Pixel-level

Chargrid Grid One-hot-encoded
characters

Semantic segmentation,
object detection

Pixel-level

GCN Word-level graph BPE, manually
constructed features

Node classification Word-level

GAT+
BiLSTM-
CRF

Paragraph-level
graph

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) embeddings,
manually constructed
distance-related edge
features

Sequence tagging, node
classification

Word-level

LayoutLM Positional
embedding

Tokens Word classification Token-level

Random
Forest

- Manually constructed text
box and string features

Word classification Word-level

the 1,126 invoice pages. The documents were annotated by two domain experts for 14
different information entities. The annotation was done by drawing bounding boxes over
the document images using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning’s labeling tool for object
detection. A corresponding class label was assigned to a text box if its area was at least
80% covered by an annotation bounding box. We further assigned a background class to
all text boxes that were not sufficiently covered by an annotation box. In total, 54,023
text boxes were assigned an entity class, with recipient address being the most frequently
assigned class (13,683 annotated text boxes) and total tax amount the least frequently
assigned class (383 annotated text boxes). The data set therefore exhibits a sharp class
imbalance, both between the background class and the information entity classes and
between the entity classes themselves. Note that some entity types did not appear on
every invoice, whereas others could appear multiple times on the same invoice, as was
the case with invoice numbers. Table B.1 in the appendix provides the details on the
assigned entity classes, along with the data types for each entity class. The data types
were also used later as features for the random forest and GCN models. This section and
the previous section outline two biases in the data set: a skewed distribution of suppliers
and a steep class imbalance. To gain a valuable assessment of the models’ accuracy, they
must be accounted for during training and evaluation.

IV.3.3 Evaluation

Given the characteristics of the data set, an appropriate evaluation methodology was
required to accurately address the research question. The skewed supplier distribution
called for an according stratification when the data were split into the respective training,
validation, and test sets. On the other hand, the evaluation metric should have been
unaffected by the class imbalance.
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Figure IV.4: The invoices are split into 10 subsets. Each box represents one split; the
colors indicate its utilization as training, validation, or testing data in the different folds.
The tuning fold is set aside for hyperparameter optimization.

Data Splitting and Folding Strategy

As we wanted to assess the accuracy of the models on both invoices whose layouts have
been part of the training set and invoices whose layouts the models have not been exposed
to, we ensured that each split contained a proportion of invoices from suppliers that were
exclusive to it. In this way, we maximized the variance of invoice layouts in the training set
while simultaneously enabling a decomposition of the evaluation results on the respective
invoices with in-sample and out-of-sample layouts. To address the stochastic influences
governing the data splitting, a 10-fold cross-validation (Han et al., 2011) was employed.
This also allowed us to judge the robustness of the models toward varying training and
testing data. Figure IV.4 provides a graphical representation of the folding strategy. The
documents in the data set were split into 10 (approximately) equally sized, mutually
exclusive subsets of invoices. We then generated 10 different folds from the subsets so that
each split was used as the test set once. Figure IV.5 shows the distribution of suppliers
per split and highlights the suppliers contributing the documents with out-of-sample
layouts. To prevent the models from overfitting to the training data, one split in each
fold was assigned as the validation set, on which a stopping criterion was applied during
the training (see section IV.3.4). One split was set aside as the validation set for the
hyperparameter optimization (see section IV.3.5) and subsequently discarded from the
evaluation; the evaluation metrics were therefore computed over 9 folds.

Evaluation Metric

To assess the model performance during training and for the final evaluation, we employed
the F1 score, similar to Stanis lawek et al. (2021). The score is commonly used in infor-
mation retrieval and is well suited to judging the predictive quality of a model in the
presence of unbalanced class distributions (Sarawagi, 2008). The models were evaluated
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Figure IV.5: Bar charts of the supplier distribution in the individual splits analogous
to Figure IV.3. The red bars indicate suppliers that do not appear in the training set
(out-of-sample suppliers) if the respective split is used as the test set.

at the text-box level against the ground truth described in section IV.3.2. For the models
returning a probability distribution P over the entity types Y , we selected the entity
type with the highest probability as the prediction. If the model yielded more granular
predictions j associated with one text box i, such as n subword tokens or pixels, the
predictions for each text box were aggregated using the geometric mean, as has been used
by Garncarek et al. (2021):

ŷi “ arg maxy

ˆ n
ź

j“1

P pY “ yqi,j

˙
1
n

This way, we ensured the comparability of results across different models that yield
predictions of differing granularity (see Table IV.2).

IV.3.4 Training

During training, an early stopping criterion kept the models from overfitting to the training
data (Bengio, 2012). We monitored the prediction-level macroaveraged F1 score, the
unweighted mean of the F1 scores per entity, on the validation set with a patience of 10
epochs. The macroaveraged F1 score included the background class, as the models needed
to be able to distinguish between relevant entities and background text. Where applicable,
we followed the class-weighting scheme proposed by Paszke et al. (2016) to address the
class imbalance described above, similar to Katti et al. (2018):

wclass “
1

lnpc` pclassq

Using the class frequency pclass, the scheme yielded static class weights wclass, which
affected how much the examples of each class affected the training loss; the greater the
weight, the more a falsely predicted instance of the associated class contributed to the
loss. The class weights were governed by a single hyperparameter c, which could be easily
tuned for during hyperparameter optimization.
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IV.3.5 Hyperparameter Optimization

The performance of neural networks is significantly tied to the chosen hyperparameters
(Smith, 2018). We therefore optimized their hyperparameters using Bayesian optimization
(Snoek et al., 2012), aiming to maximize the prediction-level F1 score on the validation
set. The optimization was performed with one dedicated split as the validation set (see
section IV.3.3), to which the fold using the same split as the test set is excluded from
the evaluation. Following the recommendations given by Bengio (2012), when working
with limited resources, we focused on the learning rate α and the minibatch size B. We
further tuned for a third hyperparameter: the class weighting factor c, which governs the
distribution of class weights (see section IV.3.4). As the models and data representations
consumed varying amounts of GPU memory, we determined the sample interval for B
for each model by starting with B1 “ 2 and exponentially increasing B until the GPU
memory limit was reached. The sample interval for α was determined using a α-range test
(Smith, 2017), exponentially increasing α from 10´8 to 1.0 using the maximum previously
determined B. For c, we chose a sample interval between 1.0 and 2.0. A factor of 1.0
completely leveled out any imbalances between the classes, whereas 2.0 assigned each
class identical weights, leaving the class distribution untouched.

IV.4 Implementation

We developed a research environment in Python using different ML packages and frame-
works, mainly around the PyTorch ecosystem. We used PyTorch 1.7.0 with CUDA 10.1 to
implement, train, and test all models and referred to PyTorch-geometric (Fey and Lenssen,
2019) for any graph layers in the models. The BERTgrid, Chargrid, GAT+BiLSTM-CRF,
and GCN models were implemented directly by us; the implementations of LayoutLM
and random forest were obtained from the huggingfaces transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2020) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Tesseract 4.0 was employed as the OCR
engine to extract the text boxes from the documents. It should be noted that Tesseract is
able to extract paragraph-level text boxes, which, however, can be of arbitrary accuracy
on invoices. We utilized this functionality of Tesseract for the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF model
(see section IV.4.3). To streamline and execute the experiments of the PyTorch-based
models, we employed PyTorch Lightning. All experiments were run on a single computing
instance with 6 processor cores, 118 GB RAM, and an Nvidia K80 GPU with 8 GB
video RAM. In this section, we provide the implementation details for the individual
models. Table IV.3 gives an overview of the chosen hyperparameters that resulted from
the optimization step on the neural network models. The following subsections provide
the implementation details for the individual models.

Table IV.3: Tuned hyperparameters per model

α B c
Search interval Selected Search interval Selected Search interval Selected

Model

BERTgrid {2.7542ˆ10´4, 2.7542ˆ10´2} 1.4550ˆ10´2 {2, 4} 2 {1.0, 2.0} 1.2292
Chargrid {2.2909ˆ10´4, 2.2909ˆ10´2} 2.1209ˆ10´2 {2, 4} 4 {1.0, 2.0} 1.1319
GCN {1.9055ˆ10´6, 1.9055ˆ10´4} 1.9055ˆ10´4 {2, 64} 16 {1.0, 2.0} 1.2149
GAT+BiLSTM-CRF {3.0200ˆ10´5, 3.0200ˆ10´3} 9.8624ˆ10´4 {2, 16} 16 - -
LayoutLM {1.6596ˆ10´6, 1.6596ˆ10´4} 3.2771ˆ10´4 {2, 8} 4 {1.0, 2.0} 1.2112
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IV.4.1 Chargrid

Our implementation of Chargrid deviated in minor aspects from the description given
in Katti et al. (2018). We did not oversample invoices with multiple line items during
training—the data set was already quite small, with repeating invoice layouts, and we
wanted to limit further risk of overfitting. We maintained the target resolution for the
Chargrid representations used in the original paper. Furthermore, Katti et al. (ibid.)
mention employing anchor boxes (Ren et al., 2015) to support the object detection task;
their parametrization is, however, not further specified. Following the recommendations
given by Zhang, Lipton, et al. (2021), we therefore decided to generate a total of 13 anchor
boxes per pixel, using ten linearly increasing aspect ratios r (relation of anchor box width
to height) from 5 to 50, r “

“

5, . . . , 50
‰

and four linearly increasing scales s from 0.1 to
0.4, s “

“

0.1, . . . , 0.4
‰

. The chosen s and r form rectangular anchor boxes of flat and
wide shape and allowed us to accommodate line items of varying sizes. To evaluate the
model, we upsampled the predicted segmentation mask back to the document’s original
resolution by inverting the interpolation from the Chargrid construction step (Katti et al.,
2018). The upsampled segmentation mask was then compared against the ground-truth’s
labeled text boxes.

IV.4.2 BERTgrid

BERTgrid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019) employs the same model architecture as Chargrid,
the main difference between the two being the document representation fed into the model.
Whereas Chargrid represents a document by one-hot-encoding characters on the pixel
level, BERTgrid embeds tokens using a pretrained BERT model. Our implementation
deviated from the approach described in Denk and Reisswig (ibid.) in the usage of said
BERT model: We used a standard multilingual pretrained BERT model obtained from the
huggingface transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020), which was not further pretrained on
invoices. As the BERTgrid document representation yields large tensors and WordPiece
tokens are generally coarser than characters, we downsampled the document representation
to half the target resolution of our Chargrid representation. In all other aspects, our
implementation of BERTgrid equalled our implementation of Chargrid.

IV.4.3 GAT+BiLSTM-CRF

The model described in Liu, Gao, et al. (2019) combines different mechanisms to model
contextual relationships; graph-attention layers are combined with BiLSTM layers and
a CRF sequence tagging head. For our implementation of the model, we opted for two
graph-attention layers in light of the results of the ablation study presented in Liu, Gao,
et al. (ibid.). A two-layer multiperceptron (MLP) with ReLu nonlinearity embeds the
node-edge-node features in each graph layer. As the authors did not specify an optimizer
for training in the original paper, we employed ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2017), similar
to Lohani et al. (2019) and Xu, Li, et al. (2020). The sizes for the model layers—that
is, the number of hidden nodes per layer—were not given in the paper. They govern the
complexity of the model and therefore the ability of the model to generalize (Bengio, 2009).
Hence, we performed a bandit-based random parameter search with successive halving
(Karnin et al., 2013) aimed at maximizing the macroaveraged F1 score on the validation
set. The same cross-validation iteration as for the hyperparameter optimization described
above was used. The search ran for 50 iterations, each time training the model for 30
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epochs. Table IV.4 gives the results of the parameter search. Note that the MLPs that
embed the edge-to-edge features have the same number of nodes as the respective GAT
layers. To build the underlying document graph as described by Liu, Gao, et al. (2019), we

Table IV.4: Results of the parameter search for the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF model

Search interval Selected
Layer

BiLSTM1 [64, 2,048] 512
GAT1 [64, 2,048] 256
GAT2 [64, 2,048] 256
BiLSTM2 [64, 2,048] 512

extracted paragraph-level OCR outputs, which can span text passages ranging from single
words to multiple lines. For each word in the paragraph, we extracted word embeddings
using pretrained Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) vectors via gensim (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka,
2010). To enable batch-wise computation, we padded the length of all paragraphs to
the length of the longest paragraph in our data set, which was 78 words. We assigned
a distinct vector to each padding element and constructed a padding mask for each
document indicating non-padding elements for the CRF layer. Out-of-vocabulary words
were similarly assigned a designated embedding vector. When evaluating the model, the
most likely sequence of tags for each paragraph was obtained using the Viterbi algorithm
(Forney, 1973). The sequence was then converted from the IOB tagging scheme back to
the original set of labels and compared against the ground truth. Note that each word in
a paragraph corresponded to one text box in the ground truth.

Table IV.5: Results of the parameter search for the GCN model

Search space Selected
Layer

GCN1 [64, 2,048] 512
GCN2 [64, 2,048] 256
GCN3 [64, 2,048] 256
GCN4 [64, 2,048] 128

IV.4.4 GCN

The model presented by Lohani et al. (2019) employs graph convolution over a precomputed
document graph similar to Liu, Gao, et al. (2019); however, it relies solely on node
classification to extract any relevant information pieces. Our implementation only deviated
in a minor detail from the description provided in Lohani et al. (2019): We did not
implement any features that rely on external knowledge bases or databases. The BPE
embeddings were obtained from BPEmb (Heinzerling and Strube, 2018). As the description
of the model architecture given by the authors did not include layer size specifications, we
ran a parameter search in the same fashion as for the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF model. Table
IV.5 contains the results.
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IV.4.5 LayoutLM

We obtained an implementation of the LayoutLM model with pretrained weights via
the huggingfaces transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020), which corresponds to the
LayoutLMBase configuration with text and layout modality, complemented with a token
classification head composed of a two-layer MLP with dropout. As proposed by Xu, Li,
et al. (2020), we fine-tuned the parameters of the whole (pretrained) model on the token
classification task using an ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2017). The learning rate
was warmed up linearly for one epoch. When extracting the tokens for each document,
we scaled the x and y of the textboxes to the range {0, 1,000}. The extracted token
sequences were then padded to the maximum length possible (512). If their length already
exceeded the maximum length, we applied a sliding window approach.

IV.4.6 Random Forest

As described above, we also trained and evaluated a random forest model (Breiman, 2001).
Random forests are known to be robust, with only very limited performance gains to be
achieved via hyperparameter tuning (Probst et al., 2019). We therefore abstained from
tuning the random forest and used the standard parameters. The model was trained on
the OCR outputs, which had been enriched with several manually constructed features.
One row in the data set corresponded to one single text box. The manual features
captured the properties of the text associated with each text box, such as its length
and the number of (special) characters and digits, and data types (see appendix B.1).
We furthermore calculated dictionary-based features that searched for the presence of
discriminative terms such as ”Invoice no.” or ”Total” in the vicinity of the text box. These
features mimicked the context diffusion mechanisms in the neural networks. Handling
text boxes independently from each other further allowed us to employ subsampling to
address the class imbalance. We subsampled the background class so that the numbers of
labeled and unlabeled instances in the training set were equal.

IV.5 Results

Using the implementation described above, we tuned, trained, and evaluated the models
as described in section IV.3.3. We report the F1 scores with standard deviation per model
and entity type averaged across all folds and the corresponding macro averages in Table
IV.6. The results are further disaggregated down into results obtained from invoices with
in-sample and out-of-sample layouts. In the tables, bold and underlined results indicate
the best and second-best results per entity class. Figure IV.6 summarizes the tables and
provides box plots of the attained F1 scores per model. The figure shows a significant gap
in predictive quality between in-sample and out-of-sample layouts, both in terms of macro
average (green dashed line) and scattering. This gap—which we will refer to from here on
as the accuracy gap—varies between the different models. While the accuracy gap of the
LayoutLM model—the overall best model in the study—is 0.1742 points, it is much larger
for the other models. The most affected are the random forest and Chargrid models,
with gaps of 0.4299 and 0.4206 F1, respectively. The GCN and BERTgrid modes are less
affected: Their accuracy drops by 0.3287 and 0.3187, respectively. LayoutLM achieves the
best overall results, both for in- and out-of-sample layouts in terms of macroaveraged F1

scores: 0.8761, and 0.7019, respectively. Looking at the overall results and the results over
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Figure IV.6: Box plots of the F1 scores across all folds for both in-sample and out-of-sample
layouts by model. The red line emphasizes the gap in predictive quality between in-sample
and out-of-sample layouts. The macro average is the unweighted average of class-wise F1

scores across all folds.
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in-sample layouts, its closest competitor is the random forest model, with macro in-sample
and out-of-sample F1 scores of 0.7744 and 0.8288, respectively. It outperforms all neural
networks other than LayoutLM in terms of macroaveraged F1, and it even manages to
outperform LayoutLM in the detection of line item quantities over in-sample layouts. This
picture changes as we look at the out-of-sample results. Random forest’s accuracy drops
to 0.3989, being subsequently outperformed by both the BERTgrid and the GCN models.
While BERTgrid is slightly better than the GCN model over out-of-sample layouts, GCN
achieves a lower standard deviation, indicating more consistent results. This observation
also holds true for in-sample layouts and overall results. The overall worst-performing
model is the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF model in terms of both macro average F1 and standard
deviation. However, its accuracy gap between in- and out-of-sample layouts is smaller
than that of random forest and Chargrid. Comparing the overall results for the individual
entity classes, all models extract the recipient address with the highest accuracy and the
total tax amount with the lowest. However, when reduced to the out-of-sample layouts,
the models show worse performance on the line item tax amounts than on the total tax
amounts; even LayoutLM achieves an F1 of merely 0.2826. This is surprising, considering
that LayoutLM achieves a very good F1 score of 0.8811 on the class over in-sample
layouts. All of the models fail in at least one fold to extract the line item tax amounts;
the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF does not succeed at all. Apart from LayoutLM, which almost
always outperforms all other models, the models exhibit individual strengths in extracting
certain entities. For example, the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF achieves the second-highest F1

score for the vendor VAT ID on out-of-sample layouts, whereas Chargrid almost matches
the accuracy of LayoutLM for line item tax amounts.
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IV.6 Discussion

The goal of our research was to determine how ML-based approaches to IE from invoices
respond to a skewed distribution of suppliers that is characterized by few highly frequent
suppliers and a long tail of infrequent suppliers. Specifically, we were interested in the
accuracy of the models on the invoices of long tail suppliers.

Our research approach pays special attention to the distribution of layouts in the training,
validation, and test data sets, which has been largely neglected in previous research on IE
from invoices. The data in our study are split into mutually exclusive subsets such that
each subset contains a proportion of out-of-sample layouts issued by long tail suppliers.
We found that all models in our study were significantly less accurate on out-of-sample
layouts than on in-sample layouts. This is reflected in both lower macro F1 scores and
higher standard deviations between folds.

These findings suggest that there exists a layout bias of which designers of IE systems
for invoices need to be aware. If we had not disaggregated the classification results
into in-sample and out-of-sample layouts, the accuracy gap between them could have
gone undetected. Considering our aim of automating the IE from invoices from long tail
suppliers, letting this bias go undetected could have had negative effects in practice as
the models would yield considerable amounts of false positives and false negatives. We
expected to find the existence of this bias, but we were surprised to find that the models
were affected to varying degrees by this it.

Therefore, with respect to previous research, we see the main contribution of our re-
search as discovering the layout bias and describing and implementing an evaluation
methodology to detect it. The distribution of layouts has seldom been reported or method-
ologically addressed in the related literature. This unfortunately also holds true for the
open benchmark data sets SROIE (Huang et al., 2019), CORD (Park et al., 2019) and
Kleister (Stanis lawek et al., 2021), due to which we suspect that the results obtained
from these benchmark data sets might also be affected, albeit to a possibly different
degree. A further contribution of this paper is the development and implementation of
a benchmark on a dedicated invoice data set, using a common set of accuracy metrics.
Previous studies of IE from layout-rich documents either relied on proprietary data sets,
used different metrics and aggregation levels for evaluation, or did not report results for
individual entities. Benchmarking studies dedicated to IE from invoices (Baviskar, Ahirrao,
and Kotecha, 2021; Liu, Zhang, et al., 2016) did not include layout-aware approaches to IE.

The results further hold practical implications. They show that designers of systems that
seek to automate IE from invoices should carefully evaluate the distribution of layouts in
the population to which the system is applied. In the case presented in this paper, the
layout bias can represent a form of selection bias (Shah et al., 2020): The invoices used for
model training were taken from a ground population that contained a skewed distribution
of invoice layouts. If the models are only intended to be applied to long tail suppliers,
this approach will most certainly yield suboptimal outcomes, as shown in our results. If,
however, the models are to be applied to the whole range of incoming invoices, failing to
appropriately capture highly recurrent invoice layouts would lead to inefficiencies. In this
case, a significant change in the supplier structure of the company would require a retrain-
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ing of the models, and therefore also the annotation of a new set of invoices. Furthermore,
the skewed distribution of layouts could be addressed using multicriterion sample weights,
which take into account the distribution of layouts in addition to the distribution of classes.

Of all models in our experiment, LayoutLM shows both the best accuracy over both
in-sample and out-of-sample layouts. It continues the victory march of transformer models
in NLP, which benefit from extensive pretraining over large unlabeled document corpora.
In this context, one surprising finding in our study was the accuracy of the random forest
model. The model’s overall accuracy was on a par with that of the nontransformer neural
networks, and it was able to outperform the Chargrid and GAT+BiLSTM-CRF models
over out-of-sample layouts. Random forests could be employed very effectively to handle
cases in which all possible layouts can be represented in the training data. Another
unexpected finding was how the predictive quality of the BERTgrid and Chargrid models
compared to the GCN model. While Chargrid and BERTgrid are very close in overall
accuracy, BERTgrid is almost 0.1 points better on the out-of-sample layouts. This hints
at the fact that the semantic BERT embeddings help the model draw generalizations. The
drawback of both models is the memory consumption of the respective document grids:
BERTgrid especially yields large tensors with the dimensions {widthtarget, heighttarget,
features}. The GCN model relies on more efficient graph representations of the shape
{nodes, features}; however, it achieves results very close to those of BERTgrid. As
BERTgrid and Chargrid employ object detection to detect line items, we especially ex-
pected them to perform better over line item–related entities, which was not the case.
Finally, the poor performance of the GAT+BiLSTM-CRF model, both overall and on
unseen layouts, might be attributed to the quality of the OCR outputs; the paragraph
recognition on layout-rich documents of Tesseract is prone to errors, and the resulting
paragraphs fluctuate heavily in length.

With respect to the individual entities, we observed that the models had problems extract-
ing the total tax amount. The total tax amount appeared infrequently in our data set;
only 383 text boxes have been annotated as such. The recipient address was the easiest
information entity in our data set: the recipient is always the same company, and only
small variations in the address appear, such as street names, house numbers, and cities
for the different offices. Considering its importance to both accountants and auditors,
we were disappointed to see the low performance of all models on the total amount as
compared to the invoice number and issue date.

These results and the subsequent discussion have to be seen in the light of some limitations.
First, the data set was rather small. The models might respond better to larger data sets
and show fewer signs of bias, even if the distribution of layouts were similarly skewed.
Apart from its size, the data set was also composed of mainly English invoices. Therefore,
the effect of multiple languages on the predictive quality of the models was not adequately
considered. Furthermore, the evaluation methodology was quite strict and did not account
for further rule-based post-processing to reduce false positives and false negatives, such
as checking the internal consistency of the extracted amounts. Also, most models in the
experiment were our own implementations, and they might not have been true in all aspects
to the original implementations. This was a necessity, as the original implementations
were not openly accessible. However, we have specified all relevant details in section IV.4.
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IV.7 Conclusion

IE from invoices offers a way to automate invoice processing that causes less friction with
suppliers that are not suitable for the implementation of an EDI-based invoicing tool. The
results from our research show that designers of IE systems for invoices should carefully
consider how to collect invoices for training and testing data, as the distribution of invoices
per supplier in a company is usually biased toward a few suppliers. According to our
results, this skewed distribution of suppliers, and therefore layouts, causes the models to
perform worse on invoices with out-of-sample layouts, such as invoices whose layouts have
not been part of the training set. However, this effect varied across the models used in
our study. LayoutLM is the least affected by layout bias, while it simultaneously exhibits
the best macroaveraged F1 scores on both in-sample and out-of-sample layouts; this result
can most likely be attributed to the extensive pretraining of the model. This kind of bias
can go undetected if not appropriately accounted for. As it has received little attention in
previous research, we also suspect that the results obtained from popular open data sets
for IE from layout-rich documents might be affected. We therefore strongly encourage
researchers to investigate the distribution of layouts in the respective training, validation,
and test sets for these data sets.
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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) has frequently been predicted to change the auditing profession.
Yet, the observed adoption of AI in this domain remains rather limited. We aim to actively
advance the adoption of AI by designing and implementing an information extraction
pipeline for an application supporting the test of details, a frequently performed audit
procedure. To this end, we employ the action design research methodology, through
which we reflect how the audit domain shapes the emerging artifact. The multitude
of audit clients and the resulting variety of languages and legal regulation requires
continuous benchmarking of the machine learning models employed. This is amplified by
the continuous stream of new and updated models arising from the research on information
extraction from layout-rich documents. We developed a benchmarking pipeline to support
the test of details and captured the results of reflecting the design process in design
principles.
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V.1 Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is expected to have a vast, even possibly disruptive impact on
the audit profession (Issa et al., 2016; Kokina and Davenport, 2017); however, its actual
adoption remains limited (Krieger et al., 2021). Krieger and colleagues put forward the
suggestion that audit firms adopt advanced data analytics technologies by embedding
them into software applications, which are tailored toward one or more specific use cases
(ibid.). The applicability of AI to auditing ranges across various steps in the audit process
(Appelbaum et al., 2018) and different types of audit procedures (Sun, 2019). One example
for such a use case is the “test of details” (TOD) ISA 500. An essential procedure in
audit fieldwork, the TOD is used to collect evidence that individual transactions or
balances have been reported correctly. To this end, audit teams are often required to
sift through large samples of business documents to extract pieces of information that
are then reconciliated against other, usually structured sources of data stemming from
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems. This information extraction (IE) task costs
audit teams valuable time given the sharp budget constraints under which they operate.
Hence, its automation through the means of AI—machine learning (ML) and natural
language processing (NLP)—can alleviate their workload and allows them to focus on
higher value-added tasks. It would allow also for the processing of larger quantities of
documents, which is commonly associated with a higher audit quality (Manita et al., 2020;
Salijeni et al., 2019). Business documents relevant for the TOD, such as invoices, purchase
orders, or delivery notes, are characterized by sparsity and a two-dimensional layout,
as opposed to the sequential text usually assumed in NLP techniques. Subsequently,
they have drawn the attention of a fast-growing body of research, in which many highly
specialized layout-preserving document representations and neural network architectures
are proposed. These representations rely on graphs, grids, or positional embeddings of
varying granularity to capture the layout; the models then leverage semantic and visual
features of the document to extract the desired information. Introducing these techniques
to automate the TOD presents a particularly interesting technology adoption case in
the audit domain: the TOD is a highly repetitive task in auditing, which is performed
in every audit engagement. While the task of extracting information from an invoice
and reconciling it against another data source is of low complexity for human cognitive
capabilities, it requires highly specialized ML approaches. These approaches, in turn,
permit the processing of large quantities of invoices in a fraction of the time a human
operator would require.

Our work is motivated by two goals: to advance the adoption of AI in auditing, and to
contribute to the ongoing research on the adoption of AI to auditing. Embedded within
an audit firm, we design and implement the IE component for an application seeking to
automate the TOD for invoices. Utilizing a ML model in production requires a workflow
with multiple steps around data preparation as well as model training, evaluation, and
deployment. In the context of ML, this workflow is also referred to as a “pipeline” (Google,
2022; Hapke and Nelson, 2020). Our research aims to design such a pipeline in a way that
it meets the requirements of the audit domain, posing the following research question
(RQ):

How can an information extraction pipeline for the TOD be designed and which
design principles could guide the development of ML benchmarking pipelines?
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We address the RQ by utilizing the methodology of action design research (ADR) (Sein
et al., 2011). Following the ADR process, the artifact under construction – the IE
component – has gone through several building, intervention, and evaluation (BIE) cycles.
The contribution of this paper lies in the created artifact and the design principles (DPs)
developed for ML benchmarking pipelines in auditing.

V.2 Related Literature

External audits encompass several tasks that are both highly repetitive and highly
structured (Abdolmohammadi, 1999) (Abdolmohammadi, 1999), making them ideal for
automation through either robotic process automation (RPA) (Moffitt et al., 2018) or
AI (Issa et al., 2016; Kokina and Davenport, 2017; Krieger et al., 2021; Sun, 2019).
While RPA requires very well-defined tasks, ML and its subfield deep learning are able
to handle more ambiguous and complex tasks than RPA, such as the analysis of text
(Sun, 2019). Zhaokai and Moffitt (2019) developed a comprehensive framework that
illustrates how text analytics can be employed in auditing, oriented toward the analysis
of contracts. The framework is composed of multiple so-called “functional areas”, which
can be interpreted as process steps: the documents are first imported and categorized
(“document management”). Afterwards, the relevant information is extracted (“content
identification”) which can then be used for downstream tasks belonging to the TOD, such as
cutoff testing, term verification, or record confirmation (ibid.). In the content identification
area, the authors propose ML as a means to extract the information. Contracts are usually
rich, sequential text, through which the IE task can be addressed by employing sequential
models such as transformers, (Bi-)LSTMs and conditional random fields (Chalkidis and
Androutsopoulos, 2017; Elwany et al., 2019; Hu and Su, 2021). As pointed out in the
previous section, this structure does not characterize all business documents; many exhibit
a two-dimensional layout which renders purely sequential approaches inefficient. Recent
research has addressed this shortcoming by proposing several model architectures and
document representations that account for the layout. In this section, we give an overview
of the techniques proposed for IE from layout-rich documents. We also deepen the concept
of ML pipelines and their implementation and briefly review relevant research on AI
adoption in auditing, before delineating the gaps in the literature to be addressed in this
paper.

V.2.1 Information Extraction from Layout-Rich Documents

The problem of extracting information from unstructured text is usually formulated as a
classification problem, such that a ML model distinguishes between irrelevant text and
one or more classes of relevant text. The model either learns to classify single text units
of varying granularity, e.g., words (Lohani et al., 2019), tokens (Denk and Reisswig, 2019;
Garncarek et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2022; Xu, Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020; Xu,
Lv, et al., 2021), or characters (Katti et al., 2018), or to assign a sequence of class labels
to a sequence of text units (Liu et al., 2019).

ML models can leverage several types of inputs to classify the text on a document: for
layout-rich documents, the position of the individual text units on the document is an
important signal, along with their semantics and the structure of the string(s). Another
important signal is the context of the text unit, e.g., are the words “invoice no.” next to a
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string, a strong indicator for belonging to the class “invoice number.” Recent research has
proposed different document representations and model architectures to appropriately
capture those contextual relationships on layout-rich documents. BERTgrid (Denk and
Reisswig, 2019) and Chargrid (Katti et al., 2018) use pixel-level token- respectively
character grids in conjunction with a model architecture based on convolutional layers,
whereas (Zhao et al., 2019) employ less granular word-level grids. A different stream of work
proposes graphs to structurally represent the documents and employs models with graph
convolution layers to capture contextual relationships (Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019;
Yu et al., 2020). The document graphs in these approaches may be explicitly precomputed
(Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019) or learned from the data (Yu et al., 2020). They
are thus different from the implicit document graphs that are used in transformer-based
models such as LayoutLM(v2, v3) (Huang et al., 2022; Xu, Xu, et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al.,
2020), LayoutXLM (Xu, Lv, et al., 2021), LAMBERT (Garncarek et al., 2021), Donut
(Kim et al., 2021) and LiLT (Wang et al., 2022). The transformer model architecture relies
on the self-attention mechanism to capture contextual relationships; within this approach,
all inputs are related to one another (Vaswani et al., 2017), thus forming a dense graph.
The major contribution of the works around transformer models is the introduction of
layout-aware pretraining strategies. In conjunction with the parallelization capabilities of
the transformer architecture, this enables them to train the models on massive corpora
of unlabeled documents, aiming for a general understanding of layout-rich documents
(Garncarek et al., 2021; Huang et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Xu, Xu,
et al., 2022; Xu, Li, et al., 2020; Xu, Lv, et al., 2021). The pretrained models can then be
finetuned for specific downstream tasks, such as IE.

V.2.2 Machine Learning Pipelines

It is well-established that the application of ML methods requires a workflow composed of
different steps to gather and prepare data, train and evaluate models, and deploy a model
into production. This workflow has been codified into standard frameworks for data science
such as “Knowledge Discovery in Databases” (Fayyad et al., 1996) or the “Cross-Industry
Standard Process for Data Mining” (Wirth and Hipp, 2000). More recent publications
refer to this workflow in the context of ML as a pipeline (Google, 2022; Hapke and Nelson,
2020; Xin et al., 2021). More formally described, a pipeline is a directed, acyclic graph,
in which the nodes represent processing steps and the edges represent in- and output
relationships between processing steps (Hapke and Nelson, 2020; Xin et al., 2021). The
steps need to be executed in the correct order, such that all inputs for a step are available
before it is executed. This is referred to as the orchestration of a pipeline. ML pipelines
can be categorized into different levels of maturity (Google, 2022). The most basic level
of maturity are manual pipelines, in which all steps within the pipeline are orchestrated
manually. The next, more advanced levels are integrated pipelines, which are automatically
orchestrated and can be executed via a trigger (ibid.). Such automated pipelines allow for
more rapid experimentation and for an architectural symmetry between experimentation
and operation pipelines (ibid.). This enables researchers to run a multitude of experiments
across different settings, or for practitioners to quickly retrain models using fresh data
and deploy them into operation.
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V.2.3 Adoption of Artificial Intelligence in Audit Firms

Leveraging AI to automate tasks such as TOD is a new phenomenon in the audit domain,
and empirical evidence suggests a slow adoption of AI in audit firms (Krieger et al.,
2021). Krieger et al. (ibid.) explored the adoption of emerging technologies in this area,
most importantly RPA, (Big) Data Analytics, and AI, and propose a process theory that
illustrates how audit firms adopt these technologies. The authors argue that audit firms
develop technology applications – or source them from third party vendors - based on use
cases. This process is affected by several contextual factors that affect the outcome of the
process, relating to such characteristics as the underlying technology, the characteristics of
the firm’s audit clients, and the specific demands of the audit domain, e.g., the mandatory
consideration of professional standards. While the proposed theory seeks to explain the
logic of technology adoption in audit firms, scientific accounts of such applications are
rare. One example is the “Document Intelligence for Contract Review” (DICR) platform,
which has been proposed by the AI Lab of the Big Four audit company EY (Tecuci et al.,
2020). While DICR is presented as an application for document review, the authors do not
elaborate on the rationale behind its design. Furthermore, it is designed for the analysis
of contracts, which—as pointed out above—are structurally different from layout-rich
business documents such as invoices.

In this section, we have identified several gaps in the related literature, which we aim
to address in our study. We identified the need for the evaluation of models according
to specific utilization settings, and the potential for automated ML pipelines to address
this need. More specific to the audit domain, we have also identified the lack of scientific
accounts of AI applications that reflect their design with respect to the demands of
auditing.

V.3 Methodology

The goal of our research is to create an IE pipeline for a TOD application to be employed
on external audits by an auditing firm. To address this goal appropriately, we employ
the ADR methodology (Sein et al., 2011). Similar to the design research methodology
proposed by Hevner et al. (2004), ADR adopts a construction-oriented approach to re-
search, intended to generate design knowledge that is not merely explanatory, but which
is relevant to practice. Design Research has been successfully applied to design platforms
or applications that employ ML, e.g., for hate speech detection (Bunde, 2021), health
communication (Neuhauser et al., 2013), and to enhance bus ticket vending machines in
low-bandwidth areas (Butgereit et al., 2018). ADR explicitly incorporates the organiza-
tional context into the emergent artifact by placing the researcher within a participating
organization (Sein et al., 2011).

Figure V.1 depicts our research approach. The approach follows several stages: after an
initial formulation of the problem (section 3.1), the artifact is devised through three BIE
cycles (section 3.2). The BIE cycles are reflected in the reflection and learning phase
(section 3.2), which enables us to formulate DPs for IE pipelines in audit applications.
The artifact and the DPs are presented in the results section (section 4).

Environment. For this research, the participating organization is an international audit
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Figure V.1: Research approach based on the ADR methodology.

firm. One member of the research team was placed as a data scientist within a team
of software developers and data scientists in the firm developing the TOD application.
The ongoing cooperation for this project started at the end of 2019, and the application
was still under active development at the time this text was written. The team was led
by the application’s product owner, who was assisted by the solution architect. Both
provided feedback multiple times during the BIE cycles. The product owner could provide
requirements from the business side and assess their fulfillment; the solution architect
would do the same for technical requirements. For development purposes, we were given
an experimental data set, composed of 1059 invoices, which the firm received from 259
different suppliers. The invoices were annotated manually by two domain experts for 14
information entities (e.g., invoice number, total amount).

Scope. The core function of the TOD application is to reconcile two different accounting
data sources: a tabular excerpt of the audit client’s ERP system, and a set of doc-
uments. Figure V.2 visualizes the application’s processing flow. The documents are
usually provided as PDF files, whereas the ERP excerpt is provided as CSV file. To
this end, the application needs to convert the document into electronically readable
text (1), extract any relevant information from the document (2), and search for this
information in the ERP excerpt (3). If the extracted information is found, it is counted as
reconciled. The text extraction step can be performed via OCR, which is well researched
and available through several open-source and commercial applications, such as Tesseract,
Abbyy, Amazon Textract, Azure Cognitive Services OCR, or Google’s Cloud Vision API.
The reconciliation step can be realized through well-studied name matching methods
such as string distances (Cohen et al., 2003). The IE step is therefore crucial to this
application; if it yields poor results, the reconciliation will fail – or even worse – lead to
wrongfully reconciled information. As described above, the application of ML to IE from
layout-rich documents receives increasing attention from the research community, yielding
a continuous stream of new approaches to solve this problem. The utilization of ML
within an application is a non-trivial endeavor, as it is associated with both technical and
non-technical challenges (Baier et al., 2019). Considering these aspects, we focus in this
research on the development of the application’s pipeline intended to perform the IE task,
as it fundamentally contributes to the overall success of the application. By designing
the corresponding artifact, we address a more abstract class of problems: designing IE
pipelines for audit applications.
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Figure V.2: Processing flow of the TOD application. The blue dashed line indicates the
scope of our work within the application.

V.3.1 Problem Formulation

The problem addressed in this research is mainly inspired from practice, which corresponds
to the “practice-inspired research” principle in ADR (Sein et al., 2011). The decision to
employ IE was made to avoid falsely reconciled information, e.g., falsely reconciling the
payment due date from the invoice with an erroneously entered invoice date from the
ERP data. Thus, the base requirement for the application’s IE component was to perform
the extraction task with the highest achievable accuracy. Adding to this base requirement,
the product owner and solution architect set a list of business- and technology related
requirements:

• Adaptability to locales: The IE component should be able to process different
languages and sets of extracted entities. The audit firm faces a multitude of
clients, operating across a variety of countries and each receiving invoices from
multiple countries. This implies that a multitude of languages will be encountered
in the invoices, and also that the diverse legal requirements will determine which
information must be included on an invoice, which also impacts their respective
formats (e.g., different date formats or bank account number formats).

• Flexibility with respect to labeled data: This requirement amends the previous
one. As labelled data is expensive, an abundance thereof cannot be assumed for all
languages or sets of extracted entities.

• Capability to process large amounts of invoices: To play out its strength, the
IE component should be able to process large amounts of invoices. Less so for the
training of IE models, but rather for scoring (i.e., retrieving predictions from) the
invoices to be audited.
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• Integration: The application is intended to enable users to train IE models for
a set of labelled data by pressing a button. This requires that the IE component
encompasses and automates the whole training procedure in addition to the scoring.

V.3.2 Design Cycles

Following the ADR research methodology, the design of the IE pipeline emerged through
several BIE cycles (Sein et al., 2011), which we describe in this section.

Cycle 1: Laying the foundation. The first cycle was conducted from late 2019 until
the middle of 2020. The goal of the first cycle was to devise a research pipeline to allow
the implementation and testing of models for IE from invoices and similar documents.
We started the cycle by conducting a literature study. At the time, few articles had
been published on layout-aware IE from invoices (Denk and Reisswig, 2019; Katti et al.,
2018; Liu et al., 2019; Lohani et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). This step gave us an
idea of how to construct the pipeline, as most works that propose and evaluate new ML
models use a well-established experimental process consisting of data preparation (covering
acquisition, cleaning, annotation, and splitting), feature extraction, model training, and
model evaluation.

We implemented the individual steps of the pipeline for a self-designed model by using an
initial experimental data set and selected state-of-the-art technologies like PyTorch. We
designed a model based on graph attention networks, taking a word-level graph as input
in the same way as Lohani et al. (2019). Our model initially achieved a satisfactory macro
averaged F1 score of 0.8753 on the experimental data set. While the stakeholders were
generally satisfied with this technical implementation, they criticized the lack of proper
integration, as the individual steps of the pipeline were still orchestrated manually.

Cycle 2: Integration and expansion. This second cycle started in the second half
of 2020. In response to feedback from the evaluation phase of the previous cycle, we
aimed for an automation of the pipeline. Additionally, we endeavored to implement more
models from recent literature and to evaluate them, to select the best model available to
be deployed to the application.

We devised individual python scripts for each of the pipeline steps for our initial model.
Using these scripts as blueprints, we implemented further models: Chargrid (Katti et al.,
2018), BERTgrid (Denk and Reisswig, 2019), the models proposed by Liu et al. (2019) and
Lohani et al. (2019), as well the newly introduced transformer-based model LayoutLM
(Xu, Li, et al., 2020). The implementation of these models helped us to identify potential
for abstraction and modularization of the code base.

The evaluation of this cycle was conducted by demonstrating evaluation results to show
the validity of the model implementations. The results are given in Table V.1. The results
show that most models are significantly less accurate on out-of-sample layouts. This
bias stems from a skewed distribution of vendors, and therefore invoice layouts, in our
experimental data set. Leaving this discrepancy undetected could lead to suboptimal
model choices: for example, the random forest model shows a higher F1 score overall than
the model proposed by Lohani et al. (2019) or BERTgrid, but it is significantly worse
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Table V.1: Evaluation results (macro averaged F1 scores) of the training pipeline by model
on an experimental data set.

Model Complete test set In-sample layouts Out-of-sample layouts
BERTgrid 0.7546 0.7891 0.4704
Chargrid 0.7477 0.7991 0.3785
Liu et al. (2019) 0.6067 0.6490 0.2825
Lohani et al. (2019) 0.7511 0.7948 0.4661
LayoutLM 0.8532 0.8761 0.7019
Random Forest 0.7744 0.8288 0.3989

when only considering vendors that were not represented in the training set.

The status of the pipeline was further examined by the application’s product owner and
lead architect. The feedback was that the training pipeline be generalized, so that it
could accept arbitrary labels (information entities) and invoice data sets. Furthermore,
the models should be deployed in such a way that they could score large quantities of
incoming invoices at once.

Cycle 3: Adding the scoring pipeline. The third cycle started toward the end of
2021. In response to the feedback from the last cycle, the goal for this cycle was to
operationalize the pipelines such that the models could be trained with an arbitrary set
of invoices and then be deployed to production to process large numbers of invoices at once.

Due to the modular and abstract structure of our codebase, it was convenient to devise a
scoring pipeline for the previously implemented models. The methods and classes could be
reused, effectively mirroring the training pipeline. To prevent the pipeline from breaking
when dealing with new data, we added a pipeline step that checked that incoming data for
consistency, e.g., whether all columns that our modules expect were in the OCR outputs,
and whether the columns had the right data type, and the values were in the right range.

To evaluate the outcomes of the third cycle, we presented the improvements to the training
pipeline and the scoring pipeline to the product owner and the solution architect. The
outcomes were in general well received; however, it was proposed to export the trained
models to the Open Neural Network Exchange (ONNX) format for scoring, to reduce
dependencies from the various ML frameworks used in the training pipeline. This way,
the scoring could be instantiated using a leaner Python environment. This feedback was
implemented after the third cycle.

Reflection and Learning. In the ADR methodology, the reflection and learning step
serves the purpose of moving conceptually from the built artifact to a higher level of
abstraction, thus addressing a broader class of problems. In our case, this would be the de-
sign of IE pipelines for audit applications beyond the TOD. Our approach to generalization
was to reflect on our learning process against the theory provided by Krieger et al. (2021).
This allowed us to judge whether a design decision made for the constructed artifact
would address the needs of the audit domain, and therefore have a wider applicability,
justifying its elevation into a DP.
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V.4 Results

In this section, we describe the resulting artifact in detail. We further relate our findings
back to the process theory of ADA adoption in auditing (Krieger et al., 2021), allowing us
to propose DPs that address the design of IE pipelines for audit applications as a broader
class of problems.

V.4.1 The Information Extraction Pipeline(s)

The artifact that emerged through the design cycles is the IE backend for an application
that automates the TOD. It encompasses two types of pipelines, which are depicted in
Figure 3: one pipeline to train, optimize, and evaluate the models (1), and one pipeline
for scoring incoming data using a previously trained model (2). This section provides
details on the technology used to implement the pipeline, the steps within the pipelines
along with the methodology employed, and their implementation.

Core technology. As most of the models we sought to benchmark were novel neural
network architectures and relied on customized document representations (e.g., graphs
or grids), we needed to implement the models and the associated data representations
from scratch. We therefore decided to use Python, which had become the lingua franca
of data science and offered various ML libraries and frameworks, such as Tensorflow
and PyTorch. To implement the neural networks, we gave preference to PyTorch, as it
was gaining traction rapidly in the research community: by the end of 2019, PyTorch
implementations of research papers in ML had already superseded TensorFlow (Papers
with Code, 2022). To implement any graph-related components of the neural networks,
we employed PyTorch Geometric (Fey and Lenssen, 2019). For loading pretrained models
such as BERT, LayoutLM, or Word2Vec we used Huggingface’s transformers and Gensim.
To utilize the Microsoft Azure cloud resources provided by the firm, we employed the
Azure Machine Learning (AML) python software development kit. Through AML, we
were able to train the models and score data across different GPU-enabled computing
nodes in a cluster. To reduce the amount of boilerplate code needed to run the training of
ML models on graphics processing units (GPUs), we utilized PyTorch Lightning (PTL).
PTL implements several classes and functions that facilitate the configuration of the
training process of PyTorch models and the control of ML experiments, such as the logging
of training and evaluation metrics for AML. AML utilizes the MLFlow library to track
and manage models as well as experiments, and Docker to govern the environment in
which the python scripts are executed, such as the version of the above-mentioned libraries.

Model and document representations. Most models rely on a model-specific doc-
ument representation. Therefore, we decided to implement a single data set class for
each model. The primary purpose of these classes was to provide the data in a way that
they could be consumed by the model through the PyTorch data loaders. The classes
implement methods that prepare the document representations and features and fuse them.
The class also implements a method that provides the distribution of labels in the data
set, which can then be used for class weighting. The implementation of the models follows
a similar logic – in PyTorch, models are implemented as classes with a forward() method
that describes their forward propagation. Through PTL, the model class is extended by
several methods, which govern the training and validation steps as well as the optimizer
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Figure V.3: Exemplary pipeline in- and output scheme for the training and evaluation of
two models and the subsequent deployment of one model into the scoring pipeline.

settings. Further, the model classes take a python dictionary as one parameter, which
contains the hyperparameters that govern both the model hyperparameter (e.g., number
of hidden nodes per layer) and training hyperparameters (e.g., initial learning rate; batch
size).

Model training pipeline (1). As described above, our training and evaluation pipeline
follows a well-established process in data science and machine learning. It begins by
splitting the invoices into training, validation, and test sets (1a). These splits are strat-
ified by vendor by default, such that the most frequent vendors are represented in all
three splits, whereas less frequent vendors appear only in one of them. This allows the
evaluation results to be disaggregated, at a later stage, into in-sample and out-of-sample
layouts. Optionally, the splits can also be randomized. The script further validates the
data, i.e., it ensures the right data types and value ranges for the columns in the csv
files. Files that do not conform to the expected format are dismissed with a warning. It
also checks whether the labels in the files are already numerically encoded and, if not, it
creates a label encoding scheme. This label encoding scheme is later attached to the models.

Using the above-described data set and model classes, for each model we devised separate
data preparation (1b), model tuning (1c), model training(1d), and model evaluation(1e)
scripts. The data preparation (1b) step generates the document representation and at-
taches the extracted features. These were implemented per model and were run separately
for each of the data splits to avoid accidental data leakage between the splits.

The model training (1d) step makes use of PTL’s trainer class, which calls the PTL-based
model classes as parameters and initializes the training through its fit() method. The fit()
method takes several arguments that facilitate the implementation of, for example, early
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stopping, or of using GPUs for training. Early stopping is implemented to save computa-
tional resources and prevent the models from overfitting to the training data. The early
stopping is configured to maximize the F1 score on the validation set. We also implemented
a scheme for class weighting, to prevent the models from overfitting to more frequent classes.
Class weighting affects the relative contribution of misclassified instances to the training
loss per class. We implemented a scheme introduced by Paszke et al. (2016) and also used
by Katti et al. (2018). Depending on the chosen parameter, the scheme yields class weights
that lie on the span between leaving the class distribution as-is and completely inverting it.

The model tuning (1c) step acts as a wrapper around the model training step and instanti-
ates the training with different hyperparameter combinations, aiming to maximize the F1
score on the validation set. We chose a set of hyperparameters optimized for all models,
using Bayesian hyperparameter optimization (Snoek et al., 2012): learning rate, batch
size, and the parameter for class weighting. Running the hyperparameter tuning step is
optional. If it is run, the best combination of hyperparameters are then passed to the
model training step.

The training step outputs a binary file containing the weights for the trained model. The
model evaluation (1e) loads the model weights and runs the predictions for the documents
in the test split. If needed, the model predictions are aggregated back to the text box
level and compared against the ground truth. The evaluation step outputs a detailed clas-
sification report containing entity-wise precision, recall, F1 score, true and false positives
as well as true and false negatives, and the global confusion matrix. The results were
disaggregated into in-sample layouts and out-of-sample results, depending on whether or
not the vendor of an invoice used in the test set was present in the training set. The goal of
this was to judge whether the models generalize well to new, unseen invoice layouts, while
maximizing the variety of vendor layouts for the training process. The evaluation step
exports the PTL model into the ONNX format, together with the chosen hyperparameters.

Scoring pipeline (2). When the model training pipeline is run, one model is auto-
matically selected to be deployed for scoring incoming, previously unseen invoices. The
decision of which model is deployed is based on the macro-averaged F1 score from the
out-of-sample evaluation results, unless specified otherwise. The first step in the pipeline
is to validate the incoming data (2a), similar to the data splitting step in the training
pipeline. The validated invoices are therefore prepared for scoring in the data preparation
(2b) step. Here, the same script as in the scoring (2c) step then loads the chosen model,
which classifies the text boxes in the invoice. As in the evaluation step, at this stage the
model outputs are aggregated back to the text box level. For each text box, a proba-
bility distribution is provided for the entities the model was trained to extract. These
entities (or labels) are retrieved from the model repository together with the model weights.

Implementation. We structured our codebase into two core modules: source and
pipelinesteps. Figure V.4 illustrates the structure of the modules and their submodules,
as well as the dependencies between them. The source module contains reusable classes
and functions for the models and datasets, including feature engineering and postpro-
cessing. If classes and/or functions had to be implemented model-wise, we made sure to
align their signatures to the highest achievable degree. The pipelinesteps module then
pieces these classes and methods together to form integrated pipelines. The design of
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the pipelinesteps module was influenced by the pipeline functionality of AML: AML
pipelines allow users to execute individual Python scripts with arguments (“Python-
ScriptStep”) and to transfer inputs and outputs (“PipelineData”) between them. The
execution of such a pipeline can then be triggered through a RESTful API endpoint.
PipelineData usually references a file storage residing inside Azure storage for binary files.
The data is then transferred between the pipeline steps using these references as arguments

By combining PTL’s MLFlow logger with AML’s run context, metrics from the model
training step (e.g., training and validation loss) are directly logged to the AML browser
interface to monitor the training. In the evaluation step, the models are saved to AMLs
model registry, which versionizes the models and associates the model weights with rele-
vant metadata, such as the evaluation results, hyperparameters, encoded labels, and a
timestamp of the training, and connects them with the data set that was used to train it.
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Figure V.4: Relations between individual code modules of the pipeline.

V.4.2 Design Principles for Information Extraction Pipelines in
Auditing

Reflecting what we had learned from the design cycles through which the artifact emerged,
we can delineate several DPs that help address a greater class of problems: designing IE
pipelines for audit applications.

DP1: Separation of source code and pipeline code. Separating source code from
pipeline code increases the reusability of code as, in most cases, the code for the individual
pipeline steps is an instantiation of the source code. For example, they may be data set
classes used to prepare the training and validation data for the training step, as well as
the test data for the evaluation step. It also ensures that any changes in the model and
data set classes are reflected in any pipeline steps, thus forming a symmetry between the
training and scoring pipelines. The decision to devise a pipeline for batch scoring was
based on the requirement to process large amounts of invoices. This in turn is mainly
driven by the audit methodology and can hence be mapped to the “audit requirements”
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factor in the theory by (Krieger et al., 2021).

DP2: Streamlining class and method signatures. By aligning the signatures of
classes and methods across different model and dataset classes, the reusability of code can
be improved. In our pipeline, the model-wise pipeline steps for data preparation, model
training, evaluation and scoring all follow the same pattern. This allows for a fast and
easy implementation of these steps for new models generated by the stream of research to
evaluate their applicability for the TOD. The variety of models being proposed can be
mapped to the complexity aspect of the technology characteristics factor in the theory
proposed by (ibid.).

DP3: Standardization of input and output formats. By standardizing the formats
of inputs and outputs between pipeline steps, we further improve the reusability not
only of the steps within a pipeline, but of the whole pipeline itself. If the incoming CSV
files follow the same structure, they can represent invoices from arbitrary languages or
even other layout-rich documents. This design decision helps to address the multitude
of different application settings that can be attributed to the “requirements” (labeled
training data) of the technology in the theory, as well as client characteristics (diversity of
client locales). Therefore, the pipeline gains broader applicability. This standardization
also encompasses the inputs and outputs of the pipelines as a whole, thus evading friction
with other components of the application.

DP4: Aggregation of model outputs. Depending on the type of document representa-
tion, the models output predictions on different levels of granularity, e.g., Chargrid returns
pixel-level predictions, whereas LayoutLM returns token-level predictions. Aggregating
these outputs back to the text box level (as produced by the OCR), we obtain a more
meaningful model comparison and ensure the reusability of downstream processing steps.
Similar to DP2, this DP addresses the complexity of the technology.

DP5: Flexibility of labels. Depending on the scope of the TOD (e.g., cutoff testing,
record confirmation) and the legal ramifications of the country in which the TOD is
carried out, the information to be extracted can vary. Allowing for flexibility in the labels
(i.e., extracted information entities) allows the client characteristics and the requirements
of the audit domain to be taken into account. In our artifact, we achieved this by flexi-
bly encoding the labels and attaching the information to the model in the model repository.

DP6: Evaluation of models according to the biases in the data. While conduct-
ing experiments to test the training pipeline implementation, we identified a bias in the
experimental data set: some vendors—and therefore invoice layouts—appeared more fre-
quently than others. As we showed in the results in Table 1, this can obfuscate the model
choice. Any biases in the training data—in our example the distribution of vendors—that
could affect the model’s accuracy should be identified and accounted for in the evaluation
of models to avoid selecting sub-optimal models. We consider this interrelation between
biases in the data and model accuracy to be another instance of the technology complexity.
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V.5 Discussion

The goal of our research was to devise an information extraction pipeline for an audit
application designed to automate the TOD. To this end, we adopted an ADR approach,
embedded within an audit firm. By reflecting our learnings, we can propose DPs for a
more abstract class of problems: designing IE pipelines for audit applications.

There have been few scientific accounts of AI applications for audit practice. In this
paper, we introduce an IE pipeline for an audit application and provide the details for its
implementation. Going beyond the brief technical description of DICR provided by Tecuci
et al. (2020), our research covers how the design of the artifact can be shaped to comply
with the requirements of the audit domain. The resulting artifact allows ML models to
be trained and evaluated for IE from invoices for varying application contexts, such as
document languages and information entities to be extracted, or the volume of labeled
training data available. The pipeline is fully automatically orchestrated: models can be
trained and evaluated by executing a single trigger once (new) labeled data is provided.
This also applies to the scoring pipeline. By generating design knowledge in the form of
DPs in addition to the artifact, we are also contributing a new methodological perspective
to research on the adoption of AI in the audit domain. Previous literature has either been
conceptual in nature (Appelbaum et al., 2018; Issa et al., 2016; Kokina and Davenport,
2017; Sun, 2019; Zhaokai and Moffitt, 2019) or explanatory (Krieger et al., 2021), rather
than practical.

A further contribution of this paper lies in the artifact’s design to facilitate the addition
of new models and to support their benchmarking. The research on IE from invoices
and other layout-rich documents produces a continuous stream of proposed models and
approaches, as researchers pursue the highest evaluation metrics on benchmark data sets
like SROIE. Yet, these standardized data sets do not necessarily reflect the reality of their
models’ application. This question of transferability is a challenge companies face in other
application areas for ML, such as computer vision. Especially if the context of application
changes, the no-free-lunch theorem suggests that the hypothesis of which model performs
best should be validated. Herein also lie the practical implications of our research: we
emphasize the need to re-evaluate models depending on different application contexts and
propose a conceptual blueprint for practitioners to conduct this re-evaluation according
to their needs.

The results presented here are not free from certain limitations, which are rooted in the
employed technology and the scope of this paper. The design of the artifact is optimized
toward working on AML; it may therefore not be directly transferrable to other cloud
computing environments such as Amazon Web Services or Google Cloud. Also, our paper
is only concerned with the IE component of the TOD application. It does not consider
dependencies with upstream components, e.g., the impact of OCR on the accuracy of
the models, nor does it contemplate the effect on the name matching component. These
results are also limited with respect to technology adoption in auditing as other highly
adoption-relevant components of the TOD application, such as the design of its user
interface, are not covered.
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V.6 Conclusion

The adoption of AI is still progressing slowly in the audit industry, and scientific accounts
of AI applications that go beyond high-level conceptualization are rare. In this paper,
we present two IE pipelines—one for training IE models and one for batch processing
invoices—designed for an audit application addressing the TOD, a highly recurrent audit
procedure. The design of the artifact explicitly addresses the needs of the audit domain,
most importantly, the need to benchmark IE models according to the variety of their
utilization settings, such as different languages and legal requirements. The structure
of the pipelines’ codebase further enables an efficient implementation of new models, an
important step to evaluate the models proposed by the growing body of research on IE
from layout-rich documents. Beyond the specific artifact, we generate DPs for IE pipelines
in audit applications.

We also seek to inspire further research on the operationalization of IE within auditing
or other areas of application, such as accounting. As stated above, our research is
only concerned with the IE pipeline. Further research could additionally examine the
interdependencies in the end-to-end process from PDF to standardized information, e.g.,
how to arrive at a payment date “30-05-2022” from text boxes containing the text “30”,
“May” and “2022”, and how this is affected by the use of different OCR engines. In the
context of aggregating and standardizing information from classified text boxes, future
inquiries could also examine whether the task of IE could be better formulated as a
generative process, e.g., as a question answering task. It could also explore how human-
assisted learning paradigms such as active learning could address the need for labeled
data.
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Appendix A

Appendix to chapter II

A.1 Interview quotes

All quotes have been translated from German.

“And if you look at the newer technologies, for example, data mining, big data
analytics, AI, or machine learning, yes, we’re seeing that audit firms use them,
that there are efforts. But currently almost only in their consulting practices
and less in their audit practices. It may very well happen at some point, that
they will engage more with these technologies. [. . . ] But we have not yet been
able to see this in recent audits.” (IP15)

(A.1)

“Where we admittedly still have a bit of a problem [. . . ] is to find the right
use-cases for artificial intelligence.” (IP12)

(A.2)

“[. . . ] no one can guide these data science people. [. . . ] None of their managers
can tell them: We have this and that project going on now, let’s have a look at
it, maybe we can analyze that better. Because companies, to do data science, in
my opinion, do not lack the competence, but the use-cases.” (IP2)

(A.3)

”[...] because it requires investments, and the big problem is, of course, which
all sectors actually have, they also need specialist [technological] knowledge.
Small and medium-sized practices, in particular, have difficulties in obtaining
suitable specialist staff. And that is why it is simply difficult to introduce new
technologies in smaller firms.” (IP10)

(A.4)

“We have found that clients are quite individual, even if they use the same ERP
system, for example.” (IP8)

(A.5)

“And every system has a different data model. So, it contains the same informa-
tion, but has a different structure.” (IP9)

(A.6)

“I must nevertheless take into account everything that the auditing standards
prescribe, even if I may be able to audit in a completely different, perhaps more
intelligent way, through the use of data analytics.” (IP8)

(A.7)
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“What we as auditors need to make sure is that the data does resemble the
reality.” (IP8)

(A.8)

“[. . . ] I need to prove the reliability [of the technology]: The system has been
fed this way [with data], works that way, and then comes for those reasons to
this result. This also applies to the interpretation of results; everything must be
made comprehensible.” (IP15)

(A.9)

“Everywhere where professional judgment is required, where I have to consider:
Is this okay or not? Do I need to modify the audit opinion? A lot of people
think that can’t be replaced”. (IP12)

(A.10)

“You may quickly overlook that [the need for disciplinary spanning skills] and
think: We just need a handful of computer scientists and a handful of auditors,
and then something good will happen. But that’s simply not the case.” (IP2)

(A.11)

“[. . . ] from an audit point of view, we don’t see any irregularities, everything
seems fine, but did you actually know that if you pay your invoices three days
earlier, you can raise significantly more cash discount [. . . ]” (IP8)

(A.12)

“[. . . ] in most pitches, especially when it comes to larger mandates, where it’s
not just pure price competition, then of course it’s all about what additional
insights we can generate for the client.” (IP8)

(A.13)

“We achieved a certain fit there, such that the auditor does not have to change
[his mindset] towards the reports, but the we change the reports in such a way,
that the auditor can use them properly.” (IP8)

(A.14)

“Before I invest my time and run analyses which I can throw away afterwards,
and possibly even make insinuations towards my client that are plain wrong, I’d
rather stick with my old audit procedures.” (IP10)

(A.15)
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A.2 Overview of empirical studies on ADA

in auditing
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Citation Type Country ADA
Technology

Focus Results

Al-
Htaybat
and
Alberti-
Alhtaybat,
2017

Interviews Saudi
Arabia

Big Data
(Analytics)
(BDA)

Big data
(analytics) in
corporate report-
ing,including
auditing

According to the authors, the application
of big data to corporate reporting is
paradox: While big data is supposed to
simplify reporting, the interviewees
perceive the technology as very complex
and identify a lack of necessary skills
(statistics, programming) in their
organizations.

Barr-
Pulliam
et al.,
2020

Experiment U.S. Data
Analytics
(DA)

Professional
skepticism applied
by auditors
toward the
outputs of
analytic tool in
the presence of
false positives
(data points
falsely flagged as
anomalous)

Applied skepticism is low, even when
positively rewarded. The authors
recommend carefully tuning data analytics
tools towards reducing false positives.

Chiu and
Jans,
2019

Case
study

U.S. Process
Mining (PM)

Application of
process mining to
the evaluation of
internal controls
on the example of
a bank

The authors show the applicability of PM
to the evaluation of the effectiveness of
internal controls. PM is used to analyze
process variants, to check the segregation
of duties, to investigate personnel data
and to perform analyses on timestamp
data. The authors stress the importance
of data integrity for these kind of analyses
and further argue that they need to
become automated to increase efficiency.

Dagilienė
and
Klovienė,
2019

Interviews Lithuania Big Data
(Analytics)
(BDA)

Motivation for
audit firms to use
big data
(analytics)

Three types of motivating factors are
identified:

• Company-related factors referring to
characteristics of both audit firm
and client company, for example,
size, industry sector, use of
technology, relationship between
audit firm and client.

• Technology-related factors:
Digitization of business processes,
accounting software used by the
client company, and availability of
professionals with big data
analytics experience.

• Institutional factors: Competition in
the audit market, regulation, and
education.
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Citation Type Country ADA
Technology

Focus Results

Jans
et al.,
2014

Case
study

U.S. Process
Mining (PM)

Exploration of the
applicability of
process mining to
auditing on the
example of a
bank.

The case study demonstrates the
applicability of process mining to auditing.
Process mining focuses on paths of
transactions using meta-data generated
automatically by the IT system. It further
uses the full population of transactions
instead of samples. While this is an
important extension of the focus of
external audits, it can also create a
problem of an ”alarm flood” of false
positives.

Eilifsen
et al.,
2019

Interviews,
Survey

Norway Data
Analytics
(DA)

Use of data
analytics in
auditing practice

The actual use of DA remains limited and
the use of ADA even more so. The
authors find that DA is mostly used for
clients with integrated IT-systems, and for
newly acquired engagements. They further
find that the results of DA are mostly
used as supplementary audit evidence.

Haddara
et al.,
2018

Interviews,
Survey

Taiwan (Big) Data
Analytics
(BDA)

The facilitators
and inhibitors of
big data analytics
adoption

Several adoption barriers are identified in
the paper:

• Reluctance of clients to provide
confidential data to auditors

• Cost-Benefit uncertainty

• Lack of big data-related skills in audit
firms

• Lack of hardware infrastructure

• Data control and storage

• Data integration and storage

• Lack of guidelines for data usage and
regulation

Hampton
and
Stratopou-
los,
2016

Survey Canada Data
Analytics
(DA)

The study
examines the
motivation for DA
adoption, the
effect of
supporting
environment on
DA usage, and
the tradeoff
underlying
training strategies
(DA expertise vs.
diversity of DA
tools)

The study finds that client expectations of
DA use positively affect auditor use of DA.
The use of DA by auditors in turn
positively affects the confidence in the
audit opinion, more in big audit firms
than small- and medium-sized audit firms.
The expectations of clients positively
affect the availability of training
opportunities within the audit firm, which
in turn increases the use of DA. Both the
DA proficiency of auditors and the
diversity of DA tools are positively
associated with confidence in the audit
opinion. However, the results indicate
that expertise in one tools is more
important than basic knowledge of a
diversity of tools. The authors conclude
that this will pose a challenge to audit
firms, professional organizations, and the
education system, as auditors are required
to be proficient in numerous interrelated
emerging technologies.
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Citation Type Country ADA
Technology

Focus Results

Manita
et al.,
2020

Interviews France Digitization in
general; Data
Analytics
(DA),
Artificial
Intelligence
(AI)

Impact of
digitization on
auditing through
the lens of
auditing as a
corporate
governance tool

Through digitization, audit firms will be
able to deliver a more relevant,
value-added audit by shifting the focus on
high value-added tasks and transitioning
from sample-based auditing to an audit of
all data. DA and AI are likely to enable
audit firms to introduce new service offers
and improve audit quality. Digitization
will probably shift the skill profile of
auditors toward technological skills and
foster a culture of innovation in audit
firms.

Michael
and
Dixon,
2019

Survey U.K. Big Data
(Analytics)
(BDA)

The effect of BDA
use by auditors on
the expectation
gap in audits of
voluntary
disclosures

The results reveal that the use of BDA
decreases the expectation gap in audits of
voluntary disclosures. This kind of audit
requires BDA as well, as the source data is
usually “big” in terms of volume and
variety, as opposed to statutory financial
audits, which are mainly concerned with
structured financial data. The assurance
of voluntary disclosures is a promising
additional service enabled by ADA that
audit firms can offer.

Rose
et al.,
2017

Experiment U.S. Big Data
(Analytics)
(BDA)

The effect of the
timing of BDA
visualization in
the audit process
on auditor
judgement

The experiment indicates that auditors do
not identify crucial patterns in big data
visualizations before forming initial
expectations by applying traditional audit
procedures. They are also more likely to
express concerns regarding potential
misstatements when the visualizations do
not match their initially formed
expectations. These findings contradict
the oft-stated belief that BDA
visualizations would support auditors in
directing the audit toward critical areas
before applying traditional procedures.

Salijeni
et al.,
2019

Interviews U.K., Bel-
gium

Big Data
(Analytics)
(BDA)

The impact of
BDA adoption on
the audit
profession

The authors identify three key aspects in
this regard: The impact on the
relationship between auditor and client
(greater transparency for the client,
technology spillover effects, provision of
additional—possibly non-audit—services).
The consequences of technology use for
the conduct of audit engagements
(improvement of audit quality and
efficiency, focus on more complex issues,
shift from traditional data interrogation to
analysis of full populations, and even
unstructured data). Common challenges
associated with embedding big data
analytics (lack of relevant skills in audit
firms, possible high frequency of false
positives, reluctance toward growing
influence of data scientists)
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Appendix B

Appendix to chapter IV

Table B.1: Key items annotated in the data set

Key Item Data Type Description Annotated
text boxes

Invoice number Alphanumeric The unique identifier of each invoice. May
appear multiple times on the same invoice.

1,147

Issue date Date The date on which the invoice has been issued.
May appear multiple times on the same invoice.

1,377

Total amount Decimal The gross total amount due per invoice. Includes
any tax, discounts, or other deductions.

1,096

Recipient address Text, integer,
alphanumeric

Sequence of text indicating the name, street,
house number, ZIP code, and country of the
invoice’s recipient.

13,683

Supplier address Text, integer,
alphanumeric

Sequence of text indicating the name, street,
house number, ZIP code, and country of the
invoice’s issuer.

12,857

Supplier VAT ID / tax ID Alphanumeric The (value-added) tax ID of the invoice’s issuer
follows a fixed pattern in EU invoices, varying
across other countries, mostly not present in US
invoices.

1,345

Total tax amount Decimal or percentage The share of the total amount due to value
added or sales tax. Usually expressed as a sum
or percentage of the net amount.

383

Due date Date The date upon which the payment is due. 822

Service date Date The date on which the related services have been
performed or the delivery of the related products
has occurred. In the case of services, this can also
be a range of dates and be part of a line item.

1,292

Line item description Text A textual description of the goods or services
provided.

13,289

Line item quantity Integer The quantity of goods or services provided. In
the case of services, this might relate to temporal
units.

1,747

Line item unit price Decimal The price (gross or net) per unit. 1,632

Line item tax amount Decimal, percentage The (value-added, sales) tax due for the goods or
services provided, expressed either in an amount
or as a percentage of the net price.

1,359

Line item subtotal Decimal The (gross or net) subtotal of each line item,
equivalent to quantity x price (+ tax).

1,994
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Author contributions
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Table C.1: Publication I: Authors qualitative & quantitative contribution

Krieger Drews

Conceptual research design
ˆ ˆ

Planning of research activities
ˆ ˆ

Data collection
ˆ

Data analysis and interpretation
ˆ ˆ

Manuscript writing
ˆ ˆ

Publication equivalence value
65% 35%

Table C.2: Publication II: Authors qualitative & quantitative contribution

Krieger Drews Velte

Conceptual research design
ˆ ˆ ˆ

Planning of research activities
ˆ ˆ

Data collection
ˆ

Data analysis and interpretation
ˆ ˆ

Manuscript writing
ˆ

Publication equivalence value
70% 20% 10%
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Table C.3: Publication III: Authors qualitative & quantitative contribution

Krieger Drews Funk Wobbe

Conceptual research design
ˆ ˆ ˆ

Planning of research activities
ˆ ˆ

Data collection
ˆ ˆ

Data analysis and interpretation
ˆ

Manuscript writing
ˆ

Publication equivalence value
80% 10% 5% 5%

Table C.4: Publication IV: Authors qualitative & quantitative contribution

Krieger Drews Funk

Conceptual research design
ˆ ˆ ˆ

Planning of research activities
ˆ

Data collection
ˆ

Data analysis and interpretation
ˆ

Manuscript writing
ˆ

Publication equivalence value
80% 10% 10%
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Table C.5: Publication V: Authors qualitative & quantitative contribution

Krieger Drews Funk

Conceptual research design
ˆ ˆ ˆ

Planning of research activities
ˆ

Data collection
ˆ

Data analysis and interpretation
ˆ

Manuscript writing
ˆ

Publication equivalence value
80% 10% 10%
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